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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ROUTE-TO-PA (Raising Open and User-friendly Transparency-Enabling Technologies for Public Administration)
is an innovation project focused on prototyping and piloting the integration of platforms for Open Data
and a social network engine, enhanced with tools to facilitate Open Data understanding, metadata linking,
and personalization of data usage. Two of the primary ROUTE-TO-PA project objectives, which are discussed
in this report, are: 1) to enable the transition into the next generation of Open Data portals by creating tools that
will enable citizens to socially engage over Open Data resources, the Social Platform for Open Data (SPOD)
component of the project, and 2) to provide tools that could be integrated into existing open data platforms
to deliver greater data transparency and quality and understandability, the Transparency Enhancing Toolset (TET)
component. This report presents the initial user stories and detailed, agile user stories that provide input for the
development of both SPOD and TET and the ROUTE-TO-PA platform.
This deliverable D2.3 - “User Stories on Open Data and Transparency” is produced as the output from task T2.3
on Elicitation of User Requirements. The report is the third in the series of deliverables for Work package WP2 User and Systems Requirement, which aims to develop concrete user stories to underpin the creation of use
cases and systems requirements for TET and SPOD in WP4 – “Technological Development and Integration”.
The results contained in the deliverable is the major input for developing deliverable D2.4 - Requirements
Specification and Use Case Model. Figure 1 below shows how D2.3 relates to the deliverables produced under
Work package WP2.

Figure 1: Relationship between deliverable and other deliverables in WP2
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Methodology
Initial User Stories on Open Data were developed for each pilot site and user stories were then expanded
and refined using a collective intelligence (CI) and scenario-based design approach. This report is grounded in an
analysis of data from stakeholder workshops in Dublin (Ireland), Groningen (The Netherlands), Den Haag (The
Netherlands), Prato (Italy) and Issy Les Molineaux (France). Each workshop brought together experts, academics,
industry specialists, Open Data practitioners, representatives of governments and Open Data researchers, and
potential users (including citizens, representatives of citizens and social service institutes, and journalists) to
brainstorm on Open Data platform adoption challenges, solutions to the challenges and a set of needs and
requirements necessary for consideration in the design of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform. The emphasis on citizen
participation and collaborative design in the methodology seeks to address the goals of improved government
transparency and accountability for decision-making.
Each workshop began with a collective intelligence analysis of barriers to accessing, understanding and using
open data, followed by an analysis of options that may overcome these barriers. Participants then worked
to develop scenario-based user needs, which involved profiling user needs in light of the barriers and options
and high level scenarios of open data usage (see Figure 3). This scenario-based needs analysis included a separate
focus on (1) information needs, (2) social and collaborative interaction needs, and (3) understandabilty, usability,
and decision-making needs. High level scenarios including multiple users and actors were used to prompt
thinking in relation to user needs. User and actor types in these scenarios included: citizens, entrepreneurs, app
developers, public administrators, educators, students, city officials, journalists and other users who may seek
to access, understand, and use open data for various reasons. These scenarios also addressed various contextual
issues, relevant to each of the workshop sites, and aligned with the primary scenario focus in each pilot site. For
example, the Dublin workshop focused on community networking and opportunity creation; the Groningen
workshop focused on the use of Open Data in overcoming issues associated with population decline; the Den
Haag workshop focused on Open Data in relation to employment and opportunity creation; the Prato workshop
centered on local policy and budget issues; and finally, the workshop in Paris focuses on Open Data in relation to
start-up

companies

and

the

digital

economy.

By detailing user stories and stakeholders’ collective intelligence and scenario-based design-thinking in relation
to the SPOD and TET components of the project, this report aims to provide a better understanding of Open Data
platforms with respect to:
- Barriers to accessing, understanding and using Open Data
- Options for overcoming these barriers
- User information needs
- User social and collaborative needs
- User understandability, usability, and decision-making needs
- The reasons behind these specified needs
- Implications for ROUTE-TO-PA design
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Overview of findings
The five workshops generated a range of barriers, options, and user stories across pilot scenarios. A number
of themes emerged across sites.
1) Barriers to accessing, understanding and using Open Data were many and varied. They can be broadly
categorised as follows: Government and Organisational Issues, Technical, Data, and Resource Issues,
and Training and Engagement Issues. Government and Organisational Issues can further be divided into:
Government and Organisational: Resistance; Government and Organisational: Fear of losing control of
data; Privacy and Security; and Conflict and Cooperation, Technical, Data, and Resource Issues can be
broken down into: Data Applications; Data Management/Policies; Data Quality, Accessibility, and
Usability; Technical, Infrastructure and Resources; and Cost. Finally, Training and Engagement Issues,
can be divided into: Citizen Engagement; Skills and Training; and Motivation.
2) After discussing barriers to accessing, understanding and using Open Data, participants engaged
in a collective intelligence exercise to generate options to overcome the barriers. By focusing
on possible solutions to the highlighted barriers, this options generation phase served as a creative
catalyst for the user story development work. Notably, workshop participants generated options that
highlight potential functionality and capabilities of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform that can be leveraged to
overcome barriers across the Governmental and Organisational Issues; Technical, Data, and Resource
Issue, and Training and Engagement problem space. In particular, the ROUTE-TO-PA platform has the
potential to increase engagement, trust, open data competencies, organisational efficiencies, and
sustained use of open data in citizen-public administrator interactions.
3) As noted above, each pilot site focused on unique usage scenarios. As workshop participants in each
pilot site were working with a variety of scenarios, the user information needs generated were
numerous and diverse. These needs include, for example, demographic information needs; legal
information needs; health information needs; social and community information needs; planning
information needs; services, amenities and event information needs; business and financial information
needs; jobseeker information needs. An effort was also made to analyse the availability of open data
to satisfy these information needs.
4) Participants then moved on to develop user stories in relation to social and collaborative needs for
the design of SPOD. Categories of needs here included: dialogue and discussion spaces; moderation and
maintenance of these spaces; platform tool capabilities for interaction; varied forms of social media
interaction; personalisation of user spaces; and requesting and sharing information. Broadly speaking,
participants identified a variety of forms of interaction which could be used over Open Data, and
suggested a number of considerations and affordances which would increase the impact and appeal of
such social and collaborative platforms.
5) Participants also used the scenarios provided to design user stories around understandabilty, usability,
and decision-making needs, which will inform the design of the TET. Categories of needs here include:
certification tools, data analysis and reporting tools; decision-making support tools; guidance
and support tools; and affordances for visualising and personalising data. Broadly speaking, participants
7

frequently cited the need for data visualisation tools, among others, which would make data more easily
understood, whether for personal or professional use.
6) The reasons provided by participants for these needs were also analysed. These reasons provided
a greater insight into the potential effects of these user needs being realised. For example, “As a citizen,
I want to share feedback received from public administrators so that I can promote transparency”; As a
data portal owner, I want a community platform to crowd-source data and crowd-maintain/curate data
so that I can discover new data and step back from managing the platform”; and “As a public
administrator, I want modelling tools that I can use with open data and citizens, so that we can
collaborate on problem solving”. The reasons for specified needs provide a basis for critical analysis by
the ROUTE-TO-PA design team in relation to the impact of specific design decisions.
7) Finally, analysis of relative frequencies of barriers, options, and need across pilot sites revealed some
key similarities and differences in weighting placed on a specific categories of barriers or needs. These
analyses have significant value for design considerations across sites. Examples of such findings from
the relative frequencies analyses include, for example, in relation to understandabilty, usability,
and decision-making needs, in four out of five pilot sites (Den Haag, Dublin, Groningen, and Prato),
the category The Ability to Visualise and Personalise Data, generated the highest percentage of needs.
This category included affordances which would help users to understand and use open data,
by allowing a degree of flexibility and personal control over the way data is presented. Ideas in this
category referred to the need, for example, to “Filter data to my neighbourhood/interests”,
and to “return all data about my local area and visualize”. This, among other cross-site analyses, can
have positive implications for future design efforts and considerations.
Conclusion
Utilizing a collective intelligence and scenario-based design methodology, user stories in relation to critical
barriers, options, user needs, and reasons for needs was collected and analysed by the ROUTE-TO-PA design
team. An analysis of data from these workshops has highlighted a set of key issues and recommendations
for consideration and incorporation into the development of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform. An understanding
of user stories, user needs and reasons for needs has provided a powerful and significant starting point
for the development of the SPOD and TET and the integrated ROUTE-TO-PA Platform. Critical analysis of these
data is being used to inform the development of use case models and more detailed needs and requirements.

1

INTRODUCTION
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ROUTE-TO-PA is an innovation project focused on prototyping and piloting the integration of platforms for open
data and a social network engine, enhanced with tools to facilitate open data understanding, metadata linking,
and personalization of data usage. Central to our work is a successful validation by the Pilots PAs, in a real setting,
of our ROUTE-TO-PA open data platform (which includes the three objectives of SPOD, TET and GUIDE). The
initial scenarios developed for each Pilot site highlight information, social and collaborative, and
understandability, usability and decision-making needs and requirements that are important for the
development of the SPOD, TET, and GUIDE. We adopt a collective intelligence and scenario-based design
approach to the development of user stories on open data and transparency, with the primary focus in the first
instance on SPOD and TET stories and requirements.
The Social Platform for Open Data (SPOD) is focused on enhancing transparency by promoting collaboration
to support several kinds of activities related to the use of open data. The general aim is to support people
who share a common goal by providing awareness of respective activities, and supporting the creation
of relationships among people with common interest. As noted in our review of the state-of-the-art, many
software systems have been developed to support several aspects of collaboration: providing team awareness,
supporting discussions, decision making, cooperative work, and collaborative learning. For example, a multitude
of Web-based tools supporting collaboration and social interactions have been developed, including Google
Apps, Smartsheet, SlideRocket, Wikipedia, Delicious, Facebook. Their success has suggested the idea of using a
social platform to support collaboration upon Open Data, to leverage users’ familiarity with this kind of system.
As noted in D2.1, currently, the social and collaborative features of existing open data platforms are generally
limited to platform blogs and discussion of datasets on social media platforms. More work is needed to promote
quality collaboration over open data.
The Transparency Enhancing Toolset (TET) is focused on extending the most popular and widely adopted
platform such as CKAN, with a set of tools aimed at radically improving end user access to relevant datasets
as well as facilitating significantly better understanding of available datasets by “non-technical” end-users like
citizens or the public at large. This is enabled by the integration of the following proposed methods:
Personalization of dataset offerings and consumption – relevance of datasets to end-users is based on the social
profiles of end-users, such as gender, age, location, interests and social network structure (e.g. friends) of endusers on ROUTE-TO-PA SPOD platform. In addition, usage information (or logs) and preferences for granularity
and presentation form of datasets captured as part of the user information will also be used to further enhance
the user experience and understanding.
Dataset Integration through Data Linking - ROUTE-TO-PA TET toolset will implement an automatic link discovery
procedure for available datasets to uncover unspecified relationship among datasets. At the same time dataset
administrators will be able to exploit TET toolset to create the physical links between related datasets.
Profiling of Datasets based on information quality – available datasets will be profiled based on the amount
of metadata and provenance data (with respect to W3C Open Data related Standards) available on the datasets
in addition to rating information provided by end-users. The generated profile will be made available to users to
guide their use of such datasets. In addition to profiling datasets, this TET feature will create the first open data
platform to implement W3C’s Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) and provenance data model (PROV).
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1.1 SCENARIOS AND USER STORIES
A primary aim of work package 2 is to gather the use cases and user requirements relevant to the ROUTE-TO-PA
pilots from the intended user groups. The methodology that will be used to gather user-level requirements is
inspired by a scenario-based development (SBD) approach1 and, builds upon this approach by adding a collective
intelligence and agile user story development approach (see section 1.2.3). Broadly speaking, the SBD framework
describes an iterative approach to interactive systems design and analysis, and encourages a reasoning process
about people using technology and about finding trade-offs throughout development, including trade-offs
between the potential impact of design decisions and the feasibility of the design options.
Specifically, the aim is to:
1.

Specify a set of user stories as a part of a collective intelligence scenario-based development (SBD)

approach.
2.

To elicit and document requirements from the scenarios specified (with strong focus on the sociability,

usability, usefulness, transparency, personalization and interoperability challenges) for the innovative Social
Platform for Open Data (SPOD) and Transparency-Enhancing Toolset (TET).
In the language we are using and the approach we adopt, we distinguish scenarios from user stories. Scenarios
are more complex narratives including multiple interlinked events and outcomes, whereas user stories focus on a
single event and outcome. In essence, more complex scenarios are analysed and broken down into a set of user
stories that inform discrete cycles of agile software development.
Broadly speaking, scenario-based design is a set of techniques in which the use of a future system is described
at an early point in the development process. Narrative descriptions of envisioned usage episodes help to guide
the development of the system that will enable these use experiences.
Like other user-centered approaches, scenario-based design changes the focus of design work from defining
system operations (i.e., functional specification) to describing how people will use a system to accomplish work
tasks and other activities.
Scenarios and user stories are popular in interactive system design because they facilitate communication
amongst members of the design team in relation to usage possibilities and the problems and issues that arise
for different stakeholders. Simple scenarios are relatively easy to write and it takes only a little more effort
to enrich the scenario with a rough sketch or storyboard. When designers are working through ideas, they often
wish to make progress quickly, so that they can obtain feedback from stakeholders and the design team and
continue to refine their ideas. Scenario and user story development provides a valuable source of data to work
with in this context.
Scenario-based design can also help to prevent rigid thinking patterns in relation to system design, and highlights
that the design of an interactive system is an ill-defined problem. Ill-defined problems may evoke a solution-first

1

Rosson, M.B., & Carroll, J.M (2000) Scenario-Based Design. in J. Jacko & A. Sears (Eds.), The Human-Computer
Interaction Handbook: Fundamentals, Evolving Technologies and Emerging Applications. Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 2002, pp. 1032-1050.
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problem-solving strategy2, where designers generate and analyze a candidate solution as a means of clarifying
the problem state, the allowable moves, and the goal. Designers will often exploit the concreteness of their own
solution proposals to evoke further requirements for analysis. Although solution-first problem-solving strategies
are popular, commentators have noted that they are often problematic, as designers tend to generate solutions
too quickly, before they have analyzed what is already known about the problem and possible moves. Our use
of a collective intelligence analysis of barriers to accessing, understanding, and using open data helps to
overcome this solution-first thinking. Notably, we recognise that ill-defined problems are ecologically situated
in a complex field of influences, and solution-first thinking strategies may fail to respond to this problematic
situation. As noted by Rosson and Carroll (2000), once a solution is envisioned, designers may become fixated
on the solution and may have difficulty abandoning it when it is no longer appropriate. Designers may also decide
to reuse solutions they have previously used, solutions that are accessible and familiar, but perhaps not
appropriate to the new problematic situation. They may not critically analyze and evaluate their own solutions
very well, and as a consequence they may fail to consider alternatives when exploring the problem space.
Combining collective intelligence with scenario and user story development provides a rich context in which to
ground the development of emergent solutions and iteratively refine and develop solutions in light of critical
analysis and reflection.
Table 1. Concerns stemming from the solution-first approach to design, and aspects of scenario-based design
that address each concern3

As noted by Rosson and Carroll (2000), design representations need to be both concrete and flexible to provoke
adaptive solutions in response to ambiguous and dynamic problem situations. Scenarios of use reconcile
concreteness and flexibility by envisioning a concrete design solution that can be couched and analysed at many
levels of detail. Scenarios specify a possible design by specifying the tasks users can carry out, but without
committing initially to lower-level details describing how the tasks will be carried out, or how the system will
present the functionality for the tasks. They facilitate iterative design grounded in the scenario. They reduce
cognitive overload for the problem situation, and because scenarios are incomplete and do not specify fixed
solutions, they evoke analysis and elaboration with respect to the broader knowledge of the design team
working in collaboration with stakeholders. This process of elaboration creates more robust and accessible
memories, relative to memories for more complete material. The combination of concreteness and
incompleteness in scenarios engages a powerful variety of constructive cognitive processes that facilitate design
thinking and the development of solutions.
2

Cross, N. (2001) “Design cognition: Results from protocol and other empirical studies of design activity.” In C. Eastman, M. McCracken &
W. Newstetter (eds.), Design knowing and Learning: Cognition in Design Education. Amsterdam: Elsevier, pages 79-103.
3 Rosson, M.B., & Carroll, J.M (2000) Scenario-Based Design. in J. Jacko & A. Sears (Eds.), The Human-Computer Interaction Handbook:
Fundamentals, Evolving Technologies and Emerging Applications. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2002, pp. 1032-1050.
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Importantly, scenarios are work-oriented design objects. They describe systems in terms of the work that users
will try to do when they use those systems. In this way, they help to ensure that design work remains focused
on the needs and concerns of users4. The real design situation is the situation that will be experienced
by the user, and designers need to stay focused on that.
Scenarios can be made even more effective as work-oriented design objects when users are directly involved
in creating them. Ackoff (1979)5 noted that the indeterminacy of design situations makes it imperative that
all stakeholders participate directly. This is central to the approach we have taken in WP 2, where we build upon
the collective intelligence of stakeholders in facilitating stakeholder development of scenarios and user stories.
Importantly for ROUTE-TO-PA , scenario-based design and both the process and products of this work supports
a process of participatory design, where prospective users begin by enacting or relating episodes of current
activities, then work iteratively with designers to transform and enrich these scenarios with the opportunities
provided by new technologies 6;7. As such, part of the problem and solution context stakeholders are provided
with in our workshops is the set of key affordances ROUTE-TO-PA seeks to provide, specifically, affordances in
relation to the SPOD and TET.

1.2 INITIAL USER STORIES
1. 2.1

STO RY DE VE LOP ME N T CO N TE X T

ROUTE-TO-PA aims to improve accessibility, understandability, and usability of Open Data, thereby ensuring
effective transparency. A broad range of transparency issues relevant to TET functionality can be considered
when developing user stories (see Figure 2), and the social or SPOD objectives of ROUTE-TO-PA also implies that
PA and citizens’ interactions on open data are enhanced by the social activities of users, for example, to stimulate
diffusion of open data, promote collaboration and discussion over open data, and reinforce positive group
dynamics that facilitate collective intelligence and collective action for groups of citizens and PAs interested in
the same social issue.

4

Carroll, J.M. & Rosson M.B. (1990) “Human-computer interaction scenarios as a design representation,” Proceedings of the 23rd Annual
Hawaii International Conference on Systems Sciences (KailuaKona, HI, January 2-5), IEEE Computer society Press, Los Alamitos, California,
pages 555-561.
5
Ackoff, R. L. (1979). The future of operational research is past. Journal of the operational research society, 93-104.
6 Carroll J. M., Chin G., Rosson M.B., & Neale, D.C. (2000) “The development of cooperation: Five years of participatory design in the Virtual
School,” Proceedings of DIS 2000: Designing Interactive Systems (Brooklyn, NY, 17-19 August). New York, ACM pp. 239-251.
7 Chin, G., Rosson, M. B. & Carroll, J. M. 1997. Participatory Analysis: Shared development of requirements from scenarios. In Proceedings
of Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI’97 Conference (pp. 162-169). New York: ACM.
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Figure 2. A simple model of transparency issues
In our general vision of user stories, citizens engage with open data for some purpose and TET and SPOD
functionalities support this purpose. Scenario-based design helps us to understand what stakeholders value,
need, and require in this context. In developing our initial scenarios we considered a range of possibilities,
including:


Group activity may involve discussion, search for information, requests for information, production
of outcomes, and so on.



Groups with experienced members may moderate themselves, and set their own rules and time
schedule.



Less experienced groups may ask for moderation by public administers (PAs), who work collaboratively
with citizens to support their purpose.



Groups may be facilitated by a ROUTE-TO-PA researcher, first, at the beginning of the deployment
and piloting activities. Later on, in the project, PAs should allocate one or two hours a week for this.



Various outcomes from user discussions over open data are possible.
o

Sometimes the outcome is of interest for future users or other citizens. This could then
be published.

o

Sometimes the outcome is a request for more information, for consideration of the PA,
to prompt attention and focus from the administration and to trigger meaningful actions.

o

Sometimes the outcome could be the definition of some issue in the functioning
and implementation of some procedure, at the PA level. This should be handled with care
by the PAs as it provides meaningful feedback from the citizens.

o

Sometimes the outcome could be participants engaging in debate about a policy, and coming
up with solutions regarding the policy issue and collective action needed.



Requests for other information, and also outcomes, could lead to tagging of existing open data and
documents. Also, new open data could be constructed by the appropriate functionaries. Requests
for other information involving the integrity of the PA should always be followed up publicly.
13

We developed a set of initial user stories elaborated in collaboration with Pilots PAs as stakeholders, directly
involved in the project, in advance of the workshops. These initial User Stories provided important context
for our work. Notably, the initial user stories described scenarios that include many interlinked actions. In this
sense, they differ from agile user stories, which highlight a singular need and the reason for the need, and thus
facilitate a focus on single programmable actions. The initial user stories and discussions in relation to scenario
relevant to each pilot site was important in developing our approach to working with broader stakeholder groups
in our workshops. As such, we conducted two initial phases of work, one phase during the development of the
ROUTE-TO-PA proposal, and a second phase during the first few months of the ROUTE-TO-PA project. The initial
user stories prompted discussion in relation to scenarios, which were then used to prompt the development of
agile user stories by stakeholders in our workshops. These agile user stories, in turn, allowed for an increasingly
refined analysis of specific user needs and requirements. Notably, specific scenarios emerging from the ROUTETO-PA team discussions during the first two phases of work - during the development of the ROUTE-TO-PA
proposal, and a second phase during the first few months of the ROUTE-TO-PA project - were used to prompt
stakeholders in the development of agile user stories, that is, in the context of a series of five workshops with
stakeholders across Europe.
In phase 1 we focused on the broad issue of enabling open government which we conceptualize as monitoring,
participation and collaboration on the basis of open data. As such, we sought to develop scenarios that aligned
with three – interconnected – democratic traditions: monitorial democracy, deliberative democracy
and participatory democracy.
Monitorial democracy 8,9 is a type of democracy whereby government obtains a mandate from the people
to rule but the way this mandate is used is monitored and the mandate can be revoked if it is abused. The focus
is on public accountability rather than decision-making. The role of the citizen is that of a watchdog. Citizen
monitoring is crucial for reducing corruption and agency-drift. For example, if citizens can monitor how officials
spend money and allocate resources they can monitor whether this is in line with legal rules and the will of the
people. Open data are crucial for a monitorial democracy since citizens need access to government information
to be able to scrutinize it.
Deliberative democracy highlights that an open debate is needed to find collective solutions to societal
problems10. Viewpoints and information from a variety of angles is needed to discuss different options and find
an optimal solution. Citizens are active participants in public debates and they are invited to present their
opinions and perspectives on issues. The input from more citizens is expected to result in better argued and more
legitimate government policies. Shared spaces on the Internet are seen as the modern day equivalent of
Habermas’ coffeehouses in London and Vienna in the 19 th century. Citizen engagement in public debates is
especially important when they can bring in knowledge or perspectives that could be absent in debates. Open
data strengthen a deliberative democracy by creating a level playing field for all participants in the public debate.
This argument was the reason that Sweden created the right of access to information in its constitution of 1766.

Schudson M. (1998). The Good Citizen: A History of American Public Life. New York: The Free Press
Keane, J. (2009). The life and death of democracy. Simon and Schuster.
10
Habermas J. (1984/1987). The Theory of Communicative Action. Cambridge: Polity
8
9
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Participatory democracy adds an emphasis on collective action -- citizens do not only give a mandate to
government but they can also actively engage in the production of services and policies 11. Boyte 12 highlights that
citizens are not only seen as voters but also as problem solvers and cocreators of public goods. This democratic
tradition is sometimes referred to as a Do-It-Yourself State13 state activities are not only to be conducted by
government officials but also by active citizens. This tradition has gained momentum in the information age since
projects such as Linux and Wikipedia have demonstrated the power of collective action facilitated by new digital
platforms. In this perspective, open data are seen as a resource that can be used to develop new solutions for
collective problems.
ROUTE-TO-PA assumes that open data can contribute to a ‘strong democracy’
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through all these three

mechanisms but certain mechanisms may be more dominant in certain context. This is reflected in our initial
user stories, that is, to demonstrate the range of positive possibilities.
The three contributions of open data to a ‘strong democracy’ are summarized in Table 2:
Table 2. Contributions of open data to a strong democracy
Monitorial democracy

Deliberative democracy

Participatory democracy

Mechanism

Checks and balances

Open communication

Coproduction

Role of citizen

Watchdog

Partner in dialogue

Partner in action

Use of open data

Monitoring government

Feeding public debates

Enabling collective action

behaviour
The three perspectives highlight different perspectives of the citizen but empirical research into transparency
and open data shows that the users of open data are often not ‘ordinary citizens’ but rather academics,
journalists, campaigners, lobbyists and stakeholders 15. This core stakeholder representation is reflected in our
selection of workshop participants for stakeholder ROUTE-TO-PA design workshops (see Section 2.1).

1. 2.2
1.2.2.1

INI TI AL U SE R STORI ES
PRATO (ITALY): MONITORIAL DEMOCRACY

Italian regulations impose all public authorities and public utilities to publish standardized information about all
contracts for provision of goods and services during last year. There is a national authority and some regional
observatories on the matter that observe and monitor this activity to identify criticisms, issues and potential
areas of illegality. The available data can be of any interests to citizens and also for organizations willing
to conduct business with local authorities.

1.2.2.1.1

User story

Pateman C. (1970). Participation and Democratic Theory. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
Boyte, H. C. (2005). Reframing democracy: Governance, civic agency, and politics. Public Administration Review, 536-546.
13
Meijer, A. (2015). E-governance innovation: Barriers and strategies. Government Information Quarterly 32, 198-206
14
Barber B.R. (1984). Strong democracy. Berkeley: University of California Press.
15
Worthy B., Hazell, R., Amos, J. & Bourke G. (2011). Town Hall Transparency? The Impact of FOI on Local Government in England. London:
Constitution Unit
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Carlo is a political activist, he takes frequently part in political discussions related to how the local authority
is spending money to buy goods and services. Many people in the discussion panel say that the Municipality
spends too much for energy while they have no money for a new kindergarten that would be very useful for the
young couples living in the town.
In the ROUTE-TO-PA platform for the town, it is possible to download data about provisioning contracts, but with
the Transparency Enhancing Tools, it is possible to show a set of graphs that reports some interesting analysis of
the expenses contained in the published XML file. By using the comparison tool, and accessing the ROUTE-TOPA platforms of some towns/cities in the neighbourhood he discovers that, really, his town is buying gas and
energy for an amount that has no relation neither with the number of employees nor with the number of
inhabitants with respects to the figures of the other consulted websites.
He decides, then, to look for the bid documents related to the bids for energy provisioning in some SPOD web
sites of other towns, but he has some problems understanding exactly the meaning of some documents.
On the SPOD of a neighbour town, Giovanni, a citizen that in that town has been interested for a long time
in themes about energy savings, is alerted that Carlo accessed a document which he was also very active on.
Giovanni, then, proposes, by seeking friendship on the social network, to help Carlo and, together they can make
sense out of Carlo’s question, discovering that Carlo’s town is the only one that still foresees a direct
management of heating plants and lighting plants (the most important in energy consumption). It seems that
Giovanni’s town has taken a different direction, by creating bids, for energy provision, based on the logic
of the full management and risks of the energy consuming plants. Giovanni and Carlo, by looking also to other
similar documents in other towns’ SPODs, spawn some interest, attracting several citizens that were known
to the system as being active on some document, and that are now able to work together.
At this point, Carlo can contact his political reference in the administration of his town asking to evaluate
the possibility to change the logic in the management of the heating and street lighting moving toward a full risk
contract. After some consultation with municipality offices, and estimating the possible savings using this new
approach, it will be possible to create spare money in the budget, enough to operate a new small kindergarten
as largely requested by the citizens.

1.2.2.1.2

ROUTE-TO-PA Advantages

Carlo can easily understand how resources are spent by his municipality and other municipalities, thanks
to the Transparency Enhancing Tools to visualize and compare data. After using the social dimension of SPOD,
he gets some help from other citizens that are more expert in the issue, and, therefore, he can point out a topic
on which municipality could save money to invest in other social activities.

1.2.2.2

THE HAGUE (THE NETHERLANDS): PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY

The Hague municipality supports the use of open data. This is done by releasing data and by organising thematic
meetings. Two years ago a contest was organised whereby students and companies showed what they could do
with open data. There is a collaboration with the province of South-Holland and with the Hague High School
(higher vocational education, 17-21). Currently there is a website of the Hague Open Data Store 16.
Our partner in the project, the Department of Social Care and Wellbeing is not directly involved in open data,
and it seems that there are not many relevant open data available for the area of losing and finding jobs. There
16
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is a website, with some information for people with low income, needs for handicapped or elderly, voluntary
work need, support for 55+, the homeless, neighbourhood meeting places and activities, the young, and health
issues. Some of these could definitely profit from availability of open data.

1.2.2.2.1

Current Issues

Target audience include different categories. First of all, jobless people, a heterogeneous lot, with many people
having low education and poor language skills. Some jobless could indeed profit from data about types
of vacancies, or available schooling, or relations between types of schooling and (types of) jobs.
Underemployed people fare best in an extended network. Somehow people with similar jobs should consider
each other as partners rather than as competitors, even if they might be applying for the same jobs. It is in their
common interest to increase their qualifications, and to know where jobs can be found in the near future. It
seems that a social platform is an appropriate intermediate step. Here it seems that links with information from
surrounding cities could be useful. Students leaving school are very similar to the previous group, but they may
have the advantage of seeing each other more often.
Then, the group of employers seems to be easier to mobilise, as they have a common interest in finding best
quality personnel. Finally, of course, there are the civilians, the general public that could be interested in activities
in the domain, e.g., What is The Hague doing for its jobless, how does it fare compared to the other big cities?
What parties are active in local government? How can initiatives be made productive?

1.2.2.2.2

User story

Johan is an almost jobless and is looking on The Hague open data ROUTE-TO-PA platform about possibility
to increase his qualifications. He always wanted to improve his skills on graphics design but never had the chance
to. He can download data on what employers are looking for on the job market in The Hague and some
neighbouring cities. Indeed, by using the Transparency Enhancing Tools for the visualization and comparison, he
can see that skills on Photoshop are highly sought for. He also checks the availability of courses offered by the
town on graphic design on the SPOD. This triggers the notification to Marja, who was also looking for similar
information because she is willing to offer, as a teacher, a course on Photoshop. She was in contact with Marco,
an employer, interested in people with that particular skill. Together, they discuss that it seems an interesting
opportunity to propose to the Department of Social Care to organize a course on such topic. In fact, Johan, during
his previous searches on neighbouring cities, found other people interested in graphics design, and they can
follow up the discussion between Johan, Marja, Marco and the PA, in order to propose to hold a qualifying
course, for almost jobless people in different towns.
1.2.2.2.3

ROUTE-TO-PA Advantages

Citizens discussions and activities on datasets will be encouraged and stimulated through SPOD: the social
platform supports social interaction and stimulates the creation of groups of citizens by suggesting friendship to
people interested on same topics.

1.2.2.3

ULTRACL@RITY ENGINE (GREECE): MONITORIAL DEMOCRACY
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Beginning October 1st 2010, all Greek Ministries are obliged to upload their decisions on the Internet, through
the "Cl@rity" program. Cl@rity is one of the major transparency initiatives of the Ministry of the Interior,
Decentralization and e-Government. Henceforth, the decisions of the public entities cannot be implemented
if they are not uploaded on the Clarity websites. Each document is digitally signed and assigned a transaction
unique number automatically by the system.
1.2.2.3.1

Current Issues

Nevertheless, the publishing of public data alone through the “Cl@rity” project does not ensure their optimal
use but only sets the foundations for further actions. More specifically, the Cl@rity program website is plagued
by serious issues: a) Stability issues during rush hours, b) no way to search INSIDE the full text of the documents,
c) no modern usability features. As a result, it is really difficult to use it to find information.
The aim of UltraCl@rity (ypediavgeia.gr) is search engine to support transparency and access to Greek public
data for everyone. UltraCl@rity enables full text search in the total set of laws, decisions and documents
published by the Greek Government through the Cl@rity project. UltraCl@rity features include functions like full
text search in all Cl@rity documents, OCR for the documents containing images (e.g. scanned fax documents),
etc.
Thus, every Greek Government Decision is on the Internet and every government decision is indexed
at UltraCl@rity. Statistics as of February 2014 include 10.260.000 government documents, 102.866 tenders and
contracts, about 15.000 new documents per day and 1.000+ unique daily visitors.
1.2.2.3.2

User story

Maria, student at the University of Macedonia, is a political activist. She is interested in politics and especially in
any decision that could affect her studies and her life at the university. Many students at the university claim that
the money spent by the university for consumables is too much. At the same time, money for cleaning services
are limited.
In SPOD platform, Mary, using open data from UltraCl@rity, is able to visualize (with the easy Transparency
Enhancing Toolset) university expenditures and categorize the expenditures based on their nature (e.g.
consumables, supplies, cleaning services, books, petrol etc.). This is simply done by applying certain criteria in her
search (e.g. University of Macedonia on the one hand and spending categorization on the other). She indeed
finds out that money spent to consumables are too much compared to other categories. She posts that
visualization to her wall in the SPOD. Since she decided to compare the results to other universities by using
SPOD to review other universities expenses, she finds another university where the data have been for a long
time, and Ioannes commented, with other friends, on this data. Maria is able to write on Ioannes wall, to ask for
help in interpreting what is the most relevant document she can refer to. Ioannes was already studying the issue,
and suggests Maria that she should also look at the increase in the last 10 years, in order to find a convincing
argument. Maria is then able to check that, indeed, in the last 10 years, the money that are spent by the three
major universities in consumables are much less than University of Macedonia. Being politically active she
decides to report this issue and to provide the visualized data to support her claims.
1.2.2.3.3

ROUTE-TO-PA Advantages

ROUTE-TO-PA aims to support UltraCl@rity to improve search and filters on datasets, by developing Transparency
Enhancing Tools, to support advanced search functionalities among linked data. Moreover, the diffusion and
discussion about datasets will be supported through the integration of social features across different domains.
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1.2.2.4

DUBLIN (IRELAND): DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY

The Dublin City Council (DCC) is one of the founding partners of Dublinked which currently hosts more than 300
datasets on the “Dublinked” open data portal (www.dublinked.ie). Dublinked is the Dublin region data sharing
portal that has datasets from a variety of national and local agencies, companies and universities. The objective
of Dublinked and the published data is to enable innovative applications by entrepreneurs and businesses in
areas like public transportation, planning, social services, and public facilities. In addition, Dublinked has a
mission for increasing citizen engagement with their city. We support this agenda by hosting workshops, training
days and conferences.
In response to recent changes in national policy to encourage further openness at the local level, in particular
through the requirement for a local government data portal, Dublin City and Dublinked are looking forward
to expanding our activities and engagement with the citizens of the city. We are particularly interested in tools
that enable our residents to access the relevant published data at an appropriate level of granularity and form.

1.2.2.4.1

Current Issues

The greatest challenge for any data portal is not the publication of data but encouraging the use of such data.
This problem is twofold: on the one hand the discovery of meaningful data; on the other hand the engagement
of the users in a deliberative process that can be promoted both by government institutions or by grassroots
movements. In the first scenario, Dublinked offers a variety of search tools: basic search; sparql queries on the
metadata; but also a search tool that examines the content of the files and not just the metadata. However the
challenges remains in finding data relevant to a specific un-trained user, and in finding appropriate linkages
between datasets. The second challenge is that of user engagement. Our data portal provides data that is
generally accessible only to the IT literate, not to the general population. We have no good methods for social
engagement and sharing experiences about using the data or identifying weaknesses. Existing solutions have
performed poorly for us.
1.2.2.4.2

User stories

Roisin is looking at a new house and is wondering whether the new location offers good public transport to her
job, friends and family. She is also wondering what public facilities are available in the area, for example
playgrounds, school, childcare and community services, doctors, and parks. Finally she is curious about whether
there are any plans for major new planning developments in the area - is that green area about to be converted
into apartments? With the ROUTE-TO-PA platform, Roisin will be able to go to a single platform and quickly
identify all the datasets that are relevant to the area she is researching. Roisin is not technically expert, and the
raw data doesn't help, but through the commentary and the social networking around each of the datasets, she
is able to get meaningful insights into the data but also tap into the social community of that area - learn their
concerns and get involved in the challenges of the area rather than being ignorant of them as newcomers
normally are. By getting in contact with other citizens with similar interests, Roisin is able to take part groups on
SPOD that spark a public discussions hosted by the ROUTE-TO-PA platform and devoted to involve citizens in
designing public policies concerning the area (e.g. urban planning choices concerning green areas or public
transport). She is now fully engaged on the theme of urban planning and actively interested and able to voice
the community interest, in relationships with other similarly motivated citizens.
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1.2.2.4.3

ROUTE-TO-PA Advantages

The ROUTE-TO-PA platform converts the existing data platform as a framework for building communities that are
spatially and contextually consistent with physical locations. The TET toolset will ensure that the relevant data
is made easily available and the SPOD platform provides the social interactions and tools that bring meaning to
the data, especially for those who are not expert in digital tools. ROUTE-TO-PA will support and promote (De
Cindio 2012) the social interaction among citizens that has to be considered a fundamental ingredient to trigger
the deliberative process.
1.2.2.5

PARIS

Finally, we have two user stories for Paris, one to highlight possibility functionality of the SPOD and a second to
highlight possible functionality of the TET.

1.2.2.5.1

Social Platform for Open Data: discussing data on pollution in Paris

Jacques and Marie are ecology activists and friends, living in Paris. Since they are concerned about air pollution,
they regularly consult the Paris municipality open data pages on this issue, via the ROUTE-TO-PA Social Platform
for Open Data (SPOD), and participate in discussions. On one hand, they want to understand the exact data
available on this issue, so that they can push for appropriate political actions from the municipality to reduce
pollution, and on the other hand, they are motivated to help other people to understand this. George, who does
not know Jacques or Marie personally, is going to move soon to Paris for work reasons, and does not want to live
in the most polluted part of the city! From the press, browsing on YouTube and Facebook, he finds out about
ROUTE-TO-PA , and logs on to the SPOD to try to get some answers.
In the discussion tool, George finds a menu list of open data topics — he chooses “air pollution data/Paris” —
and discussion types, of which “UNDERSTAND” (get a better understanding of what the open data
is in a particular domain), “EXPLAIN” (propose and get explanations about why the data is what it is), “DEBATE”
(debate what should be done about the situation shown by open data). and “SHARE” (share a visualization
of a data-set). George chooses UNDERSTAND, since he wants to know what are the more or less polluted areas
of Paris. Looking through the threads and messages already posted, he can’t find the answer to his question;
so he decides to post a new message to the SPOD; once “new message” is chosen, he gets the space to write it,
and a list of suggested message tags (associated with the “UNDERSTAND” discussion type): “QUESTION”,
“INTERPRETATION”, “HELPING”, “HINT”, “COMMENT”, “”, “urgent!”, etc. (as well as “NEW TAG”). He chooses
“QUESTION”, then types and sends his message:
GeorgeG: QUESTION/ I’m coming to live in Paris in a few months time, but don’t want to live in the most polluted
area! I’ve seen apartments I like both on the northern and the southern edges of the city: which is the less
polluted area? Thanks for replying soon.
Since Jacques consults the SPOD regularly, and is online, he replies to George:
Jacques617: HELPING/ Hi George. If you look at message 51 from Marie22, a few days ago, you’ll find good open
data visualisation tools that should give you the answer. Hope this helps. Jacques.
George can see that Jacques is a 3-star “rewarded” participant, since he has a high level of activity and his
messages have often been “liked” by others. So George consults the visualisation: it shows both the north and
southern edges of Paris coloured blue on the map visualisation, with green then yellow zones moving into the
centre of the city. So he replies to Jacques (there isn’t already a “thanks!” message tag, so he creates a new one):
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GeorgeG: thanks!/ Thanks for your help, Jacques. I can see that it’s just as polluted in the north as in the south
of the city, so it makes no difference in which part I live! Bye. George.
Marie has been following this discussion. She realises that George has not quite understood what the data mean,
so she decides to intervene (again, creating a new message type):
Marie22: correction/ Hi George, hope you liked my visualisation. But your understanding of it is not quite right.
It’s not really true that pollution to the north and the south of the city is ‘always’ the same; you only looked
at the data for January. If you look at the summer months, June, July, August, you’ll see that the south of the city
is significantly more polluted during that period! Cheers, Marie.
George replies, using again the “thanks!” message tag. George has got the answer to his question, but he’s now
in fact getting interested in issues of air pollution in Paris: he wants to not only know what the data is, but also
to understand why areas are more or less polluted. So he chooses the EXPLAIN discussion type, linking
it to Marie’s last message, in which case all participants in the previous INTERPRET discussion are invited
to the new one:
GeorgeG: QUESTION/ Hi Marie, Jacques and everyone. I now know that in summer there’s more air pollution
in the south of Paris than in the north, but I can’t figure out why that is so  Is it due to the wind direction?
Jacques617: EXPLANATION [new tag]/ No, the dominant wind direction is from west to east at all periods of the
year. I don’t really know; is it because there are still some industries on the southern side?
Marie22: having fun! [new tag]/ Hi boys, you were asleep in your geography classes at school  Those so-called
industries in the south are actually banks and hi-tech companies: they have no smoky chimney stacks. No; I think
it’s due to the variations in traffic: in summer half of northern Europe passes through the southern autoroute
interchange, in their big diesel engine camping cars. And the higher number of green areas in the south don’t
make any difference (the vegetation traps the polluted air).But look, don’t just believe me on this, let’s go check
out the open data on traffic frequencies. See you both soon! Marie.
After the continued discussion on traffic open data, George, who has now become a regular participant
in the ROUTE-TO-PA SPOD, and has deepened his understanding of different data sets relating to pollution in big
European cities (not only Paris), has become something of an ecologist, like his new online friends, Marie and
Jacques: he wants to know what should be done to reduce air pollution. So he initiates a DEBATE discussion type,
creating a “reducing air pollution in Paris” topic thread (due to space restrictions, we omit that discussion here),
proposes and debates with other participants the idea that the municipality should simply ban cars in Paris
altogether, and that in the whole country, diesel engines in cars should be banned too! In the debate, George
regularly refers back to other discussions on the SPOD, which involve important interpretations of open data.

1.2.2.5.2

Transparency Enhancing Tools: personalization presentation and facilitation of understanding

Jane is a young, self-employed app developer that uses open data for developing transportation related mobile
apps. In particular she is interested in traffic information and city planning reports.
She opens the ROUTE-TO-PA platform with the Transparency-Enhancing Tools in order to identify some new
datasets that could be of interest for her work. When she logs on the system she is welcomed with a board
displaying the datasets she explored during her last visit along with recommendations for related datasets that
can be of interest and other transportation-related datasets that refer to her city and county. Moreover Jane gets
pop-up notification about the datasets she used before that has been updated recently. She opens the update
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history for one of the datasets, reads that the public transport traffic report has been updated by a member of
local transport authority with extra information on bus companies. Additional information explains that some of
the bus routes have been changed. Jane opens the visualization tool showing her on the map all the routes and
compares it with the previous map. She finds the change important and downloads the updated dataset.
Now Jane reads one of the recommended datasets on city planning. Some of the concepts are unclear to her but
Named Entity Recognition (NER) system provides her directly with links to Wikipedia Definitions that she explores
to learn about the concepts.
Finally Jane checks the personalized notification list. The list includes information about new datasets with
Internet hot-spot offered for free by the municipality as part of ‘work everywhere’ policy. She finds it interesting
as the Internet is essential resource for her work. Also she receives a notification about the dataset including
special tax reliefs for woman running own business. She finds both datasets very interesting while exploring the
datasets she also browses around related datasets like paid internet hot-spot locations, Wi-Fi coverage on
selected train routes as well as young business woman support funds and women in business local statistics.
Jane finishes by updating all her datasets and marking those that are possibly good base for a new transportation
app so she can check them next time. The weather is good so she decides to go to the near city-park and work
from there as she has learnt that there is a free hot-spot just opened there. On the way to the park she calls her
friend about new tax reliefs for women that she has read about.
1. 2.3

COLLE C T IVE IN TE L LI GE N CE SCE NA RI O - BASE D DE S IGN

During the first two months of the project we developed a second set of user scenarios that developed upon
some of the themes and scenarios developed during phase 1. The second set of scenarios was designed
to be more succinct, and to be used as triggers for group idea generation during the scenario-based design
workshops. That is, these scenarios formed the basis for the generation of agile user stories during the five
workshops.
Each workshop began in the morning with a collective intelligence (CI) analysis of barriers to accessing,
understanding and using open data, followed by an analysis of options that may overcome these barriers.
Based on Warfield’s (1994) science of generic design, the CI process is a facilitated problem solving methodology
that helps groups to develop outcomes that integrate contributions from individuals with diverse views,
backgrounds, and perspectives .Established as a formal system of facilitation in 1980 after a developmental
phase that started in 1974, CI was designed to assist groups in dealing with complex issues
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The CI approach carefully delineates content and process roles, assigning to participants responsibility
for contributing ideas and to the facilitator responsibility for choosing and implementing selected methodologies
for generating, clarifying, structuring, interpreting, and amending ideas. Emphasis is given to balancing
behavioral and technical demands of group work18 while honoring design laws concerning variety, parsimony,
and saliency19. CI has been applied in a variety of situations to accomplish many different goals, including
assisting city councils in making budget cuts20, developing instructional units 21, designing a national agenda for
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pediatric nursing (Feeg, 1988), creating computer-based information systems for organizations (Keever, 1989),
improving the U.S. Department of Defense’s acquisition process22, promoting world peace23, improving Tribal
governance

process

in

Native

American

communities
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,

and

training

facilitators25.

In a typical CI session, a group of participants who are knowledgeable about a particular situation engage in (a)
developing an understanding of the situation they face, (b) establishing a collective basis for thinking about their
future, and (c) producing a framework for effective action. In the process of moving through these phases, group
members can develop a greater sense of teamwork and gain new communication and information-processing
skills. CI utilizes a carefully selected set of methodologies, matched to the phase of group interaction and the
requirements of the situation. The most common methodologies are the nominal group technique, ideawriting,
interpretive structural modeling, and field and profile representations (See Appendix G. for full a technical
description of the CI methodology).
For the purposes of idea generation in this workshop, the ideawriting technique was used, along with
categorisation or field representation of ideas. Ideawriting 26is a method that utilizes relatively small groups of 46 persons each, formed by dividing a larger group into several working teams, for the purpose of developing
ideas and exploring the meaning of those ideas through open discussion. Ideawriting involves five steps: (a)
presentation of a stimulus question to participants; (b) silent generation of ideas in writing by each participant
working alone; (c) exchange of written sheets of ideas among all group members, with opportunity for individuals
to add ideas as they read others’ papers; (e) discussion and clarification of unique ideas; and (f) an oral report of
the ideas generated by each working group in a plenary session. In this plenary session, duplicate ideas across
the working groups are eliminated from the set and new ideas (if any) are added; the resulting set of ideas is
then ready for use in the next stage of the group’s work.
In the current application of CI, workshop participants first engaged in ideawriting in response to the question
“What are barriers to accessing, understanding and using Open Data?”. Each workshop generated a large set
of barriers, which were thematically arranged into categories. Next, each workshop engaged with these
categories to generate options for overcoming these barriers. This was done by means of another round
of ideawriting and discussion.
At this stage in each workshop, after two rounds of discussion and ideawriting in relation to barriers to accessing,
understanding and using Open Data, and options for overcoming these barriers, participants were immersed in
the problem space, and prepared to engaged in developing scenario-based user needs, by means of agile user
stories. This involved profiling user needs in light of the barriers and options and high level scenarios of open
data usage (see Figure 3a). This included a separate focus on (1) information needs, (2) social/collaborative
interaction needs, and (3) understandabilty, usability and decision-making needs. Idea writing was used for each
cluster of needs. High level scenarios including multiple users were used to prompt thinking in relation to user
needs during idea writing. All the short user stories generated by participants were generated in the form:
As User Type _______, I want ______, so that I can ______
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To complete this task, participants were given a handout to use during ideawriting. This handout presented the
agile user story prompt above (See Appendix B, table 9 for an example). Multiple prompts were included on each
handout, and participants, after reading the scenarios (see appendix F), were asked to generate and exchange
ideas using the idea writing method. Participants were asked to consider the roles and needs of the different
actors in each scenario, and generate a list of needs for each actor. Ideas were subsequently discussed by subgroups and all ideas and handouts were then gathered and collated by the workshop facilitation team. Each pilot
site facilitation team conducted an analysis of needs and documented the frequency of needs across the three
major domains. These analyses are reported in the individual pilot site reports across section 2 to section 6
below. Furthermore, the WP2 team engaged in a further meta-analysis of needs across all sites. The results of
this analysis are reported in section 8.
After addressing each of set of needs for the first set of scenarios, we introduced a second set of user scenarios
for discussion and idea generation. The wants (or needs) generated by participants across each pilot site were
then analysed and key categories of user needs identified (see Figure 3b). We also analysed the reasons
for specified needs and used this analysis to advance our understanding of the scenarios and prospective use
case models. The sections that follow provide details of the collective intelligence report from each pilot site.
This is followed by a general conclusion and analysis of high-level needs emerging across all pilot sites.

Figure 3a. Overview of collective Intelligence Workshop Process
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2

DUBLIN WORKSHOP

2.1 CONTEXT
Through the Dublinked initiative, the Dublin city region opens up access to open government data from
transport, planning, environment and spatial mapping that are produced through the delivery of local services.
The greatest challenge for any data portal is not the publication of data but encouraging the use of such data.
To encourage reuse, Dublinked combines an open data portal with the promotion of an innovation network
to enable new collaborations that solve urban challenges and create better services. Dublinked user engagement
to date has included thematic ‘dubmeets’ ‘hackdays’ and ‘open data challenges’, which have mainly involved
businesses, technology developers, researchers and city experts. This has fostered a data innovation ecosystem
that demonstrates the added economic value of open data through the creation of new data driven businesses,
products and services.
Dublinked is now moving into a new development stage, seeking to broaden its user base and explore
the potential social value of open government data. One issue is how to better communicate the value of open
data to a wider audience and proactively involve ordinary citizens. The Dublinked data portal provides data that
is generally accessible only to the IT literate, not to the general population. Dublinked offers a variety of search
tools that examine the contents of the files and not just the metadata. However, with over 300 datasets from
various agencies in the datastore, the challenge remains in finding data relevant to the untrained user, and in
finding appropriate linkages between datasets. The second challenge is how to foster new types of community
engagement around city data and create value for general users who may not have the technology skills to
interact with the data available in raw formats.
The idea for the RoutetoPA platform is to explore how new technologies can help overcome barriers
for the citizen in accessing, understanding and using the data that is available on the Dublinked website.
The new TET toolset will ensure that the relevant data is made easily available to those who are not expert
in digital tools, for example through user friendly search and query, or visualisation and mapping interfaces. The
SPOD project will convert the existing data portal into a collaborative platform that enables the social interactions
for building communities and to encourage user engagement between the citizen and the public administration.
The key objective is the development of new transparency enhancing technology that:


Enables citizens to easily find data that is useful and relevant to them so they can find out what
is happening in their area



Enables citizens to explore and visualize a combination of relevant data to gain new insights about their
city and neighbourhood.
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Enables citizens to have an easy platform to make their voice heard and get information on areas
of interest.

2.2 WORKSHOP
The collective intelligence workshop, held in Dublin on April 17 th from 9:30 to 16:30, brought together included
18 ( 11 males, 7 females) expert stakeholders from the fields of public administration, open government,
technology, and academia. Table 3 (below) provides a profile of participants.
Table 3. Profile of Participants in Dublin Workshop
Participant

Stakeholder Representation

Organisation

1

Platform Providers /Data experts

Dublinked

2

Citizen engagement

Dublin Community Forum/PPN network

3

Technology Developers

Intel

4

Citizen engagement

Open Government Partnership/ Open Knowledge

Number

Foundation
5

Citizen engagement/research

TURAS project UCD

6

Platform Providers /Data experts

All Ireland Research Observatory

7

Technology Developers

IBM

8

Researcher

Trinity College Dublin

9

Data expert/ research

Insight Centre for Data Analytics

10

Researcher

City Share Guide & Global Sustainability Jam

11

Researcher

Callan Institute - National University of Ireland,
Maynooth

12

Platform providers

Dublinked

13

Citizen engagement

CiviQ consultation platform

14

Data provider/ Citizen engagement

Your Dublin Your Voice opinion panel

15

Platform providers/data experts

Dublin Dashboard

16

Platform providers/data experts

Fingal Open data and Dublinked

17

Researcher

Trinity College Dublin

18

Technology Developers

ParkYa

The workshop opened with a presentation which provided details about the ROUTE-TO-PA project, as a means
of contextualising the day’s activities for the participants. Participants were informed that their input, based on
their experience, expertise, and needs in relation to open data would be used to inform technology development
as part of the ROUTE-TO-PA design process. A sample of slides from this presentation is available in Appendix B.

2.3 BARRIERS TO ACCESSIN G, UNDERSTANDING AND USING OPEN DATA
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In Dublin, a number of significant barriers to open data usage emerged across eight barrier categories: Conflict
and Cooperation; Government and Organisational; Accessibilty and Communication; Motivation; Services
and Rescources; Skills and Training; Cost; and Privacy and Security (see Appendix B, Tables 1-8). For example,
in relation to Conflict and Cooperation, experts noted that there can be a reluctance to release data out
of concern that it may lead to criticism. Also, experts highlight a reluctance to release data as it can be seen as a
source of power. In relation to Government and Organisation barriers, experts referred to a lack of in house
knowledge and skills to publish data in an open format and a failure to understand the organisational benefits of
releasing open data as significant barriers. In relation to the category of Accessibilty and Communication, experts
highlighted that data is often presented in a dense form, which may not be accessible to users without high levels
of data and computer literacy. Furthermore, it was noted that a lack of user-friendly formats file formats as a
significant barrier. With regard to the category of Motivation, experts highlighted that initiatives to promote
awareness, engagement and open data sharing and usage are limited, which limits the potential for growth of
open data engagement. The next category, Services and Resources, included barriers such as a shortage of
technical resources to collect data, a lack of maintence of data feeds, resulting in unrelibale and infrequently
updated data, and other issues related to poor service design manegement such as a lack of features for
cataloguing, describing and linking data. In relation to skills and training, experts highlighted a lack of training
for users in relation to finding relevant data, a lack of skills and educaiton for users in relation to utilising open
data, and a lack of training and support for government officials and organisations in relation to fears of criticism
resulting from publishing open data as significant barriers. In terms of resources for establishing and maintaing
open data services, experts also highlighted barriers under the Cost category. For example, it was noted that
current funding strategies are insufficient to fund the sustained collection and sharing of open data, while a
perceived lack of profitiability of open data results in resitance from government to invest further. Finally, barriers
related to Privacy and Security were considered, including the challenge of removing personal information from
open data, and issues relating to the dilution of information before it is released to the public.

2.4 OPTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
While these and other barriers highlighted many challenges, the expert group identified many options which
could help to overcome these barriers. Groups gave short presentations outling options for overcoming barriers
across a range of barrier categories. These presentations are summarised below, followed by a sample of the
options generated.

2. 4.1

CON F LI C T AN D CO OPE RATI ON

In relation to conflict and cooperation, participants highlighted the fear of negative evaluation, especially with
regard to misinterpretation or misrepresentation of data by the media or indivduals. It was suggested that
government departments and other organisations publishing open data have ways to anticipate and proactively
engage with the media and build up strong relationships, as a means to prevent misinterpretation and
misrepresentations. Also, participants suggested the establishement of a team in each local authority that is
dedicated to helping the public to access the information they need.
Sample options:


Establish a team in each local authority dedicated to helping the public access information



Proactive management of negative use – relationship management with users



Introduce procedures to standardise and simplify data release
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Establish the practice of asking and having to justify “why not” around data release. With examples from
the top of the organisation.



2. 4.2

Establish dedicated public officials to promote and engage with the public on open data uses/queries

GOVE RN ME N T AN D ORG AN I SATI ON AL

Participants noted that user demand should be the primary driver behind design, as failure to consider the user
demands is the cause of many barriers which governments currently face in this context. Participants also
highlighted the issue of inconsistencies between the ways in which different local councils provide data, in terms
of quality, specificity and means of representatation. Participants noted the need for centralisation and
standardisation of such data.
Sample options:


Open a channel for the public to communicate with the government



Develop a government strategy and government policy on open data



Set up a schools outreach programme for transition year students



Establish one dedicated fulltime position per department to foster internal open data use



Establish a national open data office

2. 4.3

ACC ES SI BI LI T Y AN D CO M MU N I CATIO N

Participants referred to the need to highlight good practice and provide training for practitioners, and also
providing “how to” guides for citizens. Participants referred to the need to ascertain what kind of data is relevant
to people, and the need to present this data in various form, including visual representations and story-based
representations. Finally, participants highlighted the need for funding and resources to be allocated to the
provsion on training on basic data literacy, including basic information management and data training, as
opposed to just open data.
Sample options:


Promote the benefits of open data to the public



Provide training and guidance materials to aid the public in accessing relevant data



Set up good information management practices across all public bodies



Provide case studies on how some local authorities develop open data. Encourage shared learning. How
can the Dublin experience help other LAs?



2. 4.4

Establish who exactly would like to use the different types of data

MOTI VATI ON

Participants addressed some of the fears and concerns that are often present in organisations regarding whether
or not to publish data. It was noted that it is necesssary to provide good examplars within and across
organisations which seek to educate and inspire these organisations to publish data. In depth case studies, which
are well presented visually and provided in an appealing way to management, would also be of benefit.
Participants also suggested that organisations engage with review boards and advisors to educate themselves
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about the rules and regulations relating to data publishing. Finally, the participants highlighted the importance
of high level leadership and leaders who will ask “why not?” rather than “why?”.
Sample options:


Promote exemplars to educate and inspire



Provide support to data releasers – review boards, advisors, experts, protective policies



Identify user groups of sufficient size and passion to request/pull/use data



Promote products and services that employ open data via open data platforms, government websites,
etc.



Build and develop independent data expert teams to train relevant public officials on open data
practices – help get government to change

2. 4.5

SE RVI CE S A N D RE SO U RC ES

With regard to services and resources, participants highlighted the need for more funding to enhance
the usability of platforms. It was highlighted that without the availability of a full search function for the data
files and metadata, there is a danger that platforms may become “data dumps”.

Also needed is better

integration of open data portals, through a central catalog for example, and better curation and maintenance of
data quality. Participants acknowledged that these features require significant funding, but describe their
options as an ideal “wishlist”.
Sample options:


Provide a more complete platform for better searchability of data



Provide better integration of open data portals



Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open
data portal



Promote the benefits of an open data portal and give good examples



Promote successful data user/entrepreneur stories via open data platforms to help public see benefits

2. 4.6

SK ILL S AN D TR AIN I N G

Participants highlighted that one of the most fundamental considerations in relation to accessing, understandign,
and using open data relates to awareness and outreach, that is, that the public are aware that this data is
available to them. In order to build this awareness and enhance open data capabilities, participants proposed
that education is needed for both the users and the publishers of open data. On the publishing side, it is
necessary firstly to know who the users are, and what data they need. This then allows the publisher to shape
the data and the user interface to cater to their needs. It was suggested that provision of guides and examples
could be of great help to users.
Sample options:


Design and provide a best practices guidebook



Carry out a targeted assessment of computer/data skills followed by relevant education strategy



Organise open data hackathons at schools and universities



Organise workshops on finding data



Set up groups in publishing organisations to reply to criticisms of published data sets
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2. 4.7

CO ST

Participants discussing cost highlighted the need to provide a business case for local governments to show that
if investment is made in open data and the required support and expertise made available, the there will
be significant benefits in terms of recouping costs back and other tangible benefits. Also, participants highlighted
the need for local councils to work with the Central Statistics Office (CSO), so that they are not paying to collect
data which may already be available.
Sample options:


Engage with the CSO,who can provide expertise and training resources to government departments



Encourage departments to feed off other departments data streams



Set up a fund to commercialise open data projects



Distribute the fund for all organisations that are involved in open data initiatives



Set up a network of open data stakeholders

2. 4.8

PRI VAC Y A N D SE C URI T Y

Participants discussing this category highlighted the need for data protocols to be put in place, along with
sufficient guidance for users and publishers. It was suggested that this guidance could be driven by organisations
which are well trusted in this context, such as the Central Statistics Office, and the data protection commisioner.
It was noted that the development of data policy and programmes would bring clarity to people who are working
with data. Participants also highlighted the need to build trust between citizens and government, as this mistrust
can result in reluctance to share data with public agencies.
Sample options:
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Provide very clear data protocols and guidance



Identify and implement measures to increase trust between citizens and government



Make recommendations to the government on programmes to be implemented in order to bring about
cultural change from traditional methods to phased open data support



Listen carefully to what the fears are, what the sensitive information is and find solutions for them.



Provide consistent training and support to overcome the particular barriers

Overall, the discussion in relation to barriers and options was incredibly rich and highly relevant to the overall
context of the ROUTE-TO-PA project and design challenge. The full set of barriers, across categories, can be found
in Appendix B, along with options linked to each category.

2.5 ACTORS, SCENARIOS, A ND USER STORIES
2. 5.1

AC TO RS

Citizens and community groups, using platform to:
Find out what is happening in my community
Identify opportunities and needs in my community
Have a say and get feedback on policy, services and areas of interest
Share and discuss local issues and get feedback on progress
Build communities of interest and social networks
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Local government, using platform to:
Facilitate citizens and groups in building community networks
Build opportunities for social enterprise and bottom up social action
Give and get feedback on policy, services and areas of interest
Easy way to present and share information in house and target resources

2. 5.2

SCE N A RI OS U SE D IN TH E D UB LIN WO R KS HO P

A. Citizen Kay is interested in putting down more roots and getting involved in her local community.
She initially got involved in community issues when a group of her neighbours got together to object to
a big new development that would have caused a lot of disturbance in her quiet street. As a concerned
citizen she wants an easy way to put her issues on a public platform, to share and find out about local
news, to discuss with other local residents and have an input into what is happening in her community.
She would like a meaningful exchange with public administrators and to build local social networks to
highlight the good things that are happening in her community and perhaps to start up a skillshare/
local volunteering exchange. Kay wants to be able to access information on other similar local groups,
so that she can get advice on starting her own.
B.

Jane is a public administrator in a Dublin Local Authority. Jane is helping to prepare a new plan
to promote local community and economic development in Dublin and wants to explore
how technology might be used to engage a wider demographic and to facilitate bottom up community
building. Jane is particularly interested in consulting with young people and people with a disability
or other citizens who may not engage in more formal consultations. Jane wants an easy to use platform
to gather and give feedback to citizens on issues that matter to them to inform policy and to build public
trust. Jane also wants to be able to negotiate and plan activities with other public administrators in her
community development group in her local authority public administration offices. She wants both
citizens and her colleagues in the local community development group to have some flexibility in the
way they draw upon data and information when working together to develop community projects. Jane
is very passionate about promoting local community and economic development in Dublin and she
wants a platform and set of services that will help her do good work.

C.

Civic Joe is part of the civic hacker community and a member of an active citizen group. He is a keen
advocate for social equality and feels that citizens need a more participatory democracy to create
a better society for all. He is interested in open data as a means of opening access to public information
and promoting transparency. He wants to be able to interact with public data to understand how public
decisions are made, to give his views in an easy and transparent way and receive feedback on them
from public administrators who area leading local projects, so that he feels he has been part of the
decision and policy making process. Joe also wants to be able to share ideas and data with other citizen
groups, with a view to collaborating on projects and common goals.

D. Entrepreneur Annie is interested in starting a locally based café/food business and would like to connect
with public administrators and potential customers to find out if there is a demand for this new business,
what kind of premises or permissions she might need, what supports are available and to connect with
other people who might partner/work with her in starting this business. She would like to use
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technology to build local social networks to connect with her business peer network and build a local
customer base.

2. 5.3

USE R STO RI ES AN D S PE C IFI C U SE R NE E D S

The initial options proposed by workshop participants opened the possibility space for the creative thinking
in the next phase of the workshop, which involved participants working with specific usage scenarios
and generating key needs and requirements of users of the ROUTE-TO-PA Platform based on these scenarios,
in the form of agile user stories. These sceanrios involved hypothetical users including citizens, entrepreneurs,
public administrators, and other stakeholders. Working this way from midday and into the afternoon workshop
participants highlighted an extensive range of 1) Information needs, 2) Social/Collaborative interaction needs,
and 3) Understandability, usability and decision-making tool needs.
The workshop fleshed out the initial use cases and developed up scenarios for a collaborative platform that can
be used for multi way knowledge exchange between the main actors. In summary, the participants identified
specific user needs for the following user groups:

2.5.3.1

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS

The public administrators (PAs) would like diverse input into local policies, plans and services, and also feedback
on local services and activities, to facilitate reporting of local issues and to get early information on potentially
controversial issues, anti-social behavior, littering, social tension etc. Public administrators would like to be able
to target specific stakeholder groups, including those who may not engage in formal consultations. PAs would
like to be able to use TET tools to find data, link it with other relevant data and extract it in suitable formats for
monitoring and reporting. Finally, PAs would like SPOD to be an easy to use and self-sustaining discussion forum
as she doesn’t have the resources for a full time moderator.
Public Administration wants or needs include: “to engage and learn”
“to facilitate communication”
“So that I can more effectively evaluate and prioritise needs”
“so that I can track progress”
“so that I can get feedback and talk directly to the users of the portal”
“So that I can better consume and understand data”
“to ensure group specific communication”
“to harvest citizens comments for policy making and programmes”

2.5.3.2

CITIZENS

The citizen is looking for local information– e.g. local amenities, services, events and attractions, planning, socioeconomic, parking and transport, business and financial. Much of this information is already available as open
data on the Dublinked platform; however enhanced search and query functions and improvements in data
frequency, formats and presentation may be needed to make it more accessible to the untrained user. Workshop
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participants also identified the importance of providing a feedback loop from the public authority to inform
citizens on actions taken or progress achieved, so that citizens feel their input has had an impact. This requires
a mechanism for two way information flows between the public authority and the citizen.
Citizen wants or needs include:
“to focus on local issues”
“so that I can use data based on my needs”
“so that I can keep up to date and connect with local services”
“so I can find out what is being planned for my neighbourhood”.
“So that I can connect to local representatives”
“so that I can efficiently report problems”
“So I can make a request and get feedback from public administrators”
“so that I can see the impact of my actions”
Both citizens and public administrators want a user friendly platform to engage with other stakeholders and
so that “new knowledge, value and insights can be generated”.

2.5.3.3

COMMUNITIES – CITIZEN TO CITIZEN

In addition to knowledge exchange between public administrators and citizens, participants also identified
a potential use case for a social platform that facilitates knowledge exchange between citizens themselves,
enabling citizens to connect with each other, build communities of interest and stimulate bottom up social
enterprise and community building. In this scenario community groups, interest groups or residents associations
want a collaborative platform to connect with other communities of interest and to curate and crowdsource their
own data, layering locally sourced information on open data to facilitate discussions and network creation, often
using the online platform as a way to arrange meetings and build face to face relationships.
Community wants or needs include:
“ to find ways to reach out to socially isolated older citizens ”
“so that I can moderate and prevent abusive behavior”
“ so that I can be informed, engaged and love my community”
“so that I can share ideas and combine forces”
“the ability to share an interesting dataset on Facebook or Twitter”

2.5.3.4

ENTREPRENEURS / DEVELOPERS

There was some discussion about how open data might encourage citizens to become entrepreneurs, using
the ROUTE-TO-PA social and collaborative platform to identify needs that might lead to business opportunities
in their local neighbourhood. It was felt that a combination of land use, property and socio-economic data might
help potential businesses identify a suitable location, get information on permits and rates, build supply and
distribution networks, connect with business contacts and attract local customers. It was acknowledged
however that much of this data is not freely available and that it would need some work to make it more ‘open’
and the participants struggled a little to develop the user story for the citizen entrepreneur.
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Although not introduced as a potential use case, the participants also addressed the specific user needs of more
technologically savvy open data users. This ‘developer’ user group includes tech startups, SMEs, researchers,
social enterprises and civic hacker groups e.g. Code for Ireland, Data Kind, Open Knowledge Foundation, who
already have the ability to mine, merge or scrape data for research or to build new applications. The challenge
is to provide for robust and reliable data streams to enable developers to create a viable product that may for
example increase citizen engagement, improve city services or quality of life.
A more detailed analysis of workshop data is presented below.
2.5.3.5

INFORMATION NEEDS

For the purposes of generating information needs, particpants were presented with two scenarios: A) Citizen Kay
and B) Public Adminsatrator Jane (see 2.4.2). The information needs highlighted by particpants in relation to
these scenarios were quite diverse, and related both the type of information and form of information delivery.
These needs, and the reason for these needs, are outlined in full for each scennario in Appendix B, Tables 9 and
10. In relation to the type of information needed, the full set of needs included: Information on services,
amenities and events, planning information, community information, social information and issues, parking and
transport information, business and financial information, information for disabled users, and child and
educaion-related information. Figure 4 represents the frequency of information needs within each of these
categories. The full list of needs within these categories is available in Table 4.

Figure 4. Frequency of information needs within categories
Also noted frequently by the group when addressing information needs were issues related to the form
of information delivery. From the perspective of users, participants highlighted needs relating to accessibility,
personal relevance and information feedback as key complimentary mechanisms that enrich the power
and potential of information delivery. Some of the needs which fell under accessibiity included: an easy
to use interface, regular updates and having a mobile interface. Personal relevance needs included: to feel that
the council speaks to me by making relevant information available, the ability to evaluate decisions by drawing
on relevant data, and the ability to find out how issues raised by a user are addressed at council meetings. Finally,
in relation to feedback, experts highlighted the need for notificaitons that the user’s information or opinion had
been received or registered, and that the plaform had the capability for quick, efficient feedback. The frequency
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with which particpants refered to these information form-related needs is represented in Figure 5. The full list of
needs within these categories is available in Table 4.

Feedback (5)

Accessibilty Ease of access,
portable,
reliable (27)

Personal
relevance (10)

Figure 5. Frequency of form-related information needs within categories.
While the above needs resonate strongly with understandabilty, usability and decision-making needs, which are
further elaborated below, it is important when considering information needs to consider the role that
accessibility, reliability, relevance, and feedback play in the delivery and percieved value of this information.
Table 4. Full set of information needs
Categories of information needs
Accessibility - Ease of access, portable, reliable
An easy to use interface to social networks
To get the information I need quickly and easily
To get consistent and reliable information
Understandable information on the issues/projects under negotiation
Easily accessible information and regular updates
A means of communication that is efficient and cost-effective, and wide-spread to search/each member(s)
A platform (for the network) that is user-friendly and takes little time to learn and use
System of data input that upholds protection of personal information
Information and resources for using social media and digital marketing
A one-stop space
Names of people in Public Administration who I can phone
News feeds
A virtual space for citizen engagement
Sound in the website data portal
To have a mobile interface
To get information easily using a touch screen
An accessible platform
App for accessing information
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Information to be freely available in multiple formats
ICT-enabled infrastructure
A local Facebook/ Twitter page administered by local authority and business community for opening and closing
times of shops/pharmacies etc.
Information on my local representatives, councillors, and public officials
To be able to embed intuitive representations of data in my consultation material
Map and visualise data
To know who is in charge of what data
Free access data to engineering data (about energy consumption)
Software that opens up the silos of departments
Child and education related information
Schools, music classes data
Education/course data
Parking and transport information
I need more parking data with more updates
Maps for disabled parking locations
A list of special transport companies with contact details
A list of free transport modes available
Maps with locations for disabled pick-up points (for vans)
Data on road/pedestrian accidents and crime
Journey time data for my local area and video data
Community information needs
To easily understand and enjoy learning about my community through data use
Data to provide me with new insights on my community
I want high level data on local communities (number, structures, location)
I want social media mined data representing opinions of the target community groups
Data on cross community successful initiatives
A list of community groups and different types of communities in Dublin
To find existing groups and their common communication platforms
To find out what are the group-specific ways of communication
To easily be able to view data combined across many councils and slice the data
Information about citizen needs
To get information gathered about my community across others in the community
Information on what other groups there are in the city who I can network with
A platform with data about community development group
Personal relevance
To feel that the council speaks to me by making relevant information available
To be able to critically evaluate decisions by drawing on relevant data
To find out what happened about my issue at last night’s council meeting
Data about activities relevant to me
To be able to easily view data specific to where I live
To get data related to my life
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Information about what is planned for my neighbourhood
Alerts when a new plan or programme of interest to me is established
Statistics about my local area
Planning information
Information about other people who live in my neighbourhood
Data on planning decisions
Planning data
Information relating to developmental programmes
Planning and infrastructure: Building, Transport, Water/energy, Road quality, Traffic congestion
Local news, planning applications: Events in neighbourhood, Roadworks, Environmental projects
Information on grants
Existing schedules for P.A. workers or schedule for jobs to be done
Coherent datasets about planning from all Ireland local authorities
A list of activities or plans for Dublin
To see how data has been used to inform decisions
County council support list of websites
Footfall, socio-economic data
Information to stimulate more SME’s to create employment
Information for disable users
Journey planning info for disabled people
Data on disabled facilities
Services, amenities, and issues
What local sporting groups/clubs are in my area – GAA, book clubs, events
Real time information – when football pitches are closed due to flooding
Information on social and cultural activities – restaurants, shops, theatre
A platform to share the public activities that are going on with our pop-up festival in our neighbourhood
The events happening in the area: Entertainment, Sporting, Charity
Information about opening times for parks, libraries etc.
To support and use local business - electrical, clubs, where are they?
Information on local services all listed and visualised on one map – GP, school, crèches etc.
To know about street cleaning schedules
Information on other community resident committees/security issues – policing, street sweeping, fixing
potholes, road-works (how long will I be inconvenienced)
Information on local services
Gain support to prevent the road widening in my neighbourhood
Information about grants and community supports
Charity information/activities
Datasets on ambulance call out times and emergency services
Datasets on free facilities that I can use
Schedules regarding local services
Local food supplier dataset/directory
What is available in existence and what not in café/food business
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I want to use local suppliers – where are my nearest?
Identify market need – business directory
More café/food services in my community
Concentration of demand area for specific business opportunities
Social issues and information
Information on issues
Early information on anti-social behaviour, littering, social tension
Report local issues to my elected representatives – ASB, litter etc.
To see and ‘up to date’ list of volunteers in my community with skillset and reputation information
Health statistics: Employment stats, Crime levels (all types), School quality/num/availability
Economic information: Companies, Rates/taxes
Information on contacts, activities and past projects of social innovation organisation in my area
Datasets on citizen demographics
Data on employment in my area
Feedback
To be able to let my opinion be known and provide feedback
Feedback from my local authority on how my concerns have been activated
Efficient, quick feedback
More connection with my council/or someone
A feedback mechanism in the platform
Business and financial information
Google map data on existing premises
Understand existing market and underlying demographics
Spending/finance data for community projects that worked
Access to economic data
Information on funding
To find out about local business rates in the area
Information on funding for SME’s
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2.5.3.5.1

Understanding user’s information needs

We also analysed the short user stories more closely to consider 1) Which type of user these needs pertain to,
and 2) the reasons for these needs. Figure 6 below provides some insight into these two questions in relation to
information needs across two scenarios, Citizen Kay and Public Administrator Jane. The inner circle represents
the various categories of needs which participants highlighted. The outer circle represents the various user types.
This figure also provides a breakdown of the frequency of needs relative to user type and category. For example,
77% of the user wants in this scenario related to the citizen, whereas 19% related to public administrators, and
4% related to both of these user types. Finally, the callout bubbles provide examples of reasons for wants within
the larger categories.
The reasons for Information-related wants varied greatly, and covered a total of eleven categories.
These categories can be further divided into two broader headings:1) Types information, which included: Child
and education related information, Information for disabled users, Business and financial information, Parking
and Transport information, Social issues and information, Planning information, Community information needs,
and Services, amenities and events; and 2) Form of Information delivery, which included: Feedback, Personal
relevance, and Accessibility. Some of the reasons for Information wants participants suggested as relevant for
citizens include: so that I can “start to think about my future education”, so that I “can be involved and provide
feedback”, and “so that I can have a sense of ownership over my community”.
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Participants also described reasons for information wants while stepping into the shoes of Public Administrators.
Some examples of these include: so that I can “better understand the types of citizens I need to interact with”,
so that I can “evaluate business potential in a particular area”, so that I can “give feedback to citizens”, so that I
can “cooperate on planning proposals with other councils” and “so that I can find data easily when I need it”.
The full set of wants and reasons can be found in tables 9 and 10, in appendix B.
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Figure 6. User types and reasons for user information needs
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Finally, in an effort to align our analysis with the data available on Dublinked, we generated a summary of some
of the key information needs, data available on Dublinked, and some key gaps, barriers, and comments
highlighted by workshop participants (see Table below).
Table 5. Information needs, Data available on Dublinked, and Gaps and Barriers to need fulfillment
Information needs
Services

and

events

(sports,

cleaning,

Open data available on Dublinked

Gaps/Barriers/Comments

amenities,

Geocoded listings of council facilities are

Events, attractions, activities and

street

available via API including Arts & Culture

street cleaning schedules can be

local

attractions (141), Community (333),

made available as open data

facilities,

businesses)

Transport (234), Council facilities (319),

(23 mentions)

Education

(447),

Government

(86),

Local business listings may require

Information (198), Places of worship

work to make available as open

(155), Recycling (99), Sport & Recreation

data;

(801)

a future option.

and

Youth

(85)

crowdsourcing

could

be

http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/
dataset-061.php.
Planning (16)

7 years of geo-coded planning application

Barriers to use include lack of full

data is made available on Dublinked,

description (due to data protection

updated

requiring removal of applicants

daily

at

http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/

name

which

is

included

dataset-303.php

in development description).
News on new plans and policies in
preparation,

new

consultations

launched
Community (13)

Geocoded data on community centre’s,

DCC currently compiling Public

health centres, support services and

Participation

other

community

public

services,

gardens

community
available

http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/

Network
groups)

(535
-

+

explore

making list open – also community
grants and supports data.

dataset-061.php
Social issues (9) (litter, anti-

The reporting of non emergency anti-

Socio-economic data across a wide

social, health, employment,

issues such as litter, graffiti, street lighting

range of indicators is currently being

crime,

etc is facilitated by FixYourStreet.ie and

compiled as part of the preparation

reports are made available as open data

for the cities Local Economic and

via

Community Plan and can be made

socio-economic

information, education)

API

at

http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset

available as open data.

s/dataset-249.php
Parking and transport (7)

-Public

transport

Real time public transport, traffic

including disability access

http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset

flows and parking information is

s/dataset-300.php

available through Dublinked and is

-Journey

times

utilized in a number of popular

http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/

smart mobility apps and journey

dataset-215.php

planners, already in use by citizens.
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-multi-storey

parking

Wheel chair access facilities include

http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset

list of 814 commercial premises

s/dataset-310.php

could be used as proxy for local

-dublinbikes

business listings

http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset
s/dataset-326.php
Parking

meter

locations

http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset
s/dataset-318.php and on street disabled
parking bays are also available here
http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset
s/dataset-219.php
Libraries accessibility audit
http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset
s/dataset-140.php
Wheelchair access facilities
http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset
s/dataset-317.php
Business and financial (7)

Annual financial statements

Minutes and agendas of council

(council meetings, funding,

http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset

meetings available in word on

rates)

s/dataset-268.php

dublincity.ie

Spending and revenue budgets
http://dublinked.com/datastore/dataset

No rates info available

s/dataset-271.php

No procurement data available
Budget

data

visualized

in localauthorityfinances.ie
Child and education (2)

Schools (primary, post primary, third
level, special needs), youthreach and
computer training available
http://dublinked.ie/datastore/datasets/
dataset-061.php.
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2.5.3.6

SOCIAL AND COLLABORATIVE NEEDS

Participants generated social and collaborative interaction needs across all four scenarios, resulting in a wideranging set of needs across the following categories: Platform tools and capabilities for interaction; Forms
of interaction; Dialogue and discusison space; Feedback; Sharing and requesting datasets; Moderation
and maintenance; Local issues; Live viewing; Personalisation; and Standardised protocols. In total, 75 needs were
generated across the 10 categories. The radar chart below represents the frequency of needs within each of
these categories. The full list of needs is presented in table 6.

Standardised
protocols (2)

Sharing and
requesting
datasets (7)

Dialogue and
discussion space
(12)
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Feedback (9)

Forms of
interaction (14)

Platform tool and
capabilities for
interaction (18)

Live viewing (3)

Personalisation (2)

Local issues (3)
Moderation and
maintenance (4)

Figure 7. Frequency of social and collaborative interation needs within categories
The largest individual category within social and collaborative interaction needs was Platform tools and
capabilities for interaction, within which participants generated 16 needs including: The need to be able
to organise events; the abilty to connect with users through a link or email, and the need for a community
platform to crowd-source data and crowd-maintain/curate data, to provide a few examples.
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The next category Forms of Interaction is comprised of needs relating to the various modes of interaction which
users want. This includes: social media interaction; using the platform to arrange face-to-face interaction;
interaction via blogs and forums and shared organizers such as online calendars.
The above categories account for 40% of the social/collaborative needs developed by the participants.
The remaining 8 categories include a wide-range of needs such as: a set of standardised forms and feedback
responses for users to follow when interacting and collaborating with one another, the need for data about group
decisions and how they are made, the need for feedback from Public administrators, the ability to connect with
other user using the same dataset, and the need for expert facilitation of the platform.
During the workshop, participants used wireframe templates to create sketches, highlighting some of the above
needs. Some examples of these sketches are provided below. The image on the left highlights some of the
information and social and collaborative functionalities associated with a business networking service that
involves the use of open data that entrepreneurs can use to support business start-up work. The image on the
right highight a number of social and collaborative functionalities that could help to support collaborative policymaking and project management work.
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Figure 8. Sketches of social and collaborative needs
Table 6. Full set of social and collaborative interaction needs
Categories of Social/Collaborative Interaction needs
Platform tool and capabilities for interaction
To be able to organise events
A platform for networking equipped with web 2.0 tools
View all services on a map on the portal – potential to connect with users through link/email
Tools to support our local community user group when we voice concerns
Enable local library interactions
Enable community centre interactions
Provide an image repository to with the ability to tag data – a picture is worth 1,000 words
A collaborative platform
A community platform to crowd-source data and to crowd-maintain/curate data, tagging
The ability to engage in personal discussions offline and updates online and off
Make data searchable
Provide more data formats
An ICT-enabled system to help in information gathering
A calendar of upcoming votes/decisions
A group-specific reward system
The provision of searchable transcripts of videos
Forms of interaction
The ability to organise face-to-face interactions with public administrators
Social media interaction
On-line interaction
Public administrator twitter page, Facebook page
There to be multiple modes – twitter/FB/desktop
A forum
A blog
A calendar
Discussions on already familiar platforms
Connect to customers and connect to suppliers
Organise meet-ups
To tell the Public administrator that I am doing this project (contact tool)
To advertise my project/blog and forum
Speak/connect with my CEO/Local enterprise officer
Information to be freely available in multiple formats
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Dialogue and discussion space
Somewhere both PA and locals can see a shared conversation
A platform that supports interactive communication
Tools to support continuous discussion
To be able to express my opinion and share it with others
Collaborate in defining and influencing events taking place in community
A means of organising, promoting and project managing a community group activity
To let the Public Administrator know what I want
My input to be shared and add value to the interaction
The ability to share ideas and views
Establish connections with groups, organize representatives and regular update sessions
A space/voice where citizens meet
An open flow of many diverse conversations on the data
Feedback
Feedback from peers/government/business
A means of feedback on the discussions in the platform
To be able to comment on datasets
A forum rich with feedback from politicians
Share feedback received from Public administrators
To get feedback on my interactions with Public administrators
A platform which enables new knowledge to flow back based on data released so there is new value generated
from discussions; engagement brings new knowledge
Real-time feedback
Fast feedback solutions – chat/forum/wall
Sharing and requesting data
Share an interesting dataset on Facebook or twitter
People to engage with the data by commenting
The ability to share data on social media
To be able to submit data
Connect with others using same dataset
To request new datasets
Share datasets
Moderation and maintenance
Expert facilitation
A well-maintained platform
Moderate comments
To ensure group-specific communication
Local issues
To find ways to reach out to socially isolated older citizens in our community
Focus on local issues/roads, traffic, housing/planning, environment/arts, health
To know what’s going on parallel to our neighbourhood
Live viewing
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Data about decisions and how they are made (via live webcasts)
Request live screening
Live webcasts of meetings where important decisions are made on community issues. I want to leave a
comment for the participants or decision-makers online, like a live TV programme – feedback can be viewed
via newsfeed (on screen) or verbally by decision-makers
Personalisation
The ability to share my profile
To be able to moderate my portal
Standardised protocols
Requests to follow a set format (e.g. when reporting a flood – send a photo)
A set of standardised forms and feedback response e.g. forms and Disqus.

2.5.3.6.1
2.5.3.6.1.1

Understanding the reasons for social / collaborative needs for different user groups
Citizen Kay

A closer analysis of the Citizen Kay user stories indicated that 75% of the user wants in this scenario related to the
citizen, whereas 11% related to public administrators, and 14% related to both citizens and PAs. In relation to
reasons for wants within each user needs category, the following was observed:
In the Forms of Interaction category, participants stepping into the shoes of Kay highlighted the need for various
kinds of interaction, over various platforms including Facebook and Twitter. Some of the primary reasons for
wanting these varied forms of interactions were “so that I can be informed, engaged, and love my community”,
“so that I can efficiently report problems”, “so that I can keep up to date with local services”, and “so that I can
access everyone easily”.
The wants in the second largest category Platform Tools and Capabilities for Interaction contained some similar
reasons as the previous category, related to establishing a connection between various users (e.g., “so that I can
connect directly to professional services available locally” and “so that I can connect to local representatives and
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public administrators”). However, some of the wants and reasons in this category related more closely to
technological affordances such as “so that I can use real-time interactive tools” and the ability to add and tag
photos because some problems are “best described by images”.
The next category Dialogue and Discussion Space, related to users wanting to have a space in which they could
engage with other stakeholders, so that they can “engage and learn”. This space should also allow “interactive
communication” so that users can “upload pictures and graphics of the subject of discussion, and at the same
time support comment and sharing”.
In relation to Standardised Protocols, participants highlighted the importance of clear and consistent procedures
for interactions, so that citizens can “make a request and get feedback from public administrators” and, so that
public administrators can “more effectively evaluate and prioritise needs”.
The next category of wants and reasons related to Local Issues. The reasons for wants such as “to find ways
to reach out to socially isolated older citizens” and “ a focus on local issues” included “so that I can
set up a companionship scheme” and “ so that I can be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood”.
The latter was a recurring reason, across three different categories.
The final two categories of wants and reasons related to Personalisation and Feedback. The reason
for the Personalisation want of “to be able to moderate my portal” was “so that I can prevent abusive behaviour”.
Participants felt that it was important that the interaction tool contains a moderation feature, which will allow
the administrator to remove inappropriate comments or content. The reason for a Feedback want of “a means
of feedback on discussions on the platform” was “so that administrators can harvest citizens’ comments
for policy-making and in programme design. The full set of wants and reasons can be seen in tables 11-14,
Appendix B.
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Figure 9. User types and reasons for user social/collaborative needs in the Kay scenario
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2.5.3.6.1.2

Public Administrator Jane

Figure 10 below represents the various categories of social and collaborative needs participants highlighted
for the Public Administrator Jane scenario. Notably, 30% of the user wants in this scenario related to the citizen,
30% related to public administrators, and 40% related to both of these user types. Finally, the callout bubbles
provide examples of reasons for wants within each category.
In the Platform Tools and Capabilities for Interaction category, participants stepping into the shoes of Jane
highlighted various wants in the form of platform features and affordances, for example, “the ability to tag
datasets”, “the ability to visualise data”, “the ability to organise events” and “a community platform to crowdsource data and to crowd-maintain data”. The reasons for these wants included “so that I can better consume
and understand data”, “so that I can track progress”, “so that I can better find data”, and “so that I can use data
based on my needs”.
The wants in the second largest category Dialogue and Discussion Space, related to users wanting to have a space
in which they could engage with other stakeholders, so that “new knowledge, value and insights can be
generated” and “so that feedback works both ways”. Citizen wanted to “express my opinion and share it with
others” so that they can “come to conclusions” about issues that matter to them.
For Sharing and Requesting Datasets participants highlighted the utility of sharing datasets on social media and
other outlets, both to promote awareness and discussion, and to receive feedback. This includes wants such as
“the ability to share an interesting dataset on Facebook or Twitter” for reasons such as “so that I can share
datasets with my friends” and “to raise awareness and get more feedback on datasets”. Other wants and reasons
included “the ability to connect with others using the same dataset” so that users can “share ideas and combine
forces”, and “the ability to request new datasets” so that I “can build new tools”.
In relation to Forms of Interaction, participants again highlighted the need for various kinds of interaction
including forums, blogs, and social media. Some of the primary reasons for wanting these varied forms
of interaction were “ So that I can give and/or get updates about data and projects”, “so that I can get feedback
and talk directly to the users of the portal”, and “ so that I can stick to my known tools”.
The next category relates to Feedback, which also featured in the Kay scenario. Some examples of user wants
and reasons here include “the ability to comments on datasets” so that I can “give feedback on a specific dataset”,
the availability of “fast” or “real-time feedback” so that I can “ask questions when I meet a problem” and “get
answers quickly” and “a forum rich with feedback from politicians” so that I can “see the impact of actions”.
The final category Maintenance and Moderation relates to the facilitation and monitoring of such a platform.
Wants and reasons here included: the need of the Public Administrator to “ensure group-specific
communication” so that he/she can “facilitate communication”, the need to provide “expert facilitation” so that
“quality discussion” will be promoted, and the need to “moderate comments” so that “offensive comments” can
be removed.
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Figure 10. User types and reasons for user social/collaborative needs in the Jane scenario
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2.5.3.7

UNDERSTANDABILTY, USABILITY AND DECISION-MAKING NEEDS

Finally, participants generated understandabilty, usability and decision-making needs in relation to two
scenarios. The objective here was to address needs related to enhancing the understandability and usability
of open data, including decision-making tools and services.
The largest category in this set of needs pertained, broadly, to the Ability to visualise complex information.
This category set included needs related to: infographics for multidimensional databases; the need for quality
visualisations such as 3D models; streetviews and birds-eye views; the need for dashboard maps and visuals, and
visualised word clouds showing frequency of term use.
The second largest category in this set of needs was Data analysis and reporting tools which includes: data
merging and wrangling tools; data mining tools; the ability to filter national and regional datasets; and better
labelling and contextual information on data.The above categories accounted for 65% of understanding, usabilty
and decision-making needs. The remaining needs were distirbuted across three categories: The ability to
personalise platforms and/or data; guidance and usage support; and data analysis and reporting tools. Figure 11
below represents the frequency of needs within each of these categories. The full list of needs within these
categories is available in table 7.

Ability to visualise
complex information (28)

Abilty to personalise
platforms and/or data (4)
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Data analysis and
reporting tools (16)

Guidance and usage
support (7)

Decision-making support
tools (12)

Figure 11. Frequency of Understandability, Usability and Decision-Making needs within categories
Also, during this phase, participants created sketches based on these understandability, usability, and decisionmaking needs. Some examples of these sketches can be seen below. The image on the left provides
a visualisation of communities of different types across Dublin, whereby the typology could refer to any defining
characteristic of communities, including common demographics, services, community issues, etc. The image on
the right illustrates a live feed of a Dublin City Council meeting with live stream of information in relation to
ongoing policy decisions with relevant statistics.
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Figure 12. Sketches of social and collaborative needs
Table 7. Full set of Understandability, Usability and Decision-Making needs
Categories of Understandability, Usability and Decision-Making needs
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The ability to personalise platforms and/or data
A complete data model of data
A simplified visualisation (Many Eyes and Disqus)
An ability to return all data about my local area and visualise
Charts for trends for financial data
Dashboard maps and visuals
Great visualisations – 3D model, streetview, birds eye
Infographics for multidimensional databases
Interactive graphics as quick transparency enhancing toolsets
Less figures and numbers, more visuals
Map – for all GIS related data
Maps of the data so I can query the data spatially
Pictures and symbols
Pictures in screen. Video images
Real time visualisation for what if scenarios
Statistics to be shown like bar charts
Timeline view for historical data (animation)
Visualisations – maps, charts etc.
The ability to visualise – map, layer, merge, filter
Data analysis and reporting tools
Provide information in small parcels for analysis
Modelling tools that I can use with open data and citizens
Model various outcomes based on my choices
Tools for metadata analysis
Pool of apps available for my local community
Better labelling and contextual information on data
Browse and exploration compatibility over datasets
Data merge and wrangling tools
Flag issues/ Pin suggestions
Notifications when datasets I’ve used are updated
Reporting tools
Data mining tools
To be able to examine the rationale and data supporting a policy
To filter national and regional datasets
To search over documents and metadata
Tools for data analysis and visualisation and transparency enhancing tools
Decision-making support tools
To see records of decisions made using particular data
A tool to discuss an issue and add data elements to complement discussion
Express my preferences – vote, comment, like/dislike, engage
A feedback platform for input on decisions
Mapping platform that gathers public opinion on local area plans
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Question answering interface
Separate page to enable Jane to communicate with her colleagues in area offices
To be able to ask nuanced and particular questions
Tools that permit interlinking with other open data platforms
Compare with other neighbourhoods/ cities
Explore different scenarios and model consequences
To be able to see how one decision affects another outcome
Guidance and support tools
Sample case studies and contacts with those cases
Examples of data usage
Guidance and advice on data usage samples
Showcases to highlight data usage scenarios
Stories exemplifying decision-making practices
Suggestions e.g. “other users also viewed”
To see how data has been used to inform decisions
Ability to personalise platforms and/or data
Filter data to my neighbourhood/interests
Modifiable maps and customisable dashboards
Save my favourite views and datasets
Searchability/filter/personalisation/ customisation tools

2.5.3.7.1
2.5.3.7.1.1

Analysis of understandability, usability, decision-making stories
Citizen Kay

In relation to understandabilty, usability, decision-making needs 75% of the user wants in the Citizen Kay scenario
related to the citizen, whereas 12% related to public administrators, and 13% related to both user groups. Again,
the callout bubbles in Figure 13 provide examples of reasons for wants within each category.
The first category Decision-making support tools included a variety of tools and affordances which participants
suggested would be beneficial to users of such a platform. Wants and reasons in this category included
“The ability to see how one decision affects another outcome” so that “I can make informed decisions
on proposals”; “the ability to express my preferences via voting, commenting and engaging” so that I can
“interact with data and with other people”; and “to be able to ask nuanced and particular questions” so that
I can “find the answers to suit my particular question”, among others.
The second category Ability to Visualise Complex Information comprised of further affordances which
participants highlighted as necessary for users. This category focused on ways in which visualisations and
graphics could be used to make data more usable and understandable for users. For example, the ability
to “visualise where local council and central government budget is spent on a map” so that I can “understand
how my tax is improving my local area”, and the provision of “interactive graphics as quick transparency
enhancing toolsets” so that I can “easily represent data in simple summaries that support transparency”.
Other reasons for this emphasis on visualisations included “so that I can spot relationships” and “so that I can
find and present information relevant to me”.
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The next category relates to Data Analysis and Reporting Tools. Wants and reasons in this category includes: the
provision of “data reporting tools” and “data mining tools” so that the user can “mine comments and other
communication data on the platform for processing into decision-making input”, the ability to “flag issues and
pin suggestions” so that the user can “have input in the decision-making process”.
In relation to the Ability to Personalise Platforms and/or Data, wants and reasons included: the ability to “filter
data to my neighbourhood/interests” so that I can “block unnecessary distractions” and the ability to personalise
“searchability, filtering and customisation tools” so as to “enable further accessibility and ease of access to the
data on the platform for individuals and organisations”.
The final category Guidance and Usage Support included the provision of functions within the platform which
will aid accessibility and usability for novice users. These include: the provision of “guidance and advice
examples” so that the user can “understand and use data in an efficient manner” and a “suggestions (e.g. others
also viewed X)” functionality, so that users can “learn from others”.
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Figure 13. User types and reasons for user understandability, usability and decision-making needs in the Kay scenario
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2.5.3.7.1.2

Public administrator Jane

Figure 14 below provides some insight into these same questions for the scenario involving Public Administrator
Jane. In this case, , 48% of the user wants in this scenario related to the citizen, whereas 10% related to public
administrators, and 42% related to both of these user types. Finally, the callout bubbles provide examples of
reasons for wants within each category.
The first category Ability to Visualise Complex Information primarily focusing on ways in which visualisations and
graphics could be used to make data more usable and understandable. For example, participants suggested that
users want “visualisations – maps, charts etc.” so that they can “easily understand and consume data”. Other
examples of wants and reasons in this category included: “a complete data model” of an issue so that I can
“understand the bigger picture and “zoomable maps for financial/funding distribution data” so that I can “see
what the funding looks like at different levels”.
The second category Data Analysis and Reporting Tools focused on tools and affordances on the platform which
would enhance the user’s ability to analyse data. These included wants and reasons such as: “the ability to search
documents and metadata” so that I can “easily find interesting data”, “data merging and wrangling tools” so that
I can “build personalised datasets to feed my app”, “tools for metadata analysis” so that I can “understand and
make it searchable” and the ability to “examine the rationale and data supporting a policy” so that I can
“challenge the data”.
In relation to Guidance and Usage Support, participants put forward wants and reasons with the aim of making
the platform more user-friendly, thereby widening the circle of potential users to include those without high
levels of computer or data literacy. The wants and reasons here included: the provision of “stories exemplifying
decision-making practices” so that users can “see examples of how data is used” and “inspire” further usage,
and “case studies and contacts with those cases” so that “I can learn how to use the data for impact”.
The next category Ability to personalise platforms and/or data related to the ability to customise the platforms
for the users specific needs and preferences. This included wants and reasons such as: “modifiable maps and
customisable dashboards” so that users can “create customised solutions” and the ability to “save my favourite
views and datasets” so that I can “resume my data browsing and work at a later date”.
The final category Decision-Making Support Tools included tools and affordances which participants suggested
would be beneficial to users of such a platform. Wants and reasons in this category included a “Questionanswering interface” so that the user can “interact intuitively with data” and a “separate page which enables the
user to communicate with colleagues in area offices” so that he or she can “work to the best of my ability”.
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Figure 14. User types and reasons for user understandability, usability and decision-making needs in the Jane scenario
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3

GRONINGEN WORKSHOP

3.1 CONTEXT
Groningen is the most northeastern Province of the Netherlands. The Province of Groningen has a population of
around 579,000 inhabitants, dispersed over 23 municipalities. The capital of the province Groningen is the city
of Groningen with 189.000 inhabitants. Home to the state university, several colleges of higher education and
the headquarters of Gasunie. Government, universities and companies are cooperating in developing Groningen
as a ‘Smart Users’ City.’ The Province of Groningen has the ambition to become the first Province in the
Netherlands were all cities have made their (financial) data open to the public. The Province and the City of
Groningen have their own open data portal www.data.groningen.nl with more than 70 datasets
and visualizations of financial data and health concerns.
The workshop focused on population decline. One of the areas with the highest population decline
in the Netherlands is situated in Groningen. It concerns the Eemsdelta region (Delfzijl, Eemsmond, Appingedam
and Loppersum). In this area the population will have declined by 20% in 2040. In Eastern Groningen,
the population will also decline with almost 20% by 2040 (www.provinciegroningen.nl).
The Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations is responsible for tackling population decline. Population
decline has several effects such as fewer schools, due to there being fewer children; a drop in house prices
because more homes are unoccupied; less care facilities; less turnover for shopkeepers and businesses; fewer
sports and theatre facilities and fewer people travelling by public transport, which is thus costlier to run
(www.government.nl). The provincial and municipal authorities are primary responsible for tackling
the consequences of population decline and demographic ageing. The overall policy strategy is to foster
cooperation between housing associations, schools, care institutions, active members of the community
and businesses in order to develop solutions together (www.government.nl).
Issues that complicate population decline in Groningen are the recent economic recession and the consequences
of natural gas drilling, causing earthquakes in the Province. This also impacts the housing market and livability
of the region27). The key strategies of the Province to tackle the decline are: a communication and awareness
strategy, development of regional livable community strategies, local experiments, strategic cooperation,
knowledge development and enhancing economic development 28

27
28

Provincie Groningen (2013). Ruimte voor Daadkracht. Provinciaal Beleid Bevolkingsdaling
Provincie Groningen (2011). Kijk op Krimp 2011-2013 Provinciaal Actieplan Bevolkingsdaling
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3.2 WORKSHOP
The collective intelligence workshop, held in Groningen, on May 19th, 2015, included 17 expert stakeholders (11
males, 6 females). Eight participants worked for the government as a policymaker, open data, technology or
communication expert. All layers of the government were represented: the central government, province and
city. In addition, eight citizens participated: (public and private) researchers, a journalist, entrepreneurs and
representatives from a citizen movement, social service institute and businesses. Participants were contacted in
advance by phone to ask them about their experience with open data. Some participants were experienced open
data users, whereas others where experts on population decline, but had not used open data before.
Table 8. Participants details
Participant

Stakeholder Representation

Type of organization

1

Researcher

University

2

Researcher

Higher education

3

Stakeholder

NGO

4

PA (policy maker)

Province

5

PA (policymaker

Local government

6

PA (Information manager)

Province

7

Stakeholder

Citizens’ initiative

8

Journalist

Newspaper

10

Researcher

Statistical agency

11

PA (policy maker)

Local government

12

PA (communications)

Ministry

13

PA (Open Data Expert)

Ministry

14

PA (policy maker)

Province

15

Stakeholder

Consultancy/research company

16

Stakeholder

Communications company

17

Stakeholder

Consultancy/research company

Number

3.3 BARRIERS TO ACCESSIN G, UNDERSTANDING AND USING OPEN DATA
Two weeks before the workshop participants were asked to identify barriers to accessing, understanding and
using open data. Participant who did not send in barriers beforehand were asked to identify barriers at
the beginning of the workshop. Two participants did not identify barriers.
Based on the list of barriers we received before the workshop, three researchers of the team distinguished
different categories. In line with the barriers to e-government innovation identified by Meijer 29 we first made
a distinction between government barriers and citizen barriers. Next, we distinguished structural and cultural
Meijer, A. (2015). E-governance innovation: Barriers and strategies. Government Information Quarterly 32, 198206
29
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barriers. Structural government barriers refer to legal constraints, lack of finances, shortage of personal, limited
political and management report. Cultural government barriers refer to resistance to change and a fear that
innovation undermines the robustness of government. Citizen’s structural barriers refer to lack of technological
facilities, shortage of time and failure to integrate innovation in daily routine. Citizen’s cultural barriers refer to a
lack of interest, resistance to technology and no perceived usefulness 30
Based on this typology we identified eight barrier themes. Within the category Government structural barriers
we identified ‘Ownership and Privacy’ and ‘Resources and Management’. In the category cultural government
barriers we identified ‘Extra work’ and ‘Fear and Losing control’. Within the category Citizens structural barriers
we identified the themes ‘Access’ and ‘Technical issues’. Finally, in the category Citizens cultural barriers
we identified ‘Use and value’ and ‘Knowledge and interest’ (see table 9).
Table 9: Overview barrier categories
Structural barriers
Cultural barriers

Government

Citizens

- Ownership and privacy

- Access

- Resources and Management

- Technical issues

- Extra Work

- Use and Value

- Fear and Losing Control

- Knowledge and Interest

In relation to Ownership/privacy experts noted that there can be a reluctance to disclose data because of privacy
issues or commercial sensitivity (see Appendix C, Section 9.2, Table 1). Also participants highlighted that there
can be a conflicting role between civil servants, politicians, management and the public. In relation to Resources
and Management the participants highlighted the difficulty that data is spread over different organizations and
departments. Moreover they indicated that data is often not collected in a structured manner. Participants
indicated that open data might lead to Extra work. For instance, they highlighted that it would take a lot of effort
to convince people to use open data. Furthermore they indicated that there are mistakes in the datasets.
Consequently, people will send in improvements that need to be processed. With regard to the theme Fear and
Losing control participants highlighted that there is a general fear of losing control once data is released. Also
government is having difficulty with the changing role of government-society. The government is switching from
a directing role to a more facilitating role. Or even to a completely non-directing role, leaving issues in the hands
of citizens.
From the perspective of citizens, Technical and Access issues where especially highlighted. In relation to Access,
participants wondered how one can know that the data is there and how it can be found. Some indicated that
the data is incomplete. In terms of Technical issues, insufficient information about the data was frequently
mentioned. Participants wondered how the data is collected, which definitions were used and how reliable
the data are. Also, the use of data requires technical skills. The present format is not always considered usable.
The next category, Use and Value relates to barriers such as a lack of usability due to unknown quality of the data.
But also because it is unclear how relevant the information is for the user or how the user should interpret the
data. Finally, barriers related to Knowledge and interest were considered, including the fact that it sometimes

Meijer, A. (2015). E-governance innovation: Barriers and strategies. Government Information Quarterly 32, 198206
30
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unknown what people should do with the data or the thought that citizens might not be competent enough to
use the data.

3.4 OPTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
While these and other barriers highlighted many challenges, the participants also identified various options that
could help to overcome these barriers. The participants were divided in four groups, each consisting of four
people with varying backgrounds: an open data expert, a government policy expert and representatives from
citizen groups. The groups gave short presentations outlining options for overcoming barriers across a range of
barrier categories. These presentations are summarized below, followed by a sample of the options generated.

3. 4.1

GOVE RN ME N T - OWN E RSHI P AN D PR IVAC Y ( GRO UP 1 )

Participants discussing ownership and privacy highlighted that it is important to anonymize the data. In addition
to that they emphasized that in fact a culture change within the government is necessary in order to be able to
deal with the conflicting roles between government, politicians, management and citizens. Open data requires
a different way of thinking. Especially middle management finds it difficult to disclose the data and therefore it
is important to have political backup.
Some examples:


Permission needs to be given at a high level of the organization



Anonymize personal data



Be clear which data are open and which are not



Provide one point of contact for open data



Give citizens or organizations a say in what should be made public (give permission)



Make agreements with partners about the availability of data

3. 4.2

GOVE RN ME N T - RE S OU RCE S AN D MA NAGE ME N T ( GRO UP 2)

The participants highlighted that civil servants themselves often do not know that they can use open data
when e.g. writing policy documents. Therefore it is important that there are mechanisms within the
organization that can help civil servants. Moreover, it is important that the government actively organizes
meetings around a social or policy issue with intermediaries that can translate the data to citizens.
Some examples:


Make a data inventory and explore what the use of the data can be



Work with pictograms and visual instruments that everyone can "understand"



Make a readable simple clarification and provide the original data, so that users can
choose



Data strategy: develop a vision and policy on data



Connect with the new world, wherein technology is pretty important



Both need to get going, government as well as citizens. Respectively: promote and
be open
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3. 4.3

GOVE RN ME N T - E X T RA WO RK ( G RO UP 3 )

With regard to the theme Extra Work, participants highlighted that government should incorporate open data
into their regular work process “Open data is not extra work, it is your work”. The participants considered
information as the most important production of the government. Essentially, every policy question is an
information question. The question whether data is open, based on regulations, should be incorporated at the
beginning of the work process and not at the end of the cycle. If the government would do its work right, then
open data is not extra work.
Sample options:


Consider information as production factor. Openness of information is the added value
of public administration



If you do it right, you profit the most from correct information yourself



User feedback is just quality improvement of the data



Viral campaign to generate publicity, challenge hackers to use data



Organize a group of ambassadors around a data platform -> co-creative process



Training "the additional value of open data"

3. 4.4

GOVE RN ME N T - FE A R AN D LOS IN G CON T ROL ( G ROU P 4 )

Participants emphasized that fear is a bad advisor. There should be trust between government and citizens,
instead. Therefore, civil servants have to cooperate with citizens. Best practices need to be shown where this
already works. The participants also highlighted that the government just has to act and start with open data.
No risk avoidant behavior but just trying it out.
Some Examples:

3. 4.5



Accepting reality: making transparency a policy priority



Explain what open data is



Start providing information without risks



Have more trust in citizens



Stimulate collaboration with users



Do not be afraid of innovation

CI TI ZE N S – AC CE S S ( G RO UP 1 )

Participants discussing access indicated that it is important that the data is findable e.g. with Google ads. Also
off-line public information campaign strategies might be helpful to make data more findable and be able to
show what data you have in a structured way. They highlighted that they expect that people do not know that
the data is there. Also you have to give good examples. In addition you have to facilitate one platform/contact
person for people who would like to do something with open data but do not know yet how exactly. They need
to be led to the right people and need to be able to interact and talk with the right people. Also, the participants
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emphasized that having a conversation with citizens is preferable instead of directing them to a Freedom of
Information request, which might lead to a lot of administrative issues.
Some examples:


Communication strategy/campaign (based on appealing examples)



Publish information/data through consumer-minded publications with a link to the
website



Manuals that make the use of data easier



Make a conveniently arranged, accessible website



Access through central location (www.mijnoverheid, Digid, Gemeenteloket, or anything
alike)



3. 4.6

(Online) workshops to show the possibilities

CI TI ZE N S – TEC HN I C AL ( G RO UP 2 )

Participants noted that a campaign is important and they came up with a slogan: ‘Open data what can you
do with them?’ (O.D. wat doe je er mee?). In this campaign for citizens you have to involve intermediaries as well.
Central should be the social and practical relevance for citizens. In addition not just the data should be provided
but also metadata: the history of that data, the quality of the data and who collected the data. Based on the
metadata citizens should be able to assess the quality of the data.
Sample options:


Provide open data with a usability label!



Indicate what the quality of the data is, even if the quality is not that good



"Zoover", people themselves are reviewing



Campaign: open data, what do you do with them?



Spread best practices



Open data is usable for intermediaries, make sure that there is a connection between
the societal question and the intermediaries

3. 4.7

CI TI ZE N S - USE AN D VA LUE ( GRO UP 3)

Participants highlighted that there should be one central contact for open data. At the same time they noted
that this issue caused a lot of discussion in the group, with some participants emphasizing that individual citizens
are not interested in datasets. However they concluded that in the same line as the other groups that a public
information campaign is essential thereby communicating one contact for open data were citizens can ask
questions.

Sample options:
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Provide clear clarifications of the data (metadata are not sufficient)



Involve users in the development of the platform



Build in the possibility for users to ask questions about the available data (helpdesk?)



Think about the quality assessment of the analysis/interpretation of the data



Develop a "quality mark" -> a way to assess the reliability (experts)



Use communication instruments such as info graphics

3. 4.8

CI TI ZE N S - KN OWLE DG E AN D IN TE R E ST ( G ROU P 4 )

With regard to knowledge and interest, participants emphasized that there should be information about what
kind of data the government possess and what one can do with the data. In addition, there should be a helpdesk or a central contact where questions regarding open data can be asked. In addition best practices should
be shown so that one can learn from these experiences.
Sample options:


Gain trust by being transparent and organize a helpdesk



Ask citizens which information they find useful



Ask more questions



Better inform citizens



Put good examples in the limelight (competent citizens)



Learn citizens how they can use data in the right way

3.5 ACTORS, SCENARIOS, A ND USER STORIES
The options proposed by workshop participants in the former phase opened the possibility for creative thinking
in the next phase of the workshop. This involved participants working with specific usage scenarios and
generating key needs and requirements of users of the ROUTE-TO-PA Platform based on these scenarios.
Four scenarios were developed aimed at enhancing transparency of open data. Next to transparency, elements
of participation and cooperation were incorporated in the scenarios as cornerstones of an open government.
This resulted in a typology (see Table 10) based on individual user objectives and collective user objectives,
and on checks and balances and new opportunities.
The topic of the four scenarios regarding population decline were identified based on conversations with policy
experts before the workshop. The scenarios focused on population decline and the consequences for education,
housing, employment and livable villages. In order to validate the scenarios, experts were asked to read the story
and assess them on credibility. Each scenario involved hypothetical users including citizens, entrepreneurs, public
administrators, and other stakeholders.

Table 10: Scenario Typology
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Individual objectives

Checks & Balances

New Opportunities

a) Citizen uses open data to analyze

c) Citizen uses data to explore new

what the current politicians have

business

done to address population decline

Groningen.

opportunities

in

and will base his vote in the coming
elections on the result.
Collective objectives

b) Citizen groups critically assess

d) “Policython”: citizens propose

government-housing

new policy options for declining

policies

response to population declining.

in

population.

Each group, consisting of four participants with varying backgrounds, worked on one scenario. Working this way,
participants highlighted an extensive range of 1) Information needs; 2) Social/Collaborative interaction needs;
and 3) Understandability, usability and decision-making tool needs. These needs, and the reason for these
needs, are outlined in full for each scenario in Tables 9-23, Appendix C.

3. 5.1

SCE N A RI OS

A. Marianne is the principal of a primary school in Leens. Within education population decline
is noticeable. Marianne is worried about the quality of education and the possibility that her school
might be closed down. Due to a decrease in pupils, the school budget has been lowered. The costs per
student increase and the competition between schools is becoming more severe. The region does not
yet have a broadband network, making it difficult to work with new online teaching methods. Marianne
searches for information that can help her solve the problems at her school. She would like to know, for
instance, what the pupil prognosis is for the next ten years. She furthermore questions what the
province and municipality are doing in relation to population decline and education and she would like
to get insight in the budget for education and related facilities. From colleagues she has heard that in
particular regions of the province a start has been made with the construction of a broadband network.
Marianne would like to know whether others in her village have an interest in the construction of such
a network. The more entrepreneurs, schools and households participate, the higher the chances of
success. Marianne wonders whether and how local government is facilitating a broadband network.
She wants to get in contact with the municipality through a platform. Marianne wants to raise her voice
and take part in the conversation about education policy. This on behalf of the quality at her school.
B. Sanne is a member of the Groninger Bodem Beweging. She would like to have an insight in the problem
of population decline and the housing market in the province of Groningen; in addition she would like
to know how the government anticipates this matter. Eastern-Groningen deals with a surplus on the
housing market. Citizens are worried about the low prices of houses as a result of the earthquakes.
However, also other factors play a role. Due to the rise of the elderly, there is a changing demand for
houses with healthcare facilities. In addition, the decline in youth across the ‘ommeland’ may have
consequences after 2020 for the amount of young people who move from the countryside to the city
of Groningen. The quality of the housing market for this group is subject to great pressure, but this may
change. Sanne needs information about, for example, the forecast of households, the house prices,
unoccupied houses and zoning plans, but also other information regarding the housing market in the
province of Groningen. If the data is not available, she considers filing an information request. Sanne
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would like to lay out the information in such a way that citizens can find information about their own
neighborhood. Sanne would like to get in touch (through a platform) with citizens, but also with the
government in order to know how the new provincial government, the countryside municipalities and
the municipality of Groningen cope with this development. Sanne would like to share her thoughts
regarding housing policies. On top of that, she wants to be able to share data and her experiences with
the data, with the members of the Groninger Bodem Beweging and other interested persons.
C.

Ben has recently graduated and started his own consultancy firm in Groningen. Ben would like to build
an app for entrepreneurs in areas where population decline takes places, so that they can start using
his services. For companies in the region it is hard to find the right employees. High educated people
want to work for big companies and move to the Randstad. The city of Groningen provides the region
with important economical assets. Nevertheless, in order for the region to profit from these assets,
good infrastructure is crucial in terms of both roads, and public transport. When the commute is long,
people will look for jobs closer to their home. Therefore, Ben is for example looking for information
about what the municipality and province are doing regarding the accessibility of the city. Furthermore,
he would like to point out favorable locations for entrepreneurs to locate their shops based on facilities
and demographic information. But other information might be useful as well for these employment
issues. Ben would like to link the various data. Ben would like to get in contact with the municipality
and the provincial government, but also with companies and applicants to explore the further
possibilities of his app and collaborations.

D. Henk is entrepreneur and lives in Ulrum. Ulrum is also dealing with the consequences of population
decline. Henk is one of the initiators of the project Ulrum 2034. The purpose of the project is to make
sure that Ulrum remains to be a pleasant place to live and work. Henk is planning to write a livability
plan in cooperation with other citizens. This plan will concern various policy topics, from culture,
tourism and economic matters, to health and youth facilities. In order to write his plan, he is searching
for information that can help him map the problems in the region and find solutions. Henk would like
to get in touch with local actors, such as entrepreneurs, but also governments and universities
of applied sciences that are willing to help with writing and implementing the plan. Besides that,
he wants to get in touch with groups that are not very easy to address, such as youth and elderly. Henk
would like to share information with other project participants through a platform and would like to
exchange data. The platform needs to facilitate the process of interchanging ideas and information, but
also provide the possibility to vote on the most promising initiatives. The municipality provides financial
support for the project Ulrum 2034. The public servants is a bit nervous, because in the end there needs
to be accounted for the money that citizens have spent in line with their own preferences. In that
respect, clear insight in the budget, the progress and results of the project are essential. The
municipality would like to facilitate and collaborate with the initiators.

3. 5.2

INFOR MATI ON N E E D S

Most groups were able to identify information needs based on their scenarios (Tables 9 – 12, Appendix C).
The information needs highlighted by participants were quite diverse. People identified data that could be useful
in relation to population decline and their specific scenario. Demographic data was most frequently mentioned
but also other types of data such as health data, business data, market developments, mobility data policy data
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and budget data were considered useful. Next to specific data, participants also referred to user preferences. For
instance it is important to know for policy makers what questions users have. Furthermore, participants referred
to information in relation to the role of the government and transparency. For example, one wondered what the
government is doing in terms of population decline and education.
Figure 15 represents the frequency of information needs within each of these categories. The full list of needs
within these categories is available in table 11.

Tool/Platform
(4)
Contact
information (7)
User
preferences:
principal,…
Decision
faciliation (5)

Educational data
(4)
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Government
role/Transparen
cy (6)

Demographic
data (15)
Cultural data (1)

Health data (4)

Business data
(9)
Market
developments:
housing data,…
Policy data (3)

Legal data (1)
Broadband data
(2)

Budget data (6)

Mobility data,
gas
stations/electr…

Figure 15. Information needs
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In relation to the type of information needed, the full set of needs included:
Table 11. Information needs
Categories of information Needs
Demographic data
Projection of the amount of students for the coming 10 years
Population/student projection for the whole region
Migration statistics/trends
Birth rates and migration rates
Demographical trends
Population statistics
Data regarding trends and population decline (demographic, economical)
Budget data
What the available budget for education and related services are
Insight in financial data
Budget and monitor project plans
Budget information, plan and overview of expenditures of project Ulrum
Subsidies database
Educational data
Projection of the amount of students for the coming 10 years
Population/ student projection
Business data
Business information/Commerce
Where do people go shopping?
Knowing where the right places are and the right people
Knowing where companies are located and what their core business is
LISA
Open commerce database
Knowing which opportunities there are in the village and surroundings
Health data
Information regarding health services and support facilities
Available data about health services in my village
Where can I find data about health services in my village
Market developments: housing data, employment
Information of the last 20 years to examine whether there is indeed a housing dip
WOZ- housing value data
Know what the value will be of my house
Mobility data
Bike lane data
Location of electric charging station for electric cars
Locations of gas stations and prices
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Public transport routes and travel times, roads and bike lanes
Insight in peoples commute
Broadband data
Fast internet to know whether I can work from home
It is important to know where broadband internet is available if you want to start up your own
business
Cultural Data
Cultural heritage sites
Legal Data
Information about laws and regulations, like zoning
Policy data
Population decline policy
Know what the policy plans are and know how to submit my plan
Knowing what the mobility plans are
Mobility plans city
Local policy/political needs regarding broadband
Governmental Role/Transparency
To know what the government and city are doing about population decline in education
That the NAM discloses all information and not impose silence on citizens
That politicians force the NAM to disclose all information
That the government provides a lot more openness regarding the housing market
Who is involved in the installation of a broadband network and what is the role of the city?
Openness in terms of population decline
User Preferences
What does Marianne, the principal of a school, want and what does she need
Knowing which parties are interested in broadband
Knowing what the village thinks of broadband internet
Data about care needs
Knowing what the question is
Decision facilitation
How can I improve the quality at my school
Know whether the school will remain to exist so that I can decide whether I want to stay or move
Knowing what the future of the school will be so that I can make plans for the future of the children
Participation regarding decisions that involve youth services
Know if there is still a school at my village so that I can decide whether I should move to Groningen
Contact Information
Where and with whom can I talk about education policy
Contact with government
Contact with citizens
Contact with other schools
Contact citizens and school board
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To contact other entrepreneurs
Other commuters?
Knowing who organizes what
Tool/Platform
A platform to contact other stakeholder in the village
Platform
Central website where population decline is made visible
More than a digital database

3.5.2.1

UNDERSTANDING USER’S INFORMATION NEEDS

In addition, respondents were asked for the reasons of these information needs. The categories that emerged
for reasons related to Insight and Decision, Interaction and Contact, Policy design and Evaluation, Transparency,
Participation, Usability and Accountability. For instance with regard to Insight and Decision participants indicated
that they needed information in order to investigate whether a merger with another school would be an option
or that one should leave the countryside and move to the City of Groningen, or to determine where to start up
a new business. Moreover, participants indicated that they would like to have contact information of diverse
actors, or that they would like to use the information to make (policy) plans.
The reasons are depicted in Figure 16. The outer ring of the graph represents the perspective of the users: 85%
of the reasons were chosen from the perspective of citizens and 15% from the perspective of public
administrators.

Public
Administrators
15%
7% 2% 9%
6%
12%

Transparency
Interaction/contact

26%

Insight and decision
Policy design and Evaluation

Usability
Participation
38%
Citizens
85%

Accountability

Figure 16. Information reasons
A full set of reasons can be found in table 12. If several participants mentioned the exact same reason then
it is only mentioned once in the table.
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Table 12. Information reasons
Categories of information Reasons
Insight and decision
Insight in the possibilities of keeping my elementary school
Know how much I can spend
To examine what the future of the school might look like
To investigate if a merger with other schools would be an option
To be able to estimate to amount of students
Examine together whether a network can be formed
Decide how many students will come to my school
See what is possible now and in which ways action can be taken (via politicians)
To rise against city/province
To make plans where I can open a shop
Decide whether I stay or move
To examine whether there is indeed a housing dip
To be able to buy good care and offer good care
Decide whether I should move to Groningen
Where will there be issues/ prevention
To determine whether one can go to work in an environmentally friendly way
Cheapest route
To decide what the question is (quantitative or qualitative)
Important to know when you are want to start a business
To calculate where other companies are located
To know if I can also work from home
Interaction/contact
Communicate, dialogue
Tailor made information, making contact
Making plans for the future of the school
So that I can look people in the eye and talk to them
Discuss, form an opinion
Travel together
Cooperate and make the project stronger
Policy Design and Evaluation
Make plans
Determine what the effects are of our project
Fit information in policy plan for the village
Making plans for the future of the children
Making plans on how to merge schools
Transparency
NAM disclose information so that I can obtain information regarding the amount of money the NAM
pays for a house
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Government should be more open about housing market to that I can publish about this
Citizens know what is happening, what is not yet happening and how they can contribute
To see what is in there for me
To know how and if I can use the information
Participation
Participate
Enable participation, so that I can influence policy concerning issues that are important to me
Participate if I would like to
Help make decisions
Take my own responsibility
Usability
Re-use Data without constraints
Use the information to make an application
Accountability
Council accountability, facilitate process
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3. 5.3

SO CI AL AN D CO LL AB ORATI VE NE E D S

The groups identified several social and collaborative interactions needs (Tables 13 – 16, Appendix C,).
The categories that emerged where Forms of Interaction, Contact Information, Requesting and Sharing
information, Feedback, Visualization and Access (table 13). Most needs related to contact information and forms
of interaction (Figure 17). They referred for example to sharing best practices and being able to find one another
so that one can work together. Others referred to the possibility of receiving feedback and sharing and requesting
information.

Requesting and sharing
information (5)
12
10
8
Contact information

6

Feedback (2)

4
2
0

Access (1)

Forms of interaction (8)

Live viewing:
mapping/visualization
(2)

Figure 17 Social and Collaborative interaction needs
However not all groups were able to identify social/collaborative needs. The group working on the education
scenario explained that in their scenario personal contact with stakeholders might be preferred over
technological solutions (platforms, interactive websites, etc.). In small villages people know one another
and would rather make a phone call. The whole group of participants therefore discussed whether open data
solutions really need to be out of the box and formalized or that in some case more informal ways are more
promising in solving societal issues. The conclusion was that a blended form is important: both online and offline
interaction. Another reason the groups had difficulty identifying social and collaborative interaction needs could
be that these types of tools were unknown to them and that they had a hard time visualizing a platform. At the
same time someone mentioned that it would be necessary to build another Facebook. That is already out there.
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Table 13 Social and Collaborative Interaction Needs
Categories of Social and Collaborative interaction Needs
Forms of interaction
Share experiences, cooperate and focus on quality
Coordinating a schedule
Coordinating a process
Information evening, local newspaper, Facebook, twitter, whatsapp
Power between employers and unemployed
Looking for other commuters so that we can travel together
Stories of others, network, neighborhood
Contact information
Refer to sources, personal contact
Personal contact regarding quality improvement
Identify players in the field, personal contact
Contact with employees
Contact with employers
CBS/NAM/city, province, social services
Commerce, province, Department of Economic Affairs, CMO/STAMM
Contact government, participate, disclose
Contact commerce department
Contact Ben, openness
Feedback
Quarterly progress report and 1 x accountability
Feedback from companies
Sharing and requesting datasets
Access to demographical, economical data
Stay informed
Know what the policy plans are and expenditures
How to use? E.g. know where the vacancies are
Which vacancies are there at which companies

3.5.3.1

UNDERSTANDING USER’S SOCIAL AND COLLABORATIVE NEEDS

In addition, the respondents were asked about reasons for their needs (table 14). The categories that emerged
were Personalization, Dialogue and Discussion Space, Participation, Information and Communication, Platform
tools and capabilities of interaction, and Accountability. Most participants referred to reasons in relation
to Personalization and Dialogue and Discussion Space. For example they indicated that they are interested
in stories of others and would like to participate and would like to use the information for their own situation.
Other reasons that were mentioned related to Communication and Accountability. For instance they indicated
that they would like to use the information to enhance the support among the members of their organization.
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Public
Administrators
3%
Both
14%
5%
14%
29%
19%

Participation
Personalization
Platform tools and
capabilities for interaction
Dialogue and discussion
space

Citizens
83%

9%

Information/communication

24%
Accountability

Figure 18: Social and Collaborative Interaction reasons
Table 14 provides a more detailed overview of the reasons that were provided by the participants.

Table 14: Social and Collaborative Interaction Reasons
Categories of Social and Collaborative interaction Reasons
Dialogue and discussion space
To be able to make plans
How can you help me? What can you do with the data?
Participate
Extending the platform
Stories of others, neighbors so that I can decide whether I stay where I currently live
Personalization
Know where to look for a job
So that I can look for a job at several locations
So that I can adjust my app
To know which issues are important to me
Information/communication
To know
How do I get relevant data?
Data about mobility/accessibility
Communicate and enhancing support among members of organization
Accountability
Be accountable
Accountability
Less rules
Platform tools and capabilities of interaction
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Which vacancies are there at which companies
Extent the platform
Participation
Participate

3. 5.4

UN DE RSTAN DA BI LI T Y, U SAB ILI T Y AN DDE CI SI ON -M AK IN G NE E DS

All groups were able to identify understandability, usability and decision-making needs based on their scenarios
(Appendix C, Tables 17 - 20). The categories that emerged where the ability to Personalize platforms and data,
Guidance and support tools, Data analysis and reporting tools, Decision-making support tools and a Need for
information (Table 13). Most needs referred to the ability to Personalize platform or data (Figure 19), such as a
calendar with activities, visuals and pictograms. Other needs referred to Guidance and support tool such as a
portal with contact information or easy navigation to browse through documents. Data analysis and reporting
tools were also frequently mentioned; e.g. metadata and the ability to preview data.

Data analysis
and reporting
tools (15)
25
20
15
Decision-making
support tools (3)

10
5

Guidance and
support tools
(15)

0

The ability to
personalize
platforms and/or
data (21)

Need for
information (2)

Figure 19: Understandability, usability and decision-making needs

Table 13: Understandability, usability and decision-making needs
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Categories of Understandability, usability and decision-making needs
The ability to personalize platforms and/or data
Calendar with activities
Completeness
Up to date
User friendly
To be able to put something on a map
Visualize/graphs
Make personal/ own profile
Feedback option/reminder by email/social media integration
Graphs
Maps
Table and route map
Geo data
Be sure about the openness of the data
Pictograms, little text
Information specific for me + that I understand + that I can trust
Use several layers in the data
Visual data, clearly classified
Data on one central place
Trends, graphs, map, visualization, selection option
Data analysis and reporting tools
Graphs and trends on or offline
Progress on budget on paper
Metadata
To be able to combine data
Metadata, context
Know what is there and how I can analyze the data and how I can easily present the data
Be able to preview maps and graphs
Understandable regional maps with the option to zoom in at different levels -> lists, graphs with
explanation, filter options
Select/screen, previews forum
Guidance and Support tool
Portal with contact information policymakers
Easy navigation through zoning documents
Facebook/Whatsapp with followers from village Ulrum
Website regarding project 2034
Example of successful use app
Knowing which people use app
Relations with other users
Contact person data owner
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Forum/contact/twitter or whatever
Messaging/micro blog
Findable information (via Google?)
Decision making support tool
Quality indication- star system (review)
Know the quality of the data
Be clear about quality data and whether data is up to date
Need for Information
A lot of understandable information
Excel data, financial data
3.5.4.1

UNDERSTANDINGS USER’S UNDERSTANABILITY, USABILITY, AND DECISION-MAKING NEEDS

Asked for the reasons of these needs, participants referred to Usability, Understandability and Decision-Making,
but also to Accountability, Transparency and Participation as the main reasons for their needs. Participants
mostly referred to usability (Figure 20). For instance, metadata is helpful to know when the data was collected
and which definitions were used. They would like to be able to search in a way that will give them a personal
overview, targeted toward their own specific needs. Understandability issues were also frequently mentioned.
Participants considered it to be important that they understand what the quality of the data is and indicated that
they would like to interact with the data owner if they have questions. In addition they would like to be able to
make a decision based on the information e.g. for their own company and to be able to convince other citizens
or stakeholders (Table 14).

Public
Administrators
7%
Both
7%
27%
35%

Understandability
Accountability
Decision-making
Transparency

8%

Usability

3%
3%
Citizens
86%

Participation

24%

Figure 20: Understandability, usability and decision-making reasons
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Table 14: Understandability, usability and decision-making reasons
Categories of Understandability, usability and decision-making Reasons
Understandability
Understand and see where this is going
Make better use of
See how it works
In all languages, even if you are not able to read, you should still be able to understand
Meaning/quality has to be clear
Be able to call if I don't understand
Inform, convince, share, connect/ be able to call if I don't understand
Usability
Know whom to contact for specific questions
Be able to judge whether I would like to use data and how
See what year and which definitions used
App
Determine location or region
No unexpected claims
Do a targeted search and end up with a personal overview
Filter smart combinations e.g. Wehkamp
Together we will know more + control + doing smart things => innovation
To see what the data looks like
Be able to make smart combinations of data
Decision- making
Estimate which options there are
Convince and conclude
Inform
Better able to make decision that concern my company
Interaction
Interaction, support from members of organization
Be able to communicate with owner of data
Clients
Transparency/Accountability
Accountability
Disclose information, show progress
In sum, participants mentioned several information needs related to population decline in which demographic
data is especially important. In terms of social and collaborative needs a blended form of online and offline
options is important. There is especially a need for contact information and forms of interaction such as tools
that will help to coordinate a process or a schedule for a group of people interested in the same policy issue.
Finally understandability, usability and decision-making needs were identified. Participants especially indicated
a need for the ability to personalize platforms and data. In addition, tools that will help them analyze and present
the data and can support them are considered helpful.
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3. 5.5

PE RSON AL N E E D S

Finally, participants generated their personal needs regarding open data based on their daily practice. They were
asked about their own 1) Information needs, 2) Social and Collaborative Interaction and Understandability, 3)
Usability and decision-making needs (Appendix C, Tables 21-23). In order to ensure anonymity we categorized
the answers by making a distinction between citizens (all participants not working for the government) needs
and government needs.
Analyzing the information needs, we found that citizens refer to specific types of datasets, policy plans, contact
information and transparency related issues. This is in line with the findings of the scenario needs. Participants
indicated that they need this information as input for insight in policy issues and for making decisions. Other
reasons that were mentioned related to their own research, or they indicated that they would like to be able to
make a comparison or write an article on how the government functions.
Some examples of the information needs are listed below:


It would be helpful to have all local demographic data on one portal



If I know how much money is left of the government budget, then I can submit a more targeted bid



Province employment data is helpful to be able to monitor employment developments

Participants working for the government indicated that they would like an overview of the collected data
and policy issues so that one can propose solutions. Others mentioned that they would like to develop
performance indicators based on data for benchmarking and referred to contact with citizens such as being able
to share information with citizens, collect ideas from them and hear their opinions.
Some examples of the information needs are listed below:


An overview of government spending



That people will realize what the true value of open data can be so that it can be used for decisionmaking and enhancing government legitimacy



A central contact inside the government that can answer questions regarding open data



An overview of open data of cities, provinces and central government

In line with the scenario-based needs, the participants indicated less social and collaborative interaction needs.
The citizens who did mention these needs referred to the need for contact and interaction and being able to
share information via social media.
Some examples of social and collaborative interaction needs are:


Contact persons at municipalities for information



I would like to talk to policymakers and researcher and not only to spokesperson so that I will receive
better information



I would like to have a dialogue about data



To see what others do, use graphs and maps or a “gallery”
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Participants working for the government also mentioned that they would like a space where policy issues,
problem solvers and data can come together so that real issues will arise and can be solved. They would like
a tool for polling and would like to generate ideas based on social media and hope that their open data portal
will enhance interaction.
Some examples of the social and collaborative interaction needs are:


Use Twitter, Facebook, Whatsapp, YouTube to reach out to citizens



That our open data portal will enhance interaction so that we will have a better insight in questions
from citizens. Then we will be able to prioritize the

In the scenario session, participants most frequently mentioned the ability to personalize in terms
of Understandability, Usability and Decision-making needs. By contrast citizens in their own daily practice
especially need data-analysis and reporting tools. They referred to graphs, schedules and maps that can help
them with a quick analysis and will not take them too much time. They prefer a clear explanation and easy access
and want to be sure that the data is reliable.
Some examples of understandability, usability and decision-making needs are:


Tools that allow you to make your own graph



User-friendly



Accessible and sharable data

Participants working for the government also referred to tools that would for instance allow them to compare
financial data or would help with polling. Someone also mentioned the need for an agreement inside
the /government organization regarding meta-data, so that metadata is used in a consistent way for all data.
Finally it was indicated the there is no overview of all the available data.
Some examples of the understandability, usability and decision-making needs are:


Infographics



Tools for polling



Overview of data so that I know which data is out there



Agreement about use of meta-data.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS
This report describes the results of the workshop in Groningen, the Netherlands regarding open date
and population decline. During the workshop the 16 participants identified structural and cultural government
and citizen barriers of open data, in which technical issues and access for citizens were considered as the most
important barriers. For example, one has to know that the data is there. Furthermore the participants indicated
a lack of usability and information about data is insufficient. It is not always clear, how the data is collected, how
reliable the data is and what definitions were used. For overcoming citizen related barriers the participants
highlighted the importance of a communication and information strategy. Citizens have to know that the data is
there and have to be able to easily find and use the data. For the design of the platform this implies that usability
in terms of e.g. metadata is important.
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From the perspective of the government barriers were identified as well. Participants highlighted that data
is spread out over different organizations, that there is no structural collection of data and that one is afraid
to lose control over themes. Participants provided solutions for those barriers. They highlighted that open data
should be incorporated in regular work processes. Therefore a culture change is necessary. Policy makers need
to learn how to use open data. Also, it was emphasized that the starting point of using open data should be
a policy issue. For the design of the platform these barriers and options imply that the platform can only work if
there is open data available.
Furthermore, based on the four scenarios participants identified a diverse range of information needs.
Demographic data was considered most important. But also market development and business data is relevant
for analyzing and solving issues related to population decline. This information was needed in order to get
an insight in the policy issue and to make a decision based on that information. For the design of the platform it
is therefore essential that this type of data is available.
In terms of social and collaborative interaction needs participants emphasized that for some policy issues both
online and offline contact is important. For some issues in small local villages it seemed more logical to make
a phone call than to go online. Another reason could be that the social and collaborative interactive tools were
partly unknown to them and therefore it might be harder to come up with ideas. Nevertheless, participants did
point out social and collaborative needs such as contact information and forms of interaction. For the design
of the platform this could imply that there needs to be a follow –up with participants in this particular area
to help them understand the options and possibilities of a social platform.
With regard to understandability, usability and decision-making tools participants emphasized the importance
of the ability to personalize data and to use data-analysis and reporting and guidance tools. For the design of the
platform this implies that especially these types of tools might be useful for participants. Finally, participants
indicated their own needs for their daily practice. These needs are largely in line with the scenario-based needs.
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4

P R AT O W O R K S H O P

4.1 CONTEXT
In Prato, currently each year the administration organizes a public event for the presentation of the budget for
the following year. During this event, people engage with the administration to obtain clarifications on budget
spending issues, rather than having the opportunity to influence the spending proposals and thus contribute to
the development of the budget. Therefore, only minor changes are possible. Historically, it has been largely older
people who have participated in the debate.The idea that we propose is to use the social platform for open data
(SPOD) and advanced tools for visualization and management of open data (TET), to initiate discussions prior to
the negotiation phase.
In a first step, open data relevant to the budget are made available, in order to allow citizens to assess local
policies and the rules for their spending. The use of online tools can encourage greater participation, particularly
among young people. Individuals or interest groups can present a topic on the platform, illustrating it through
the open data. Citizens and politicians are invited to join the discussion, in which new open data can be presented
and several alternatives discussed.
The second phase begins with the presentation of the new budget, during which the discussions initiated on the
platform will hopefully be taken into account. Obviously, the administration remains solely responsible for the
final choices, but even at this stage the platform can be a useful tool for discussion and collection of new
information.

4.2 WORKSHOP
The workshop took place on April 23rd, 2015. The workshop was run with 17 stakeholders including, Open Data
specialists, local SME representatives, developers, students, and journalists, among others.
Table 15. Participant’s details
#

Stakeholder Representation

Organisation

1

Project contact/Facilitator

Comune di Prato

2

Researcher / Facilitator

PIN

3

Open Data specialist

Comune di Firenze

4

Representative of local SMEs

Confartigianato (SME organization)

5

Census data Office

Comune di Prato

6

Census data Office

Comune di Prato
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7

Representative of local SMEs

Confartigianato (SME organization)

8

Journalist

Press Association

9

High school student

Student Association

10

High school student

Student Association

11

SW developer

Apptec S.r.l. (SW company)

12

SW developer

Mathema S.r.l. (SW company)

13

SW developer

Apptec S.r.l. (SW company)

14

SW developer and Service provider for Pas and

TT Tecnosistemi ICT company

business

(Representative

for

business

association)
15

Responsible of the City web site editorial staff

Comune di Prato

16

Researcher in ICT application

Mathema S.r.l. (SW company)

17

Researcher in ICT systems for data access and

C.N.R (National Research Council)

interoperabiliy

4.3 BARRIERS TO ACCESSIN G, UNDERSTANDING AND USING OPEN DATA
At a first stage, all participants (including researchers, open data specialists, journalists, student representatives,
and business representatives) worked on their own and reflected upon possible barriers that were reported on
a sheet of paper. Then each one illustrated briefly to the audience the two/three barriers considered most
important and some debate arose on each topic.
The discussion was obviously characterised by the experience of each participant and somehow two conflicting
points of view were identified: the user's and the supplier's one, with the former expressing their wishes
and frustration and the latter pointing out regulations, constraints and difficulties.

The following categories of barriers were identified.
1.

Training/competences: this category was pre-identified on the basis of the first set of barriers sent by
email prior the workshop, it refers to the general comprehension of open data logic among stakeholders
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but also to the scarce education on such topic in terms of school and academic opportunities and to the
need of considering open data a resource to be fostered in multidisciplinary contexts.
2.

Demand/supply: this category was identified during the discussion (when a clash arose between user's
and supplier's point of view) and is particularly focused on the scarce alignment between data demand
and data supply, which leads to the result that the supplier produces data that is not useful for the
public who in turn is not even aware of data existance. Furthermore, the public administration is not
able to make a market opportunity out of published open data, also due to a strong self-referenced
approach.

3.

Data/system structure: this was another pre-identified category and is connected to the limited
or unsatisfactory technological features of data access systems, that make difficult or frustrating for the
users to experience open data opportunities as the system is not capable to support their requests.

4.

Data quality: this was another pre-identified category and is related with the unsatisfactory level
of accessibility and reliability of data sets, due to the lack of appropriate metadata and documentation
that keep trace also of data versioning. Data aggregation supplied by the publisher is also considered
often unsatisfactory and not responding to user's needs.

5.

Access/Management Policy: this was another pre-identified category and it got the highest score,
as the problem of data accessibility was considered very relevant. The lack of clear access
and management policies was particularly stressed, and again the conflict between the data publisher's
and the user's point of view was recalled. Another interesting point was the scarce confidence in the
public publisher's credibility, which is connected to the fact that publishing and managing open data is
often considered an "extra job" by the public administration and not a "mission". National regulations
were also perceived as too restrictive and sometime in contrast with the open data logic.

6.

Use of data: this was another pre-identified category and in some way is connected with
the data/system structure category. Discussion was focused on the scarce possibility of using data
for comparison due to the lack of data normalization (e.g. with respect to number of inhabitants,
surface, etc.). Another point was the scarce availability of granular data for personalised elaborations
and the lack of georeferenced data that makes it impossible to report it on maps for a quick
investigation. Serch tools were alsoconsidered unsatisfactory as queries are not really tailored on user's
needs but rather reflect the inner data structure.
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4.4 OPTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
In the second session of the workshop participants were involved in identifying Options to overcome
the identified barriers for the four most ranked categories. For each category a blank magic board with the title
was stuck on the wall.
Participants were again divided into 3 tables by moving some participants from one table to another with respect
to the previous session. Since there was time enough, each group had the possibility of discussing all the
categories and at the end of the work a speaker for each group presented all the collected options, which were
then summarised with the help of facilitators and posted on the corresponding macic board.

It is noteworthy that despite producing numerous barriers for each categorie, the number of corresponding
options was significantly lower. In fact, participants in some cases tended to focus on "general" solutions covering
the whole category or barriers, rather than addressing specific barriers seperately. Below the results of the
discussion for each category are summarised.

4. 4.1

DATA / SYSTE M ST R U C T U RE

In this category, participants expressed their interest in multidevice and multiplatform solutions
and in the adoption of uniform standard in data publishing, which was seen as an advantage both for publishers
and users. Another important point was the adoption of user friendly interfaces, to make the access to open
data not only a matter for specialists. In the overall, the following options were identified:


To develop multiplatform and multidevice applications



To use simple interfaces for data access



To use open standards for data publishing



To adopt publishing standards in a uniform way

4. 4.2

USE O F DATA

The most important option was related to the availability of more georeferenced data sets, in order to report
data on maps and get a quick view of it. It was also suggested that the publisher should explain the adopted
publishing methodology, so that the user can understand the ratio behind the data publishing. Interdisciplinarity
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in working groups involved in the building of data set was also recommended, in order to avoid self-referenced
approaches and produce data really targeted to user's needs. In the overall, the following options were
identified:


To publish more georeferenced data



To create interdisciplinary groups to increase data usability



To explain publishing methodologies

4. 4.3

DATA Q UALI T Y

The most important options were related to the publishing of dynamic and updated data set, that can be really
useful for the analysis of evolving phenomena and always reliable. The creation of a full descriptive text form
that should be linked to each data set was considered a useful solution for explaining the data production history.
The possibility of recording and tracing data versioning was also considered an important issue, also from the
point of view of granting both the publisher and the user on the real trustworthiness of data sets.
In the overall, the following set of options was identified:


To publish dynamic and updated data



To define effective metadating systems



To create standard groups for traceability



To include an explicatory form for each dataset



To manage the versioning of published data

4. 4.4

ACC ES S / M AN AGE ME N T POL I CY

The publishing of granular (raw) data was considered a very important issue, as this would help users to generate
their own data set without being obliged to refer to already aggregated information. The promotion in Italy of
regulations on the freedom of information access was also recommended, to avoid or reduce all present
constraints in getting data. The involvement of public utilities in open data policies was also considered
necessary, as they are in possess of a lot of data that is not (or very little) accessible in an open way, while it
could represent a very valuable information source. The adoption of clear and not restrictive access policies was
also discussed, also in the perspective of create standard types of licence uniformly adopted in the public
administration. The promotion of co-operation both at territorial level and among different bodies was also
introduced as an instrument to increase data availability in a standard mode.
In the overall, the following set of options was identified:


To involve public utilities



To adopt uniform and not restrictive data release licence



To promote co-operation among different regions



To promote co-operation among different authorities



To adopt FOIA in Italy



To publish data as much granular as possible

The following table puts together the four more voted categories of barriers with the corresponding options,
in order to give a picture of the relationship between the two items (barriers and options). In square brackets
is reported the score assigned by participants' votes.
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4.5 ACTORS, SCENARIOS AN D USER STORIES
4. 5.1

AC TO RS

The main actors in the use of the new platform will be the following:
Local Administration


Increasing the understanding of the structure and content of the budget



Learning tips about the contents of the budget and related policies



Managing budget policies more effectively and efficiently



Promoting transparency in the public spending



Producing and managing their data more effectively

Citizens


Increasing the understanding of the structure and content of the budge



Providing suggestions on the contents of the budget and related policies



Enabling or participating in discussions on the themes and content of the budget with the support
of open data



Build community interests and peer-to-peer groups on the issues of the budget

Interest groups (stakeholders)


Building community interests on the issues of the budget



Formulating requests and suggestions with the support of open data

4. 5.2

SCE N A RI OS

Four scenarios had been prepared in advance, in order to facilitate the discussion for the definition of user
stories. The scenarios were focused on the context of the municipality balance as the main topic for the pilot
activity in Prato.
A. Irene is the head of the Public Green Office in the City and must prepare the annual plan of work, taking
into account the fact that the figures at her disposal are lower than the previous year. She decides to
ask for the contribution of citizens to identify areas with higher priority, using data on the work carried
out in previous years, the related costs, the new estimates and all other information, such as data on
the management of green areas in other cities. Therefore she requires a platform that enables her to
easily organize threads through the use, the comment and the custom view of the data, in order to
encourage feedback from citizens. Through the platform, Irene is also able to organize ideas provided
by citizens according to a shared priority criterion and then include them in her annual plan, which is
then made available on the platform.
B. Antonio is a student selected by his school to attend a meeting with the Mayor on the subject
of educational policies of the City and its spending. To prepare for the event, he needs to deepen his
knowledge about the size and terms of expenditure in this sector. For this he needs a tool that allows
him to quickly gather all available data, even in previous years and in other cities, and to begin
discussions with people who are able to clear his doubts on the various issues and to answer
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his questions. It would also be very useful if he could produce a small report on the information
obtained, to use as a reference during the meeting with the Mayor. Finally, he wants to share his report
on the platform with the other students and teachers, in order to gather comments and additional
contributions.
C.

Anna is the president of the Friends of the Bicycle and intends to promote a city campaign
for the creation of new bike lanes and related services. To do this she needs to know the situation on
costs sustained by the City for bike lanes, also referring to the past years, and to connect these costs
with the actual construction and maintenance of the infrastructures and related services. Therefore she
needs to use a platform that will allow to create a citizen group in support of her campaign and that can
connect her with data available on public expenditure for the different types of mobility, both for the
town of Prato and for other cities, so as to structure a proposal to be presented to the administration.
Finally she wants to share her proposal with citizens and with the administration using the platform to
get feedback and comments.

D. Giulio is a journalist of a city online magazine and wants to make a jargon-free article to explain to the
citizenship as the administration is proceeding in the drafting of the new budget. He also wants to
include in his article a series of explanatory definitions that clarify in a simple way which are the various
items and how they are calculated. Therefore he needs to recover the balance sheet data of recent
years and to organize them in a clear way with simple graphics and he also needs to discuss with experts
that can provide the necessary clarifications on the various items. He also wants to be able to make
comparisons with other comparable cities on various categories of expenditure. After having analysed
the collected data and the various information he also wants to use the platform to discuss the setting
of his article with his colleagues.
Scenario A and scenario B were briefly illustrated by the facilitators, then one table worked on scenario A and the
other on scenario B. At the beginning there was some difficulty in taking off, as people had not really clear what
they were expected to discuss. The facilitator then presented some examples on open data management system
presently available (e. g. Municipality of Prato, Municipality of Florence, OpenBilanci) and participants were
asked to think on what they would have liked in addition, referring to the scenario trace but not only, by putting
themselves in the user role.
Focus was put on information needs, interaction needs and solution needs and also scenario C and scenario D
were debated, to generate more ideas. Each group produced at last a collection of user stories that were reported
in the provided tables. Barriers and options identified in the previous sessions were somehow taken into account,
but the discussion largely developed on autonomous basis, triggered by the proposed scenarios, particularly as
far as social network interaction needs are taken into account. Nevertheless, many of the user stories are
connected to the barrier/option items and reflect the general feeling of participants on the open data issue.
The user requirements captured through the user stories have been grouped in several categories that can
be associated to the main functionality issues to be implemented in SPOD and TET.
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4. 5.3

INFOR MATI ON N E E D S

The discussion developed around the proposed scenarios led to the identification of different types
of information needs, mostly related with the information content of datasets but also to some extent to data
format and data usage. The request for granular and detailed data was particularly stressed, as it was perceived
as the main feature to allow the user to satisfy his/her specific information needs and to produce his/her own
data representation, despite already available "standard" representations. Also metadata and ancillary
documentation were reputed very important features, as they can guide user's search for data in a productive
way and avoid loosing of time or misunderstanding.
The following chart shows the distribution of the identified information needs for each category:

Dataset information
content [11]
Data format [2]
Data usage [1]

Figure 21. Distribution of information needs
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Dataset information
content [11]
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Data usage [1]

Data format [2]

Figure 22. Distribution of information needs.
The following table summarises the full set of information needs.
Table 16. Full set of information needs
Categories of information needs
Dataset information content
To search Open data using tags as keywords
To get information about Open Data set traceability
To demand new data sets to the administration via public request
To have normalized balance data concerning schools
Browse municipality balance data
Easily access single balance items
Be able to visualize all deliberation/decisions documents concerning every balance data item
To be able to access Open Data sets as granular as possible
Every Data Set to be associated with multimedia explanatory contents
To have all Open Data sets organized and aggregated by themes
To access open data related to procurement contracts signed by the local authority
Data format
Suggest new Open Data set data formats
Access Open Data in machine readable format
Data usage
To search Open data using tags as keywords
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4.5.3.1

UNDERSTANDING USER’S INFORMATION NEEDS

The short user stories were also analysed to consider both needs highlighted by different types of users and the
reasons for such needs, with specific reference to the city budget context. In the discussion on the provided
scenarios two main user types were identified: citizens and public administrators, although some role was
assigned also to users making business with open data, like SW developers or entrepreneurs. For the sake of
simplicity, we choose to include such users in the "citizen" role, but the specific information value of open data
in the business field should be considered in the design of the platform. Interactive needs were then defined
accordingly and a subset of them was associated to both user types.
The category of Dataset information content was the most addressed, with the need to trace where data comes
from or to control how much it takes to get datasets from the PA. The need of understanding expense criteria
and who approved such expenses was also considered important, together with the interest in improving the
quality of online discussion by supporting it with clear and comprehensible data. There is also the necessity of
using data for different information purposes based on personal needs, through the access to data as granular
as possible. The Data format category highlighted the need of improving data usage and comprehension by
suggesting different data formats for downloading, also to increase the development of SW applications based
on such data. The Data usage category highlighted the need of retrieving data without a specific " a priori"
knowledge on search keywords.
The following chart summarises user types and need categories, in order to give an overall view of the results:
the inner circle represents the need categories highlighted by participants, while the outer circle represents
the various user types. The figure also provides a breakdown of the frequency of needs for each user type
and category and the callout bubbles give some example of the reasons for wants for each category.

"So that I can look for data even if I don't know
specific keywords"

Both
27%

7%

14%
Citizens
64%

"So that I can develop
sw applications"

Dataset information content
Data format
Data usage

79%

"So that I can increase data
understandability and improve
discussion"

"So that I can better understand who
approved expenditure and why"

Figure 23. Distribution of information needs and users with examples of “reasons for wants.
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4. 5.4

SO CI AL AN D CO LL AB ORATI VE NE E D S

During the discussion on the proposed scenarios, the opportunities offered by social networks and blogs were
considered an added value, but the need of moderating the debate in some way was highly recommended
by participants. Another approach that was considered interesting was the possibility of adopting wiki-based
collaborative tools to produce documents.
The most considered interaction modes were the possibility of annotating data and discussions with multimedia
contents, so that the user can enrich and clarify his/her point of view, or extend the information content. The
possibility of interacting with a facilitator (responsible) for each dataset was considered also important, in order
to increase data supplier’s credibility and support user’s expectations.
The following chart shows the distribution of the identified interaction needs for each category:

Discussion
management [6]
Interaction modes
[7]
Visualization
modes [1]

Figure 24. Distribution of social and collaborative interaction needs.
Discussion
management [6]
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Visualization modes
[1]

Interaction modes
[7]

Figure 25. Distribution of social and collaborative interaction needs.
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The following table summarises the full set of interaction needs.
Table 17. Social and Collaborative Interaction needs
Categories of Social/Collaborative Interaction needs
Discussion management
To be able to moderate the discussion around Open Data with the possibility to comment the reason for
possible deleting of a post
To have a moderator associated to a discussion
To use wiki functionality associated to each discussion
To start a discussion on SPOD with stakeholders
To rank suggestions from participants to the discussion
Attach/annotate a discussion with multi-media contents
Interaction modes
To share graphics and visual reports obtained via SPOD/TET on Social Network
To have a chat with a facilitator associated to each data set
SPOD automatically suggest interesting Data sets based on semantic analysis of post text
To be able to easily share graphs and reports obtained by TET on social network
Annotate Open Data set on SPOD
To annotate a GIS layer associated to a Data Set
Attach/annotate data sets with multi-media contents
Visualization modes
To be able to visualize data set inside the discussion forum

4.5.4.1

UNDERSTANDING USER’S SOCIAL AND COLLABORATIVE NEEDS

The short user stories were also analysed to consider both needs highlighted by different types of users and the
reasons for such needs. In the discussion on the provided scenarios two main user types were identified: citizens
and public administrators. Social and collaborative needs were defined accordingly, although a subset of them
was associated to both user types.
In the Discussion management category, participants highlighted the necessity of having moderated discussions,
in order to "avoid trolls" and "control not constructive posts": the perception of social networks as "out of
control" environments was rather high and everybody felt that positive and productive discussions could be
carried out only with the assistance of a moderator. The request for the possibility of annotating discussions and
dataset also with multimedia content, was linked to the need of "leaving track of comments on the published
open data sets", "facilitating the analysis of geographical datasets" and "provide feedback and comments on the
implemented policies".
In the Interaction modes category, social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.) were considered very valuable tools
to "enrich the discussion on open data sets" and to "access data and related discussion also from outside the
platform". Besides, the possibility of interacting with a responsible (facilitator) of each dataset was considered
necessary to "have a stable reference for explanations" and to "dialog for information and data request".
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In the Visualization modes category focus was put on the need of including dataset inside the discussion forum,
in order to "quickly refer to data during the discussion and in comments".
The following chart summarises user types and need categories, in order to give an overall view of the results:
the inner circle represents the need categories highlighted by participants, while the outer circle represents
the various user types. The figure also provides a breakdown of the frequency of needs for each user type
and category. The callout bubbles give some example of the reasons for wants for each category.

"So that I can
dialog for info and
data request"

"So that I can quickly report
data in discussions and
comments"

Public Admin
21%
7%

"So that I can collection
suggestions and priorities
for possible policies"

Citizen
36%
"So that I can have a
richer and more
interesting discussion"

Discussion management

43%

Interaction modes
Visualization modes
50%

"So that I can easily produce a
summary of each discussion"

"So that I can facilitate
analysis of GIS data sets"

Both 43%
"So that I can leave track of my
comments on the datasets"

"So that I can elaborate more
effective policies"

Figure 26. Distribution of interaction needs and users with examples of "reasons for wants".

4. 5.5

UN DE RSTAN DA BI LI T Y, U SAB ILI T Y, AND DE CI SI ON - MA KIN G NE E D S

The discussion on the proposed scenarios led to the identification of the following categories of needs:
personalisation

tools,

data

analysis/reporting

tools,

visualisation

tools

and

certification

tools.

In the personalisation field, a great importance was assigned to the responsiveness of SPOD and TET, with
particular reference to mobile devices. This will obviously increase very much the opportunities to use
the platform and will allow users to easily interact in different contexts. Another interesting point was that of the
vocal queries: this feature could help in using the platform in case of difficult writing (e.g. for Chinese or Arabicspeaking communities).
The data analysis and reporting tools should allow users to aggregate data in real time and to build related graphs
and reports, including the possibility of making comparisons on normalized datasets.
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Raw data visualisation should be available when clicking on a graph or report, in order to make users aware
of their information content and to allow for further elaboration. All georeferenced data should be reported
on maps, in order to generate spatial distributions that can facilitate data comparison and crossing.
An interesting point was also that of certification: the credibility of dataset should be guaranteed so that both
users and the administration are protected against fraud.
The following charts show the distribution of the identified understandabilty, usability, and decision-making
needs and tools for each category:

Personalisation tools
[3]
Data
analysis/Reporting
tools [3]
Visualisation tools
[3]
Certification tools [2]
Figure 27. Distribution of understandability, usability, and decision-making needs

Certification
tools [2]

Personalisation
tools [3]
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Data
analysis/Reporti
ng tools [3]

Visualisation
tools [3]
Figure 28. Distribution of understandability, usability, and decision-making needs
The following table summarises the full set of understandability, usability and decision-making needs.
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Table 18. Full set of understandability, usability and decision-making needs.
Categories of Understandability, Usability Needs and Decision-making needs, tools and services
Personalisation tools
To be alerted on every update on Data set Publishing
To access SPOD and TET from mobile devices
To use vocal queries to search data sets
Data analysis/Reporting tools
To build in real time graphics and visual report using published Open Data
To be able to aggregate via TET granular Open Data based on real time needs
To be able to compare similar Open Data set coming from different Authorities through a normalization of
compared data
Visualisation tools
Obtain automatic visualization of raw data when clicking on a related graph/reports
To see all geo-referenced data on a maps
To be able to aggregate geographic data belonging to different data sets on a new map
Certification tools
To be able to demonstrate that a Data set or a report in my possession has been produced by the platform
To certify a published data set or report

4.5.5.1

UNDERSTANDING USER’S UNDERSTANDABILITY, USABILITY, AND DECISION-MAKING NEEDS

The short user stories were also analysed to consider both needs highlighted by different types of users and the
reasons for such needs. In the discussion on the provided scenarios two main user types were identified: citizens
and public administrators. Social and collaborative needs were defined accordingly, although a subset of them
was associated to both user types.
Several personalisation needs were focused in the Personalisation tool category, aiming at avoiding continuous
monitoring of datasets to look for new entries and to improve the access to open data through mobile devices
and vocal queries.
The Data analysis/Reporting tool category highlighted the need of sharing reports and indicators on interesting
topics and to improve data comprehension by making the right comparisons of datasets coming from different
sources.
The Visualisation tool category reflects the need of having a quick reference to data underlying a given chart,
to make easy comparisons by building new maps and to get a quick view of data distribution by reporting
all georeferenced data on a map.
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The Certification tool category reports the need for citizens to be sure that a given dataset or report comes from
that specific authority at that time and, conversely, the need for the public administration to certify that its own
data was not modified by anybody.
The following chart summarises user types and need categories, in order to give an overall view of the results:
the inner circle represents the need categories highlighted by participants, while the outer circle represents
the various user types. The figure also provides a breakdown of the frequency of needs for each user type
and category and the callout bubbles give some example of the reasons for wants for each category.

"So that I can certify that nobody has modified
my published data"

Both
27%

18%
28%
Personalisation tools

"So that I can have a
richer and more
interesting discussion"

Data analysis/Reporting tools
Visualisation tools
Certification tools

27%
Public Admin
9%

Citizens
64%
27%

"So that I can always have
info on source data"

"So that I can share charts and
reports in further discussions"

"So that I can build indicators, reports and
comparisons on topics of interest"

Figure 29. Distribution of understandability, usability and decision-making needs and users
with examples of “reasons for wants”.
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5

DEN HAAG WORKSHOP

5.1 CONTEXT
This report contains a brief description of the workshop organized in Den Haag, on May 11 th, in the context
of project WP2. 17 participants (2 females, 15 males), including: public administrators, employers, technologists,
and researchers were present.
Table 19 Participant Details
#

Organisation

Role

1

Wise & Munro

Project contact/Facilitator

2

KBM-Alliances

Project contact - PA

3

Director Wilkohaag

Employer

4

Director Van Leeuwen Catering

Employer

5

Director Stichting Marketing Scheveningen

Employer

6

Conclusion Digital

Technologist, developed Coach-R

7

Director Babvios Touringcars

Employer

8

The Hague Social Affairs & Employment

PA / Controller

9

The Hague Social Affairs & Employment

PA

10

The Hague Social Affairs & Employment

PA – employer contact

11

Director LEDconomy

Employer

12

The Hague Social Affairs & Employment

PA

13

Conclusion Digital

Technologist, developed Coach-R

14

Director Bolmancleaning

Employer

15

Wise & Munro

Researcher / Facilitator

16

The Hague Social Affairs & Employment

Technologist / PA

17

Director Baker Tilly Berk

Employer

At the project level, the workshop was aimed to identify barriers on the access to Open Data and possible options
to overcome them, but at the local level, we negotiated with the PA representative a slightly different formulation
of the goal. The PA representative indicated that awareness and understanding of Open Data in the municipality
and certainly in the group of employers was (almost) non-existent. This is in line with findings that governments
(national and local) in the Netherlands – although partner of the Open Government Partnership (2011) – run
behind in terms of actions regarding transparency and use of Open Data (Open Up! Festival, 18 May 2015). This
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would mean that focussing on issues around Open Data would probably lead to less or no cooperation from
employers and the municipality itself.
But stakeholders (municipality, employers, jobseekers) could certainly identify barriers in interaction
and information sharing from the history of previous meetings between municipality and employers regarding
employment. And this could be the starting point of gradually feeding in the issue and use of Open Data and the
platform to overcome these barriers.
Our goal for the workshop was formulated as: To identify barriers and solutions for communication and sharing
of information between municipality and employers concerning employment of job seekers of different types.

5.2 BARRIERS TO ACCESSIN G, UNDERSTANDING AND USING OPEN DATA
The meeting opened with the registration of participants (see lists) and started as scheduled in the detailed
agenda.
Jerry Andriessen introduced the day by explaining the purpose of the meeting as designing software to use Open
Data for increased collaboration between employers, local government, and job seekers. On the request of the
Municipality, job seekers were not invited. Their ideas will be investigated in a different way. The power point is
attached to this report. The introduction included a short demo of an app for job seekers, recently developed in
Rotterdam. Some participants were aware of other useful applications, but we did not go into details.
At the first stage participants worked in four groups and reflected upon possible barriers that were written
on a sheet of paper. The groups were mixed, so employers and PA’s worked together in identifying additional
barriers. After 20 minutes, the new barriers were picked up by the researchers and briefly commented on by one
member of each team. Some debate arose on each addition, showing commitment and concern by the
participants.
The discussion was obviously characterised by the experience of each participant and identified individual as well
as more community-based perspectives. Before the meeting, on the basis of the responses to our email for initial
barriers, the following categories were identified:
1.

Personal: all kinds of lack of motivation or interest of a personal nature, including a lack of immediate
urge to do something about it. Usually addresses the job seekers.

2.

Political/Government: lack of dedicated and effective policies for promoting the use of open data,
sharing of information, including explaining, communicating, advertising, etc. to civilians.

3.

Cultural/structural: barriers referring to the typical culture of the organisation, including local
government, showing lack of commitment, knowledge, to work with each other, and with open data,
including ignorance of possible solutions.

4.

Transparency/communication: all issues relating to making information public, privacy and trusting
open data and its publishing agencies.

5.

Technological: issues concerning lack of knowledge, management, vision, and dedicated policy
and training for using technology for solving information and communication issues, including using and
publishing open data.
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The table below reports all identified barriers. Participants were asked each to cast nine votes to the barriers
they thought were most important. In the table is the scoring assigned by participants. It should be noted that
most barriers with high scores were those added during the meeting. They have been shaded slightly blue in the
table below.
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Table 20. Identified Barriers
Category

Score

Category

Score

Personal

14

Policy/Government

19

Inability to read, communicate, write, do

4

Lack of clarity about governmental rules for

math, seeing reality

jobs and existing support for that

Lack of motivation, employer skills,

6

Big gap between what employers and

understanding of what is expected, future

government want to impose and how job

perspectives, trust, stability, money, time,

seeker wishes to be supported (trust,

kids

personality, tailor made)

Lack of experience to conquer a place on

1

1

Insufficient numbers of vacancies

the labour market
Job seekers experience barriers because

Insufficient match between job seekers

others tell them what to do

profile and available jobs

Unfavourable personal circumstances

The wrong people are being introduced or

1

sent by unemployment agencies
Lack of money, other always have more

Lack of knowledge at PA how employers

4

work
I do not work below my abilities

Conflict between desires and possibilities for
social policy

PA

does

not

understand

my

Participation act offers possibilities but

abilities/education

employers are not interested or ignorant

After 100 failed attempts I do not know

Lack of knowledge about what PA does for

what to do else

job seekers

Accessibility, personal coaching, more

3

communication between job seekers and

1

Useful information is spread across different
agencies

employers
Cultural/Structural

23

The longer jobless, the more difficult it

4

becomes, better get a job after school
Employers and Government decide what

2

Legal protection of workers is limiting

4

2

Lack of clarity about participation act

4

2

Transparency

23

2

Parties are not open to each other, while

2

job seekers have to do
Resistance to long term job seekers and
handicapped people (or ignorance)
Inequality: people work for lower salaries,
loose contracts, people are not informed
about their rigths
No communication about what happens
after job seeker has found employment
Employers would like less meetings, visits

openness and negotiation is the solution
1

What happens to the information that I

and calls to discuss these issues

publish

Employers do not adapt to particular

How to deal with all this information?

1

needs of (handicapped) job seekers
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Too many interest groups that each have

Where do I find good examples to follow?

their own champions
Employers

do

not

have

sufficient

1

How to be delegated to effective expertise?

4

Assessment of candidates depends on who

knowledge about types of job seekers
Pre-selection by PA often inadequate

does the selection, we need uniform
procedures
To many standard formats, no link with

1

particular culture or person

Conflict between what employers want and

1

privacy

PA pampers the unemployed

4

Poor quality of image building

PA determines what employers want

4

Candidates are invisible

9

Technological/Open Data

13

Transparency! Who has had a job interview,

10

There are no open data about job seekers

5

and where, and with what result? How to get

It is expensive, and only concerns a

motivated applicants, and not those who

limited number of vacancies

have to apply? Clear toolbox.

Nobody knows about these portals where
you can get answers to your questions
Most websites do not explain how to use
them
How can Open Data ever be used for this
domain?
Conflict between what employers want

6

and privacy
There is no effective and fast platform for

2

contacting each other
Information is not presented in a user
friendly manner
No technical expertise to produce useful
data or to share them
Now only personal contacts, no idea if
there is suitable technology
1.

Personal Barriers: Many barriers refer to the job seekers inabilities and inadequacies, including
the feeling that regulations and support by the municipality leads to pampering and making their lives
too easy. On the other hand, there is some understanding that it is hard for people without appropriate
skills and experience to keep on trying to look for the scarcely available jobs. The barrier put up during
the meeting is a solution rather than a barrier: more communication between job seekers and
employers.

2.

Policy/Government Barriers: It seems that local government and employers do not always understand
each other very well. This involves the regulations, but also the role of the department as match maker.
This also includes the role of employment agencies who sometimes come up with the wrong
candidates. It is acknowledged that the longer someone is without a job, the harder it becomes. What
solutions can be provided here?
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3.

Cultural/Structural Barriers: It is clear that mainstream thinking is that employers and government
dictate what job seekers have to do. They do not like long term unemployed, and have little interest
in the possibilities of partly handicapped job seekers. Amongst those present, there was consciousness
about this. Employers like to spend as little time as possible on finding candidates. There are two sides
of the coin: finding a suitable candidate for a job, or finding a suitable job as a candidate are sensitive
and very important processes, for the work being done as well as for the life of the candidate.
Nevertheless, many employers think this should be automatized, and they should spend as little time
on it as possible. Probably, many job seekers would agree. The local authority, caught in the middle,
tries to accommodate both sides, and is accused by either side of pampering the other side. Within this
view, there may be some aspects of the problem addressed by software recently built, such as
http://www.onbeperktaandeslag.nl. Such applications rarely make use of open data, and require all
participants to fill in the tables, job seekers to display their skills, employers to advertise their vacancies.
Instead of opening up communication, this type of application aims at the elimination of it. Our solution
should be more interactive and be catered by clear ideas about the situation to be desired. There is
work to do.

4.

Technological barriers: Some acknowledged the importance of more collaboration and community
building through technology, but this was not reflected in the barriers. Some employers say not to be
aware of useful platforms or applications. The main technological barrier that is seen by our participants
is clear: we do not see at all what role open data could have in our domain? This is the main challenge
for the project, and we need to elaborate an approach for it, else matchmaking rather than sense
making will be the solution.

5.

Transparency barriers: There currently is no transparency at all. Many employers recognise a problem
in not knowing enough about candidates. However, there also is awareness that all parties (job seekers,
local gov, and employers) are part of the same context, the labour market and the social system, and
that transparency might be an issue for all three. It seems that our solution needs to involve all
stakeholders and should not serve only one. We also need to work with a group of job seekers, and with
those who recently found a job.

5.3 OPTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
In this second session participants were involved in identifying solutions to overcome the identified barriers for
the 5 categories. For each category (2-5) the list of barriers was stuck on the wall next to one of the four tables.
Participants (sitting at the same table as before) were instructed to focus on one category, but they were also
permitted to look at other categories, especially category 1 (personal). The setup was again collaborative: discuss
in your group solutions pertaining to your main category of barriers, and write them on the A5 stickers. At the
end, stickers were collected and added to the barriers by the researchers, and participants could comment on
their ideas. Participants in most cases tended to focus on “general” solutions covering the whole barrier set for
each category, rather than addressing each barrier separately.
The table below reports all identified solutions.
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Table 21. Identified Solutions
Category

Category

Personal

Policy/Government

Clearly differentiate between those who want

Repair or innovate the Flex act, which states that

and those who do not want

temporary personnel should get steady employment
after a fixed period

Cultural/structural

Increase the agency of (PA) account managers

Specific personal aftercare

Company/employer should also profile itself, or be taught
how to do that

More information about job seeker, to explain

Less and simpler regulations, maximize personal choice

long term unemployment or particular handicap
Selection is collaborative and personal

Regulate Transparency from all sides (policy making,
showcase it, budgets): reward it

Objective criteria for competencies of candidates
and more collaboration between PA and
employers
Technological

Transparency

Platform: matching, facet-navigation, coached

Make it clear what the actual benefits of working are

placement of candidate
Privacy: EU dictates that privacy sensitive

Standard assessment for all job seekers to assess

information is only available after a match or

motivation for the job

during job interview
Let’s move: communicative platform for the

Occasional control of job seekers to be accessible to

triangle job seeker, government, employer;

employers

platform does not work without a personal
coach. Not like werk.nl, that does not work.
Rating and feedback: how did I do? In profile of

Optimizing werk.nl, or building a new platform which is

job seeker, accessible for employer.

supported by all

General comment: While the original question was about removing barriers in communication and sharing
information (such as open data) this issue got lost with some participants during this phase of the workshop. The
issue for many had become that of solving the match making between employers and job seekers, and the role
of the municipality in this process. And it became clear that the participants had a limited range of where to look
for a solution, and focussed only on getting more detailed information about job seekers.
It is clear that real solutions lie in further development of communication and interaction on possibilities for all
parties to improve the system including recurrent new regulations, but this means a culture change. Suggestions
would be in terms of more personalised coaching, not simply matching, and also to find some form of
transparency about how all parties act during the process of selecting and interacting with possible candidates.
An interesting suggestion was to give more information about experiences during work, how it is to work at some
place, this is a clear transparency increasing solution. A number of times the collaborative side of things was
mentioned. But this needs further development and that our participants were only at the beginning of this line
of reasoning. Solutions that are workable for the purposes of our project are those implying (and preferably
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defining) collaboration and interaction, and are specific about the nature of the transparency to be provided by
all stakeholders in the process.

5.4 SCENARIOS AND USER STORIES
After a short break, all attendees were organised into 4 tables. Four scenarios had been prepared in advance, in
order to facilitate the discussion for the definition of user stories (see below). Participants worked in the same
groups as before. Each table received one of the scenarios. Although participants were asked to fill in the forms
about information needs, interaction needs and usability needs individually, we noticed that there was a lot of
discussion in the groups in doing so. This part of the workshop was really challenging for our participants,
because their imagination of platforms for interaction, and sharing information was very limited. Besides that,
we noticed in the results that in this part of the workshop also the participants tended to focus merely on the
matching of jobseekers and employers, and that the user stories only partly broadened their view.

5. 4.1

SCE N A RI OS

A. Martin is an experienced public administrator on the department of Social Affairs and Employment. He
is responsible for implementing the Participation Act which aims on helping and promoting job
opportunities for people who are unemployed for a longer period. Within the Participation Act, there
are various instruments available in order to stimulate employment of people with some distant to the
labour market. Martin wants to prepare a plan in consultation and collaboration with local business
leaders as to stimulate and improve the organization and implementation. Martin is also interested in
consulting with (representatives of) disabled and jobless people in relation to their possibilities, needs
and preferences. In order to communicate both with business leaders and jobless people, Martin wants
an easy to use platform to access and understand data and information and to gather and give feedback
and information on policies and projects to citizens and business leaders. Furthermore Martin wants
to be able to plan and negotiate activities, involving his own staff, business leaders and (representatives
of) jobless people. Martin wants both citizens and his colleagues in the local community development
group to have some flexibility in the way they draw upon data and information when working together
to develop job creation projects. Martin is very passionate about promoting local community and
economic development in the Hague and he wants access to the ROUTE-TO-PA platform and its
associated services to help him do good work.
B.

Citizen Hans (32) has a mild intellectual disability that makes some types of work difficult for him.
He was waiting for a job in a special social employment facility, but with the Participation Act Hans
is supposed to find a regular job. With help from his employment coach, he has found a nice job. During
the first months he is coached intensively, to see if there is need for any adjustments to his workplace
as a result of his mild disability. His coach shows Hans the ROUTE-TO-PA platform, where municipality,
employers, job seekers and other citizens can interact and work together regarding employment issues.
Hans sees several discussions among job seekers about finding suitable jobs. He is asked to share his
success story, to inspire other job seekers. Besides that, Hans shares information on adjustments that
were done in order to make his job suitable for him. Hans’ coach uses this information in his contacts
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with other employers, to show it is nog very hard to create a suitable work place for people with
disabilities.
C.

Citizen Ria (54) has lost her job and after two years of unemployment, she now depends on the welfare
system. She always worked as a receptionist at a small car company. Ria wants to get back to work, but
she feels some distance to the labour market. Het municipality coach suggest visiting the ROUTE-TO-PA
platform, where municipality, employers, job seekers and other citizens can interact and work together
regarding employment issues. She can come in contact with other job seekers, but also read stories of
former jobseekers. Besides that, she can find several courses that can help in the search process. There
is also room on the platform for Ria to present herself, which means adding information about herself
such as experience, competences and preferences for new work. Employers can see this and come in
contact with Ria through the platform.

D. Entrepreneur Annie is owner and director of a medium sized catering service in The Hague.
She is always looking for good employees, for various positions. Annie is aware of the new Participation
Act and is willing to provide opportunities for jobless and disabled individuals in her company, but she
still wants to find the best match for her company. Annie hears of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform, where
municipality, employers, job seekers and other citizens can interact and work together regarding
employment issues. On the platform she can find information about the Participation Act. Annie would
like access to this information but also to other useful data to be able to answer the following questions;
how can I come in contact with jobseekers, what kind of instruments are available and what are success
stories of other employers (best practices) from which I can learn? She wants to connect with other
people and she would like to use technology to build local social networks to connect with her business
peer network.

5. 4.2

INFOR MATI ON N E E D S

We identified 9 different categories of information needs in which the rules produced would fit. When we looked
more closely, a number of these categories actually consisted of a combination of more than one data set. To
these 9, we added two others from the interaction and usability needs, as these clearly involve additional
information needs.
For instance, when we look at information about jobseekers (2), the information employers and municipality
want and need is 1) about the individual jobseeker (name, address etc., resume), but also 2) information about
the job instruments that would be available for this person according to the legislation, and 3) perhaps a few
personalised accounts from previous employers, or from the jobseeker himself. Another example: current
vacancies (8). Jobseekers need 1) information about the vacancy itself and requirements to be met, 2) more
factual information, such as contact person from company and contact person from municipality, but also 3)
information about the company behind the vacancy, 4) perhaps reviews from employees, 5) some sort
of measure that would tell them something about the willingness of the company to hire people with a disability,
and 6) perhaps even travel information on how to get to the company to judge if it is feasible to work there, etc.
It is in the combination and personalisation of multiple data sets, that most information needs should to be met
and where we see an additional value (and challenge) of the platform.
Examples of needs:
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Information about legislation and rules: information about regulations; explain the flex act; overview of
regulations



Information about job seekers: history of the candidate; background of job seekers; all do’s and don’ts
of Ria (physical mental and psychological)



Information about the benefits of working: advantages of having a job compared to not having a job



Information on employers/companies: a Company databank; stakeholder data; to disclose clear content
to match a vacancy



Information about procedures: information about obligations; after care



Information about peers: people in the same situation; information channels about job seekers



Information about applying for a specific job: standardised CV



Current vacancies: I want to be able to match the right people to my vacancies; I want to be able to
select what job seekers I receive



Feedback: I want to be able to read feedback from employers about candidates



Searching: search engine (to make a first match)



Tracing: trace (to see results)

Table 22. Information Needs by category
Category

Count

1

Information about legislation and rules

4

2

Information about jobseekers

13

(combination of several data sets)
3

Information about benefits of working

2

4

Information on employers/companies

7

(combination of several data sets)
5

Information about procedures

2

6

Information about peers

2

7

Information about applying for a specific job

3

(combination of several data sets)
8

Current vacancies

7

(combination of several data sets)
9

Feedback

1

10

Searching

1

11

Tracing (processes, follow-ups, results)

4

The two graphs below depict a complete and a condensed picture of the information needs. We do not think
these needs reveal much awareness about open data. On the other hand we think these needs reveal actual
tensions in the relations between stakeholders. In that sense, this is important information for our aims
of constructing a useful platform for these stakeholders. While the specifications for the platform
as an interactive medium for exploiting available open data can be revealed by researching (future) users aware
of some of the advantages of open data, or even of their existence, in our case our information reveals options
for engaging (future) users in a trajectory of gradual awareness raising and scenario building. The scenarios could
start with the actual needs as formulated, but should move further to more general needs and possibilities of
enhanced collaboration and interaction, for example in co-creation scenarios.
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Information about
applying for a
specific job
14
12

Searching

Current vacancies

10
8
6
Feedback

Information about
jobseekers

4
2
0

Information on
employers/compan
ies

Information about
peers

Information about
procedures

Information about
legislation and rules
Information about
benefits of working

Figure 30. Information needs by category

Information needs: Summary
Combined information

13%
Single information

22%
65%

Tracing (processes, followups, results), feedback,
search

Figure 31. Types of information needs

5.4.2.1

UNDERSTANDING USER’S INFORMATION NEEDS
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We identified a number of different reasons for the needs, none of which involved open data or transparency.
The categories speak for themselves.

Regulations, rights or range
13%
Public
Administration
37% 12%

12%
Attitude change
6%

Citizens
41%

Easier or quicker search and
match
Personal Info about others

16%

Other information
41%
Communicate, interact, inform
Employer
22%

Figure 32. Reasons for Information Needs
5. 4.3

SO CI AL AN D IN TE R AC T I VE NE E D S,
DEC IS ION - MA KIN G N E E D S

AND U ND E RS TANDAB ILI T Y,

U SAB I LT Y,

AN D

The needs participants produced on these two issues were more mixed than the information needs. There were
still a lot of information needs in both the table for interaction needs and usability needs. We identified seven
interaction categories (1-7 in table 23 below). Besides that an additional important category for the information
needs arose, namely tracing. This was already indicated above. For all the user types in the stories needs about
tracing were formulated. Everybody on the platform should be able to trace processes and results of actions.
This is in line with barriers identified in session 1, where participants for instance stated that it was often unclear
if candidates actually got the job or what happened to them after that. As tracing is part of a more transparent
culture, this is very helpful for the project.
Other categories within interaction needs show various ways of interacting: more personal in the form
of coaching (e.g., as jobseeker I want coaching to help me figure out all the rules and legislation relevant for me),
more general in General Discussion (e.g., as PA I want to talk to employers to be able to find a quick match for
the jobseeker). Commenting can be linked to the category Feedback in the Information needs, but is more
interactive. Another interesting category is Sharing; there were rules about all stakeholders sharing information
and experiences in order to help others or to create more knowledge in the community.
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Concerning understandability and usability needs, participants tried to come up with rules, but after close
inspection most of them were really information or interaction needs and classified as such. As stated before;
most of the group had no real experience with these kind of platforms. One comment was made about usability
for people with disabilities (not too much information on one page) and one comment was made about
visualisation (to have the possibility to present oneself as jobseeker in an attractive way).
Table 23. Interaction needs (1-7) and understandability/usability needs (8-9)
Category

Count

1

Alerting

3

2

Coaching

5

3

Commenting (interactive)

1

4

General discussion

5

5

Sharing (information, experience)

6

6

Contacting

1

7

Chat

1

8

Visualisation: presentation

1

9

Usability

2

Interaction Needs: Summary
System informs about
activities

8%

13%

25%

4%

People interact through the
platform
Individuals manipulate
information

50%

Sharing of information
Format of presentation

Figure 33. Categories of Interaction Needs
We did not further investigate the reasons for the needs, as these match those for the information needs almost
perfectly.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS
This workshop was very challenging for our group of participants, because they were not used to being tied
to strict instructions. They wanted to break out, and have a discussion. Moreover, the topic was more challenging
than it first appeared to be. In fact, we think this approach would work best for people that have clear ideas on
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what should change and these ideas would be more or less in line with what the organisation had in mind in the
first place.
Nevertheless, it allows a lot of room for interpretation by the researchers and with hindsight we can say
the outcomes reflect the thoughts of the participants. Also, there are some clear suggestions about the future
use of open data, the main one is that the platform has to deal with combinations and clear presentations
of available information, tailored to particular questions and individuals.
The goal of the project; designing an interactive platform where using Open Data in order to enhance
transparency and trust between citizens and PA’s, is still a long way ahead of us and our participants. The next
step is further discussion with stakeholders (especially PA) about possibilities and disclosure of Open Data. After
that, we need to tackle the transparency issue. We may need our fellow ROUTE-TO-PA collaborators to help out.
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6

PA R I S ( I S S Y L E S M O L I N E U A X ) W O R K S H O P

6.1 CONTEXT
Issy-les-Moulineaux is a city located next to Paris. It welcomes start-ups companies in the field of new
technologies (approximately 100 companies). Municipal authorities and CNRS are cooperating in developing Issy
as a connected city focused on workers’ needs. So these two public entities would like to facilitate use of open
data in order to provide collective solutions to recurrent issues in the area of digital economy. Moreover, they
would like to enhance economic growth by supporting interaction and cooperation between young
entrepreneurs.
6. 1.1

STA RT UP IS S UE S

When they start their business, young entrepreneurs have few means. Consequently, they have to be polyvalent,
they have to perform several tasks (e.g : accounting, communication, Tax-related issues). Half of them failed after
two years of operating life. In these cases they cannot find enough funds to employ and create their products.
Furthermore, they devote too much time to secondary tasks. In summary, they have to be supported strategically
but they also have to build partnerships with similar companies to face with these issues.

6. 1.2

WO R KSH OP S

Two workshops were planned and carried out, for a duration of two hours, for practical reasons of availability of
stakeholders. The first one took place in Dijon, France, with young entrepreneurs, on the 15th of May 2015. The
second workshop took place in Issy-les-Moulineaux, with Public Administrations (“Pas”) on the 9th of July 2015.
These two sessions were exploratory workshops. They allowed us to identify the main expectations of potential
open data users and producers in a specific area: business start-ups.
The first workshop involved 8 expert stakeholders from the field of information and communication technology.
All of them wanted to create a company, or were in the process of doing so. The second workshop involved 7
public administrators from the Paris region. They were representative of geographic information systems (i.e.
they collect, in a database, all cartographic material and manage heritage inventories / compare and disseminate
geographic information relating to technical, urban, socio- economic and environmental sectors), representative
of associative life (they promote creation and development of local associations) or representative of
communication services (they design, in conjunction with other services, communication actions toward the
general public, media and partner cities).
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Table 24. Participant Details
Participant

Stakeholder Representation

Organisation

1

Geographic information system

Boulogne City

2

Communication service

Paris Region

3

Geographic information system

Boulogne City

4

Social & human resources

Boulogne City

5

Association

Issy-les-Moulineaux

6

Communication service

Issy-les-Moulineaux

7

Responsable of Communication service

Issy-les-Moulineaux

8

Researcher & CEO start up

Information and Communication

Number

technology (ICT) - Job search
platform (Incubator)
9

Researcher & CEO start up

ICT

-

Job

search

platform

(Incubator)
10

CEO - Construction Industry

"Auto-entreprise"

11

CEO - Computer graphics

"Auto-entreprise"

12

CEO - Social Network - Community management

"Auto-entreprise"

13

Developer

ICSOFT

14

CEO - Computer graphics

"Auto-entreprise"

15

Researcher & CEO start up

WineConsulting

During the two workshops, we began by a short presentation of the concept of “open data” (e.g. how they are
collected, how they could be used, and why?).
In the second instance, stakeholders were asked to identify barriers to accessing, understanding and using open
data. Then they had to propose solutions that may overcome these barriers.
In the third instance, we presented them with a usage scenario for which they were invited to use open data
to help a young entrepreneur set up his/her company. This scenario referred to typical entrepreneurs’ issues,
and potential solutions offered by open data. In this context, stakeholders were asked to define
users/entrepreneurs information needs (in terms of open data), their social/collaborative interaction needs
(around these open data) and their understandabilty, usability and decision-making needs.
Due to the stakeholders’ availability and commitment, it was necessary to carry out these workshops more
intensively than other ROUTE-TO-PA partners’ workshops, in a shorter period of time (2 hours). Two microphones
recorded stakeholders’ answers; audio recordings were transcribed (excepts from which are reproduced below).
Only PAs were filmed (we were not allowed to film entrepreneurs for reasons of commercial confidentiality).
The results of the two workshops are presented below.
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6.2 BARRIERS TO ACCESSIN G, UNDERSTANDING AND USING OPEN DATA
A list of the most typical barriers to accessing, understanding and using (e.g. exchanging) open data was
elaborated, during a preliminary focus group by the Galway partner. This list was proposed to our participants in
order to prime a series of new barriers. Each of them was asked to find at least two other barriers. The five most
recurring barriers are presented below (see Table 25). Participants were focused on five principle concepts: (i)
the typology of problems (the balance between specifics issues about open data and general answers inherent
to internet communication (e.g. FAQ, Social Networks)), (ii) the reliability of published data, (iii) the cost of
accessing and understanding open data, (iv) the lack of normalization and (v) the lack of communication on the
goal and interest of open data.

6. 2.1


THE T Y PO LO GY OF P RO B LE M
Lack of matching between typical users’ issues (citizens, associations, entrepreneurs) and open data
provided.



Open data are used by a limited number of experts. When using open data to solve a particular problem,
these experts address issues specific to a restricted community (open data users) on specific themes
(e.g. entrepreneurship). In other words, issues related to open data are too particular to be solved by
general answers. One participant has explained that: “Open data are too specific to a subject of
discussion, of comments on a social platform...”. Another one suggested: “Open data are reserved to
experts, a restricted number of people.”

6. 2.2

THE RE L IA BI LI T Y OF P UB LIS HE D DATA



Lack of visibility on the data opening up process



Published open data have been selected and presented to focus users’ attention on specific information.
So data are not only produced but also constructed by public administrators. This selection and
presentation could mislead citizens. Furthermore, most people use open data through applications,
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interfaces, platforms which are configured and implemented by a whole set of intermediaries who will
direct attention in a special way, in a simplified manner. In this capacity, one participant declared: “it is
the public administrator who chooses what kind of open data are shared...and so he cannot be
completely honest!”


Open data are generally free. This free access questions the value of data. Another participant
has explained: “if open data are free, users will depreciate them”

6. 2.3


THE CO ST OF AC CE SS IN G AN D U NDE RSTAND IN G OPE N DATA
Open data are provided in different and specific formats (on different platforms). They could refer
to technical knowledge and so they are not intelligible for all.



The quantity of information provided by open data could be too important and too complex
to be processed by an ordinary citizen. Moreover, it is already possible to create community (e.g. public
transport users, entrepreneurs in new technologies) and to find collective solutions by using classical
social networks (e.g. Linkedin). A simple Internet search could give a direct answer (forum, social
network...). According to 5 participants “it’s not necessary to add a level of complexity to a complex
question. A simple web research can help user”. In other words citizens have difficulties in distinguishing
a social network devoted to OD (e.g. ROUTE-TO-PA ) among others systems and classical OD platforms.
As such, PAs have said: "There are too many social tools (Twitter, Facebook…).”

6. 2.4

THE L AC K OF N O RM AL IZ ATI ON



Failure to create a normalized open data file format.



Open Data collectors use different types of data categorisation systems, different types of file formats
involving the use of different analysis tools. So, there is a “plethora” of files on different open data
platforms that do not have the same structure.

6. 2.5

THE L AC K OF CO MM UN I C ATI ON O N THE G OA L A N D IN TE RE ST OF O PE N D ATA



Failure to define the political and economical challenges underpinning the opening of public data.



Citizens are not sufficiently informed on the development of open data platforms. They are not trained
to analyse such data. Moreover, each public institution has developed its own open data platform in
addition to the national OD official platform (some data appear several times and with different
legends). They communicate separately on their actions.

Table 25: Barriers to accessing, understanding and using open data
Categories

Example of stakeholders’ answers

The Typology of problems
Failure to create an OD usable platform for all

“Open data are too specific to a subject of
discussion,

of

comments

on

a

social

platform...” ; “Open data are reserved to
experts, a restricted number of people.”
Difficulties in identifying which (i) data are available, (ii) are

"Where can I find information ?” / “Where can

already collected

I collect it ?" (PAs)
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Failure to classify problems

" All people have not the same problem. What
kind of problem has to be treated as a priority
?"

Failure to identify relevant data which can be used for

“How decide that some information is more

promoting development of local companies and adress

relevant than another ?....Answer to a specific

societal issues.

question to a high number of participants
is a critical situation.”

The reliability of data
Lack of transparency about the data production process.

“This is the public administrator who chooses

Data opened are modified, transformed ; they are not

what kind of open data is shared...and so he

completely raw.

cannot be completely honest!” ; “Open data
are classified and named

by PAs (or

technical/communication services). So, their
name and classification could be oriented in
order to involve a specific use. In another
words, these data could communicate another
information that their name indicates.”
Lack of value

“if open data are free, users will depreciate
them”

Reticent to publish data that might have a negative

“some data could be reserved for PA because

economic effect on the attractiveness of the city, or data

citizens could use it for exert pressure” (PAs)

that would allow local pressure groups to criticise PA
Lack of guarantee regarding the OD quality

“Are they updated ?” (users) – “we are just
collectors of data which are placed at our
disposal” (PAs)

The cost of accessing and understanding open data:
Difficulties to distinguish an OD platform (e.g. RTPA) among

"There are too many social tools (twitter,

other OD systems.

facebook…).” (PA); “it’s not necessary to add
a level of complexity to a complex question.
A simple web research can help user” (Users)

Failure to gather all open data sources, services. Open data

what kind of data exist ? “What kind of data are

are scattered on different sites, sources

opened ? We (PAs) do not know exactly”

The lack of normalization:
Available data are only accessible by a limited number of

“Open data are not provided in a common

systems

format” ; “there is no norm. There are lots of
files which have not the same structure”

Difficulties managing services which collect data - and - to

“We need a tool which "centralize" data”;

centralize data

“supplier services have data but these data are
not structured as PAs would like to”

Difficulties to find relevant datasets among OD platforms.

“There are more and more open data - they will

Inadequate institutional organisation that do not propose

become big data. ”

platforms of relevant and accessible datasets (in a standard
format)
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The lack of communication on the goal and interest of open
data
Administrative services do not allow easy access to public

“open data is not information. We have to

data

transform data into information. It's a
professional work. So it is long and complex”

Difficulties to motivate citizens to join a social network.

"Social networks are used by a small part of the
population, the same people."

Lack of public investment in citizens training course in the

“Currently, developers and public technical

use of open data.

services are the only users (not local
governments and citizens)”

Lack of communication/marketing on the benefits induced

“Citizens do not know exactly what is "open

by the use of open data.

data" – “ so they will not use this media to solve
societal issues”

Lack of interest regarding private companies' OD.

“The concept of open data is focused on public
data, but it is not specific to public services,
it also concerns data about private companies”

Lack of ROI about the published data

“Currently developers "play" with it. They do
not use it.”

6.3 OPTIONS TO OVERCOME BARRIERS
Participants were asked to select the most important barriers and to generate solutions to overcome them. They
focused on the five barriers previously reported: (i) the typology of problems (the balance between specifics
issues about open data and general answers inherent to internet communication (e.g. FAQ, Social Networks)),
(ii) the reliability of published data, (iii) the cost of accessing and understanding open data, (iv) the lack of
normalization and (v) the lack of communication on the goal and interest of Open Data. They proposed the five
following options. The different operable solutions for each option appear in table 26.
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6. 3.1

THE T Y PO LO GY OF P RO B LE M

Option: Propose an OD referencing system
The use of open data concerns principally specific issues. Internet messaging platforms (ex: social networks,
forum) could be an option to solve these problems but they only give general information to a small number
of experts members. So, a social network specifically devoted to open data (as ROUTE-TO-PA ) could be efficient
only if it takes into account more exhaustive data and specifically external sources of information (e.g. FAQ,
Forum etc.) – for example by integrating a system of ranking (or categorization) based on requests published
on external platforms (about similar subjects). Thereupon, one participant declared: “an internet messaging
platform must take into account the whole web-based environment, and not only a series of open data sheet”.
6. 3.2

THE RE L IA BI LI T Y OF P UB LIS HE D DATA

Option: Make the open data fabrication process more transparent by involving citizens
The manufacturing process of open data is as important as the raw data itself. So, the production of open data
could be specified by an independent assembly of citizens who work with public administrators. They could make
recommendations on the mode of data collection, the quantity and nature of data collected and the data
presentation format.
6. 3.3

THE CO ST OF AC CE SS IN G AN D U NDE RSTAND IN G OPE N DATA

Option: Propose a metadata and analysis tool - Give a short presentation of each dataset
Open data is not understandable by laymen. A metadata tool could be an option to help users to process and use
it. In other words, it could be interesting to provide data sheets that summarize, in simple terms, the origin and
the content of released open data in order to facilitate their use.
However, human support — i.e. interaction (e.g. between young and experienced entrepreneurs) on specific
issues — is sometimes necessary. It could be a source of invasion of privacy (e.g. comments, questions
on an internet communication platform). For example, an entrepreneur who asks a question about a specific
technology on a forum can indirectly reveal information about his/her strategy. It could be interesting to guide
the applicant to provide the best answer to his/her question while indicating a minimum amount of information.
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So, profiling of platform members could support their research without violating personal information or
property rights.
6. 3.4

THE L AC K OF N O RM AL IZ ATI ON

Option: Need a standard format usable by the major part of analysis systems
Currently, most open data are proposed in different files formats, usable by specific software. Users need
an "interoperable” format, embeddable in the principle analysis software. This format has to be accessible,
not only by developers or data journalists but also by citizens.
6. 3.5

THE L AC K OF CO MM UN I C ATI ON O N THE G OA L A N D IN TE RE ST OF O PE N D ATA :

Option: Promote economic and societal potential of open data (e.g. by using existing instances/platforms)
Open data are used by a limited number of experts (e.g. researchers, developers). Most of exploited data
concerns public information.
So, citizens have to be informed of the usefulness, the economic & societal potential of open data. To facilitate
data re-use, official training platform should be developed.
In the same time, it could be relevant for companies: (i) to cooperate with public administrators in the promotion
and participation of innovative open data systems, (ii) to share some data (non-confidential) in order to promote
cooperative projects.
Table 26: Options by categories of barriers
Options by categories

Operable solution

Exemple of stakeholders’ answers

1. Create an indexing system

“We need a tool which "centralizes" data.” ; “We

which

need a “google” devoted to open data”

of barriers
The

Typology

of

problems
Propose

an

OD

referencing system

aggregates

and

classifies only reliable open
data
2. Design an aggregator
system

which

gathers

available OD
Need

a

benchmark

Design an aggregator that

“We need a means to aggregate data by basing on

platform where open

should

experts point of view. It misses a national scale of

data are certified

opinion

integrate
and

expert

“problems

classification/rate”

as

guarantee of reliability.

data”;

a
“it would be interesting to develop an agregator
which deals with problems met by 90% of
entepreneurs. This agregator would be based on
certified information, a kind of impact factor
system which catagorizes answers by relevance,
by using number of people which are confronted
to the same problems.”

The reliability of data
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Data collection process

Encourage citizens to create

“Citizens could be data collectors (e.g. to improve

should

into

a community of users - with

applications on mobility)”

citizens’

the aim of selecting and

take

account
requests

classifying data according to
their usefulness for citizens

Imply citizens in the

Create

an

instance

“Develop a civil assembly that checks the origin

control of open data

integrating citizens (and PAs)

and nature of open data in order to control data

production process

with the aim of controlling

reliability.”

the data fabrication process.
The cost of accessing
and

understanding

open data:
Propose a digital data

Create

process which converts

which

“a solution to obtain uploaded files : scan

automatically

transforms

documents and send it to a platform where they

"raw" public data into

and processes

(scanned)

data accessible for all

documents

(regularly uploaded)

accessible for all

Give

Provide

a

short

a

tool

are processed, accessible for all”

in resources
detailed

presentation of each

characteristics

the

which guides participants in the exploitation of

dataset

propose

content of open data & on

open data (what is the nature of the data ?, who

metadata and analysis

the most effective methods

collect it ? ; how you can use it ?)”

tools

for analysis

-

on

-

“It would be interesting to provide a metadata tool

Create a system of OD

“it would be relevant to inform participants (PAs

ranking not only based on

and entrepreneurs) of the contributors profil (to

search query but also on

guide them on the platform).”

users’

profile

Professional
professional

(e.g.
activity,

sector,

age,

level of expertise in the open
data domain)
Develop a tool - which

“It would be interesting to develop a tool which

compares users' issues with

indicates if data analysed are relevant with the

data available - and which

users' issue.”

indicates if data analysed are
relevant to their issue.
The

lack

of

normalization:
Need

a

standard

Create a normalized format,

“A standardized format is necessary to foster

format - usable by the

embeddable in most data

interaction between services (and so with other

major part of analysis

analysis tools

systems)”

Develop an interoperable

“Need a simple format, usable with classical

format

spreadsheet”

systems
Need

a

format

accessible by general
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public

software

for

faciltating exchanges
The

lack

of

communication on the
goal and interest of
open data
Promote economic and

communicate on open data

“we could use social networks to imply citizens in

societal potential of

and

the choice of OD to publish”

open data , by using

integration in a community

existing

of

bodies/users/platform

example by basing this on

s

portals devoted to classical

propose

citizens’

users-collectors,

for

public services
Encourage

private

Develop partnerships with

“we want that developers/start-ups will use open

companies

to

private companies. Propose

data for creating application”;

the

citizens ( developers or start-

“It would be interesting to develop an industrial

development of official

up) to integrate a project

production and process of public data”

platforms

or/and a community

participate

Need

in

to

improve

Create a platform dedicated

“It would be interesting to make "open data" more

knowledge

on open

to the training in the OD

intelligible for citizens. It is too complex, it refers

domain

to technical vocabulary. It would be interesting to

data

and

their

accessibility

create an "open classroom of open data"

6.4 GENERAL COMMENT
During two workshops, PAs and entrepreneurs were asked to list the principle barriers to accessing,
understanding and using open data, then they had to find options/solutions to overcome these barriers.
Most of them pointed out the lack of education concerning the interests and challenges of open data,
the completeness of platforms devoted to these data, the difficulties to access it, to exchange or analyse
it and the lack of citizen’s trust regarding data published.
The more relevant solutions to overcome (or circumnavigate) these issues were focused on the accessibility
(referencing, understandability, communication) and the value of data (reliability, normalization). As such,
suggestions were polarized around the aggregation and the certification of published data. More precisely,
the creation of meta-data tools was considered as an option to facilitate - comprehension and re-use - of data.
To ensure the reliability of these data, the active commitment of independent citizens in the data fabrication
process was proposed. To provide a common use, by every citizen (with most of data analysis software),
the development of a standardized format was regularly mentioned.
Efficient solutions for developing the ROUTE-TO-PA project, specifically in the domain of entrepreneurship,
mainly concern data access and production processes. More precisely, they refer to the development of “data
culture”. This concept seems to be an essential component of the transparency expansion.
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6.5 USAGE SCENARIO AND USER STORIES
In the second part of the workshop, after a break, a usage scenario was submitted to all stakeholders, in two
groups (entrepreneurs in May and PAs in July 2015). This scenario was written beforehand and validated
by researchers and pilots. Participants were asked to individually formalize a series of solutions
to an entrepreneur’s issue in terms of information needs, interaction (social, collaborative) needs and usability
needs. They had to present it orally, one after the other. This phase was very comple.g. (i) for entrepreneurs who
considered that open data is a means to create artefacts and not a support to interact with their peers or PAs;
(ii) for PAs who have difficult to product data (find, collect, select and categorize data) and for which open data
are reserved to experts (and are not addressed to citizens, including entrepreneurs).
A. Annie: The scenario describes typical issues of a new entrepreneur who creates his/her company.
This (fictitious) entrepreneur is called Annie. She is interested in starting a technology company focused
on enhancing ecological solutions for mobility service delivery in Issy-les-Moulineaux and Paris. Annie
would like to use the ROUTE-TO-PA platform to connect with business partners and public
administrators to find what kind of data would be useful, what kind of permissions she might need,
what kind of commercial strategy she has to adopt and what types of financial orientation might be
appropriate. She wants to connect with other people and she would like to use technology to build local
social networks to connect with her business peer network and build a local customer base.

6.6 RESULTS
Participants were asked to propose a series of solutions to address Annie’s issues as well as more general
demands of young entrepreneurs who want to develop their companies by using open data and social networks.
They proposed the following solutions:

6.6.1 INFOR MATI ON N E E D S
From the entrepreneurs’ point of view, tax-related issues are the most important information they need.
They rely on them to organize their human resource strategy, i.e. to plan the number and the nature of positions
in their company. They also use them to choose their collaborators and to determine which tasks could be
delegate to other companies. Last, tax-related issues concern tax legislation in the territory and comparison with
others (e.g. most effective city to install companies).
Furthermore, start-up managers need data on the success and failure rates of similar companies. This could
inform them about the state of the market and about competing companies. They need to identify the reasons
of success and failure in order to adapt their own commercial approach.
Finally they need simplified data about laws on trade to develop products in conformity with common standards
fixed by community legislation. They want to be informed beforehand to anticipate fundamental changes from
an economic and structural point of view so as to adapt their working conditions and their financial management
to legislation constraints.
From the PA’s point of view, entrepreneurs such as Annie need a reliable platform where they can identify
the most economic relevant data (with the aim of promoting the development of digital applications).
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According to PAs, entrepreneurs such as Annie would also like to exploit open data for developing applications.
So they need data related to population characteristics (e.g. mobility = population flow) with the aim of
proposing customised applications.
Figure 34 represents the frequency of information needs within each of these categories. The full list of needs
within these categories is available in Table 27.
Table 27. Categories of Information Needs
Categories of information needs
Tax-related issues
Data on public subsidies & tax advantages for start-up companies
An accessible visual presentation format
Data on taxation according to workforce
Data on taxation according to profits
Know who publishes this data
Feedback from similar start-up companies on tax management
Be informed in real time about changes in taxation
Links between level of subsidies and level of taxes
Success & Failure rate of similar companies
State of the market
Data on workforce of companies that have succeeded and failed
Data on turnover of these companies
Data on operating life
Maps with locations of these companies
Data about laws on trade
Data on European community legislation
A list of people who vote the laws on trade
Data on legislation change
A list of companies submitted to same legislation
Data on laws on trade in other countries
A reliable platform
The most economic relevant data: data which should give entrepreneurs answers to typical initial difficulties
associated with creating businesses
official and certified data
Data related to population characteristics
Population flow – Mobility
Data on public bikes
Data on public cars
Data on associations (e.g. number, role)
Data on public transport (Subway, bus)
Integrate OD of private companies (transport) in public OD platforms ( Invite private companies to share their
data)
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Figure 34.Frequency of information needs by category

6 .6 .2

SO CI AL AN D CO LL AB ORATI VE NE E D S

Concerning tax-related issues, young entrepreneurs need to interact with more experienced leaders.
These leaders are requested to highlight relevant aspects of - text on taxation - in order to identify, at the right
time, information that specifically concerns their younger counterparts. Furthermore, this interaction is also
a means for news CEO to obtain personal feedbacks of entrepreneurs who have created similar structures. By this
way, young entrepreneurs seek for professional advices in order to develop the most efficient strategy in the
field of human resources, commercial approach and financial investments.
They also want to interact with CEOs of companies that have failed for bankruptcy. They want to understand
decisions that have led to this statement. They would like to be able to distinguish the level of responsibilities of
entrepreneurs and the impact of socio-economic environment.
In the field of laws on trade they need to interact with community managers to select the data that are relevant
for their issues and to find members who could help them to analyse them. So, they want to be guided in order,
(i) to submit the correct request, (ii) to interact with experts, (iii) to connect to relevant websites.
Concerning the development of a reliable platform, PAs and entrepreneurs highlighted the need to develop
interactions between users and technical services that collect (and/or create) data, and not specifically with
governing or administrative services that do not know which data are available and/or could be collected.
PAs have also suggested that it would be relevant to inform users (and specifically entrepreneurs)
on the evolution of societal & economical issues for which they could propose solutions or for which they need
support (e.g. subsidies).
Figure 35 represents the frequency of social and collaborative needs within each of these categories. The full list
of needs within these categories is available in table 29.
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Figure 34. Frequency of interaction needs by category
Table 35. Categories of Interaction Needs
Categories of Interaction needs
Leaders of companies which have succeeded
Highlight relevant aspects of text on taxation
Identify Management strategy
Data on financial investments
Information on commercial approach
Information on human resources management
Entrepreneurs who failed
Impact of socio-economic environment
Data on financial health
Data on workforces
Data on operating life
Community manager
Help users to submit the correct request
Help users to select the relevant data
Provide a list of people who could help users to analyse data
Learn citizens-users to use OD and functionalities of visualisation systems
Help users to find relevant websites
Interactions between users and collectors (technical services)
(Users could) Guide collector to select the relevant data
Help technical services to categorize data according to users’ needs
Interactions about evolution of specific societal & economical issues
Present methods of distribution of public subsidies
Identify users’ areas of interest and try to find issues that could match with their characteristics (exchanges
between users and PAs is a means to guide users on specific data, related to societal issue, regarding their
characteristics).
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6 .6 .3

UN DE RSTAN DA BI LI T Y, U SAB ILI T Y, AND DE CI SI ON - MA KIN G NE E D S

Young entrepreneurs need qualified advice in the field of tax-related issues and in the field of development
strategy. So they need tools that guide them to entrepreneurs’ profiles that match with their own issues and
their characteristics - that is to say their operating life, their workforce and their financial resources. A search
engine adapted to their own profiles could help them to meet the most suitable persons to answer, directly
or indirectly (via comments), to their questions.
This information must be found quickly on the ROUTE-TO-PA platform. However, they could need
complementary information (for example provided by partners’ websites). So, it could be interesting to add
an aggregator of relevant information present on other web resources and more specifically similar requests that
have already been processed. As such, PAs have proposed to create an official and certified aggregator of open
data.
This data research has to be guided by metadata tool that is to say by a semantic indexing system (and more
especially in legislation domain). It could help users to adopt the correct terminology in order to find the most
relevant answers or users on the platform (and on others websites).
Finally, a PA suggested defining a label that could be used by this metadata tool, on this platform (a ROUTE-TOPA label). For users, this label should be valid only if it considers citizens’ participation.
Figure 36 represents the frequency of understandability, usability and decision-making needs within each
of these categories. The full list of needs within these categories is available in table 29
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Figure 36: Frequency of Understandability, Usability, Decision-Making Needs
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Table 29. Categories of Understandability, Usability, and Decision-making Needs
Categories of Understandability, Usability , Decision-making Needs
Profiling
Find similar entrepreneur profile on the ROUTE-TO-PA platform
Find similar entrepreneur profile on other open data websites
Find comments which match with users’ issues
Inform users (entrepreneurs) about new registrations of similar profiles
Partner websites
Complementary information on other websites
Links with relevant information/similar request on the web
Rates of similar request
A support to optimize functionalities (for linking and visualisation)
Metadata tool
Semantic Indexing system
Summary of each data sheet
Most popular comments about data sheet
Tag cloud (Proposition of terminology)
Data based on a label
Take into account participants-users opinion in the categorization

6.7 CONCLUSIONS
This document presents the principal results of two workshops (in Dijon, France; in Issy-les-Moulineaux,
France) regarding open data in the field of entrepreneurship. Eight young entrepreneurs and seven public
administrators proposed technical and political barriers to open data use. They focused on (i) the typology
of problems (the balance between specifics issues about open data and general answers inherent to internet
communication (e.g. FAQ, Social Networks)), (ii) the reliability of published data, (iii) the cost of accessing and
understanding open data, (iv) the lack of normalization and (v) the lack of communication on the goal and
interest of open data. For overcoming these barriers, participants proposed to link platforms about open data
with websites devoted to similar themes. They also suggested entrusting open data management (e.g.: collect,
choice of presentation format) to an independent assembly of citizens that work with public administrators.
Furthermore they proposed to create a metadata tool to facilitate comprehension of open data sheet
(by citizens). They suggested integrating users’ profiles in order to promote an efficient research without
violating personal information or property rights. For facilitating data re-use, the development
of a standardized format accessible by general public was evoked. Finally, for encouraging citizens
(e.g. developers, entrepreneurs) to use open data, PAs proposed - to promote economic and societal potential
of open data (e.g. by using existing instances/platforms) and - to improve knowledge on open data and their
accessibility (e.g. by creating training platforms).
Once these barriers and solutions were identified, participants were asked to analyse a scenario focused on the
use of open data in the field of entrepreneurship. They had to study different ranges of (a) information needs,
(b) interaction needs and (c) usability/decision making needs.
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Concerning information needs, data on population characteristics and tax-related issues were considered as the
most important information. Indeed, entrepreneurs seek information on tax-related issues to organize their
financial resources and management strategy. Data on population characteristics has appeared as a means to
promote the development of custom applications. Furthermore, data on financial health of similar companies
was evoked as a relevant way for studying reasons of success and failure of competing business. Data on laws on
trade were considered necessaries to develop products in conformity with European community legislation.
Finally, creation of certified data on a reliable platform were proposed to support start-ups CEO in dealing with
classical administrative issues (relevant data related to typical initial difficulties associated with creating
businesses).
In terms of social and collaborative interaction needs, participants firstly focused on interaction with older
entrepreneurs that is to say with people who have succeeded but also with people who have failed
for bankruptcy. They would like to identify decisions that have led to these financial statements (success
or failure). More specifically, they would like to identify the range of responsibilities of entrepreneurs and
the role of socio-economic context. For that, they have suggested that a community manager could support
them in their research activity. He/she could help them to formulate the good requests and find comments
and/or members with similar issues. They also reported that they would like to interact with public services. On
this specific point, interaction between users and collectors was considered more efficient than between users
and administrative services that received data, but who do not participate to the production process.
With respect to understandability, usability and decision-making tools, participants proposed to add a search
engine adapted to their own profiles and which help them to find the most suitable counterparts - in order
to analyse open data in connection with their issues. However these persons would not be necessary registered
to the ROUTE-TO-PA platform. Thus, stakeholders proposed to develop an aggregator of users’ similar researches
and answers present on the whole web environment. According to participants, a metadata tool should guide
these researches in order to provide users the correct vocabulary that helps them to find the most relevant
answers or/and users on the Internet network. To ensure the reliability of this information, data could be
evaluated and categorized by citizens-users on a certified platform.
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7

I N T E G R AT I V E A N A LY S I S A C R O S S W O R K S H O P S

7.1 INTEGRATED BARRIERS, OPTIONS AND NEEDS
A separate analysis was conducted by WP2 leaders, which combined data from across all sites. Focusing first on
the individual barrier statements, Figure 37 below presents the results of a category analysis of barriers across
the five pilot sites, and the number of barrier statements in each category. While this high level set of categories
includes a smaller number of categories than the sum total of categories of barriers across sites, the 12 categories
represent the key domains of barriers which were consistently described by workshop participants across the
five pilot sites, and thus can be seen as a broadly representative set of categories of barriers. As can be seen
from Figure 37, for example, barriers associated with Data quality, Accessibility, and Usability represent the
largest portion of barriers generated across sites. Similarly, barriers associated with Data Management and
Policies and Technical, Infrastructure and Resources barriers each represented a large portion of the total number
of barriers generated across sites. Table 30 presents a sample of barriers across all12 categories.
Also included below is an analysis of the relative frequencies of barriers, options and needs across sites, that is,
an analysis of the number of ideas generated by each site across the 12 categories, controlling for the total
number of ideas generated in each site. Tables and figures presenting these relative frequencies are presented
in section 7.2.
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7. 1.1

BA R RIE RS

Frequency of Barriers Categorised Across Sites
Technical, Infrastructure and Resources
Skills and Training
Privacy and Security
Motivation
Government and Organisational: Fear of losing…
Government and Organisational: Resistance
Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability
Data Management/Policies
Data Applications
Cost
Conflict and Cooperation
Citizen Engagement
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Figure 37. Frequency of barriers categorised across sites
Table 30. Categories of barriers across five pilot sites, including sample barriers
Categories of Barriers

Sample Barriers

Citizen Engagement

Failure by government departments to advertise that data is available to
the

public

Minimal publicity about data available leading to lack of awareness of its
existence
Conflict and Cooperation

Conflict between wanting to share data and the data being used as
criticism
Conflict between privacy and openness

Cost

Inadequate finances to fund the sustained collection and sharing of open
data
The cost of accessing data may be prohibitive

Data Applications

Scarce intuitiveness of interfaces that are often not user friendly
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Inadequacy of visualization tools
Data Management/Policies

Lack of information about the circumstances of data production
Lack of data maintenance

Data Quality, Accessibility, and

Data is published but cannot be found and does not have a user-friendly

Usability

format
Insufficient data description

Government and Organisational:

Fear of how transparency via open data might affect the organisation

Fear of Losing Control of Data
Fear of misuse of data
Government and Organisational:

Failure to understand the organisational benefits of releasing open data

Resistance
It will take a lot of effort to convince people to use data
Motivation

Failure to understand the benefits that Open Data can offer
Data publishing is not perceived as a "mission" in administration's point
of view

Privacy and Security

Personal information accessed by public can lead to data protection
infringement
Some data is commercially sensitive

Skills and Training

Lack of training to go about finding data that is relevant for the purpose
required
Users lack the skills to process data and translate it into information

Technical,

Infrastructure,

and

Data is spread over different organizations and departments

Resources
Inadequate institutional capacity to provide open data services, to
develop standards and to provide expertise
7. 1.2

OPT ION S

Figure 38 (below) displays the frequency of options related to the 12 high-level categories across sites and table
31 provides a sample of options in each category. Notably, a large proportion of options related to efforts to
respond proactively and positively to government and organisational resistance, which may be seen as central
to enhancing overall open data infrastructures and practices.

Further analysis might seek to model

interdependencies between options using additional collective intelligence methods such as interpretive
structural modelling (see Appendix G for a full technical description) to examine enhancement relations between
options.
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Frequency of Options Categorised Across Sites
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Privacy and Security
Motivation
Government and Organisational: Fear of losing…
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Data Applications
Cost
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Figure 38. Frequency of Options Categorised Across Sites
Table 31. Sample Options across sites
Categories of Barriers

Sample Options

Citizen Engagement

Open a channel for the public to communicate with governments
Put good examples in the limelight (competent citizens)

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish an open data training officer or advisor within an
organisation
Encourage a code of conduct that allows fair discussion and not
vindictive trolling

Cost

Data creation should be driven by user demand
Centralize streamline formats/license/metadata for all datasets from
all sources

Data Applications

To

involve

public

utilities

Make a connection with education
Data Management/Policies

Set up good information management practices across all public
bodies – data co-ordinates
Regulate Transparency from all sides (policy making, showcase it,
budgets): reward it
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Data Quality, Accessibility, and

Be clear about what is what: when collected, by whom, how, and so

Usability

on
Involve users in the development of the platform

Government and Organisational:

Explain

what

open

data

is

Fear of Losing Control of Data
Facilitate a culture change: it is ok to make mistakes, political backup
for management
Government and Organisational:

Demonstrate the business case to local governments through case

Resistance

studies,

feedback

and

further

innovation

outcomes

Support and drive organisational change programs; Organisational
change management is essential.
Motivation

Identify and publish data that is relevant and engaging
Promote the benefits of an open data portal and give good examples

Privacy and Security

Very clear data protocol and guidance
Profiling of platform members could support their research without
violating personal information or property rights

Skills and Training

Provide information, training and education, for all government
agencies on the benefits of an open data portal
Provide open data FAQs for basic users

Technical,

Infrastructure,

and

Pooling

of

public

sector

resources

Resources
Better curation and maintenance of data quality

7. 1.3

INTE G RATE D USE R N E E D S

As with barriers and options, user needs (information needs, social and collaborative needs,
and understandability, usability, and decision-making needs), were collated across pilot sites and a separate
category analysis conducted. As each pilot site worked with different scenarios (e.g., Dublin focused
on community networking and opportunity creation, Groningen focused on population decline), there was some
variability across sites, especially in the case of information needs. However, overarching themes emerged
nevertheless. Figure 39 presents the frequency of information needs categories across pilots. These included:
Business and financial data; Community information needs; Planning data: and Parking and transport data,
among others. Table 32 presents sample information needs across categories. Figures 33 and 34, and tables 39
and 40, present the category analysis for social and collaborative needs, and understandability, usability, and
decision-making needs, respectively.
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7.1.3.1

INFORMATION NEEDS
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Frequency of Information Needs Categorised
Across Sites
User Preferences
Transport and Parking Data
Social Issues and Information
Services, Amenities, and Issues
Planning Data
Market Developments: Housing Data, Employment
Legal and Policy Data
Jobseeker Information
Health Data
Government Role/Transparency
Demographic Data
Decision Facilitation
Contact Information
Community Information Needs
Child and Education-related Data
Business and Financial Data
Broadband Data
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Figure 39. Frequency of Information Needs Categorised Across Sites
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Table 32. Sample Information Needs across Sites

Categories of Information Needs

Sample needs
It is important to know where broadband internet is available if you want

Broadband Data

to start up your own business

Business and Financial Data

Access to economic data

Child and Education-related

Projection of the amount of students for the coming 10 years

Community Information Needs

A list of community groups and different types of communities in the city

Contact Information

Where and with whom can I talk about e.g. education policy

Decision Facilitation

How can I improve the quality at my school

Demographic Information

Birth rates and migration rates
To know what the government and city are doing about population decline

Government Role/Transparency

in education

Health Data

Available data about health services in my village

Market Developments: Housing Data, Information of the last 20 years to examine whether there is indeed a
Employment

housing dip

Parking and Transport Data

I need more parking data with more updates

Planning Data

Data on planning decisions

Policy Data

Know what the policy plans are and know how to submit my plan

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information about opening times for parks, libraries, etc

Social Issues and Information

Data on employment in my area

7.1.3.2

SOCIAL ABD COLLABORATIVE NEEDS
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Frequency of Social and Collaborative Needs
Across Sites
Standarised Protocols
Sharing and Requesting Data
Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction
Personalisation
Moderation and Maintenance
Forms of Interaction

Feedback
Dialogue and Discussion Space
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Figure 40. Frequency of Social and Collaborative Needs Categorised Across Sites
Table 33. Sample Social and Collaborative Needs Across Sites
Categories of Social and Collaborative

Sample Needs

Needs
Learn to use functionalities
Coaching and Support

Expert Facilitation
Identify players in the field, personal contact

Contact Information

Personal contact regarding quality improvement
Somewhere both PA and locals can see a shared conversation

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To rank suggestions from participants to the discussion
A forum rich with feedback from politicians

Feedback

Share feedback received from Public administrators
To share graphics and visual reports obtained via SPOD/TET
on Social Network

Forms of Interaction

App on mobile phone
To have a moderator associated to a discussion

Moderation and Maintenance

To ensure group-specific communication
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Notifications on the evolution of specific societal issues (e.g.
Platform

tool

and

capabilities

for

interaction

distribution of public subsidies)
Make data searchable
The ability to share data on social media

Sharing and requesting data

To request new datasets
A set of standardised forms and feedback response e.g.
forms and Disqus.
Requests to follow a set format (e.g. when reporting a flood

Standardised Protocols

7.1.3.3

– send a photo)

UNDERSTANDABILITY, USABILTY AND DECISION-MAKING NEEDS

Frequency of Understandability, Usability, and
Decision-Making Needs Across Sites
The Ability to Visualise and Personalise Data

Profiling

Partner Websites

Guidance and Support Tools

Decision-making Support Tools

Data Analysis and Reporting Tools

Certification Tools
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Figure 41. Frequency of Understandability, Usability, and Decision-Making Needs Categorised Across Sites
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Table 34. Sample Understandability, Usability, and Decision-Making Needs across Metacategories
Categories of Understandability, Usability, and

Sample Needs

Decision-Making Needs
To

certify

a

published

data

set

or

report

To be able to demonstrate that a Data set or a report in
Certification Tools

my possession has been produced by the platform
Better labelling and contextual information on data

Data Analysis and Reporting Tools

Data merge and wrangling tools
Mapping platform that gathers public opinion on local
area plans
A tool to discuss an issue and add data elements to

Decision-Making Support Tools

complement discussion
Example of successful use app

Guidance and Support Tools

Knowing which people use app
Semantic Indexing system

Metadata Tool

Aggregator of similar issues (on open data) on the web
Complementary information on other websites

Partner Websites

A support to optimize functionalities
Find similar entrepreneur profile on other open data
websites

Profiling

Find comments which match with my own issues
Filter data to my neighbourhood/interests

The ability to Visualise and Personalise Data

Modifiable maps and customisable dashboards
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7.2 RELATIVE FREQUENCIES
7. 2.1

BA R RIE RS

Building on section 7.1., this section provides an analysis of relative frequencies with which categories of barriers,
options, and needs, were generated across pilot sites. This analysis allows for comparison of the relative weight
which pilot sites placed on the various categories, as determined by percentage of total items generated. Looking
at Table 35, which presents the relative frequencies of barriers generated per category across sites, it can be
seen, for example, that 35% of all barriers generated in Prato related to the Data Quality, Accessibility, and
Usability. As such, this category accounted for the highest percentage of total barriers for any category for Prato.
Looking across the pilot sites, we can see that this category Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability also
accounted for the highest percentage of total barriers in Groningen, (joint) highest in Issy Les Molineaux, and
(joint) second highest in Den Haag. Further analysis is presented in Figure 42, which graphically represents the
relative frequencies of categories of barriers across sites.

7. 2.2

OPT ION S

Table 36 and Figure 43 present the relative frequencies of options generated across sites. In table 36, below,
it can be seen that there was significantly variability in weighting placed on different categories across sites. For
example, while the Technical, Infrastructure and Resources category received the (joint) highest percentage of
options generated in Den Haag and Issy Les Molineaux, fewer options related to this category in the other sites.
Similarly, while Citizen Engagement received a high percentage of generated options in Groningen and Issy Les
Molineaux, it received less attention in the other sites. Of note, whereas options in Dublin were spread across
all categories, options were more focused on a smaller set of specific categories in Den Haag, and Prato, for
example. This suggests that, from the perspective of stakeholders, these pilot sites, at least in their initial
evaluation of the problem situation, have a particularly strong need for options to overcome barriers for a select
number of categories.
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Table 35. Relative frequency of barriers (in percentages) in each pilot site
Category

Den Haag (%)

Dublin (%)

Groningen (%)

Issy Les Molineaux (%)

Prato (%)

Citizen Engagement

5

5

0

14

0

Conflict and Cooperation

16

14

7

0

3

Cost

5

9

2

0

0

Data Applications

16

4

2

10

15

Data Management/Policies

21

9

3

10

29

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

16

10

26

24

35

Government and Organisational: Resistance

0

6

12

5

0

Government and Organisational: Fear of losing control of data

0

4

12

5

0

Motivation

0

11

0

5

3

Privacy and Security

0

6

16

0

3

Skills and Training

11

15

9

5

0

Technical, Infrastructure and Resources

11

9

12

24

12
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Figure 42. Relative frequency of barriers across pilot site
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Table 36. Relative frequency of options (in percentages) in each pilot site
Options

Den Haag (%)

Dublin (%)

Groningen (%)

Issy Les Molineaux (%)

Prato (%)

Citizen Engagement

0

6

21

28

0

Conflict and Cooperation

0

16

0

0

0

Cost

0

10

0

0

0

Data Applications

0

4

2

0

6

Data Management/Policies

40

5

0

0

39

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

0

8

21

28

50

Government and Organisational: Resistance

0

2

40

0

0

Government and Organisational: Fear of losing control of data

0

8

12

0

0

Motivation

0

12

0

0

0

Privacy and Security

20

8

2

6

0

Skills and Training

0

19

0

11

0

Technical, Infrastructure and Resources

40

2

2

28

6
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Figure 43. Relative options of barriers across pilot site
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7. 2.3

INFOR MATI ON N E E D S

Given the context-specific nature of information needs across sites and scenarios, information needs were the
most diverse type of needs across sites. Table 37 and Figure 44 present the relative frequency of these needs.
Overall, there was a wide spread of information needs across sites. Of note, however, is the almost exclusive
focus on job seeker information in Den Haag, reflecting the specific scenario used by workshop participants. Also
of note, for example, is the high percentage of needs devoted to Business and Financial Data, in two pilot sites - Issy Les Molineaux, and Prato – pilot sites that have a focus on business and local budgeting scenarios,
respectively. Dublin, which focused on community engagement, planning, and business scenarios had the most
diverse set of information needs generated by stakeholders at the workshop.

7. 2.4

SO CI AL AN D CO LL AB ORATI VE NE E D S

Analysis of relative frequencies of social and collaborative needs revealed that the Forms of interaction category
received the highest (or joint highest) percentage of total social and collaborative needs in three pilot sites: Den
Haag, Dublin, and Groningen. Coaching and support received the highest weighting in Issy Les Molineaux, and it
also received a high weighting in Den Haag (along with Forms of interaction). Platform Tools and Capabilities for
Interaction, which had the highest weighting in Prato, also received high relative weighting in Issy Les Molineaux
and Dublin. This analysis suggests that, based on the high relative weight which certain categories received across
sites, careful consideration of the needs in these categories will be important for the success of the ROUTE-TOPA open data platform. Examples from the three categories highlighted above emphasise, for example, flexibility
of interaction: “there must be multiple modes” (Forms of interaction); the need for support tools to be in place
to “help users to select the relevant data” (Coaching and support); and the ability to easily share data analyses
with others: “To be able to easily share graphs and reports obtained by TET on social networks” (Platform Tool
and Capabilities for Interaction).

7. 2.5

UN DE RSTAN DA BI LI T Y, U SAB ILI T Y, AND DE CI SI ON - MA KIN G NE E D S

Finally, a relative frequency analysis was conducted for Understandability, Usability, and Decision-making Needs.
Table 39 shows that, in four out of five pilot sites (Den Haag, Dublin, Groningen, and Prato), the category The
Ability to Visualise and Personalise Data, generated the highest percentage of needs. This category included
affordances which would help users to understand and use open data, by allowing a degree of flexibility and
personal control over the way data is presented. Ideas in this category referred to the need, for example, to
“Filter data to my neighbourhood/interests”, to “return all data about my local area and visualize”, and “To be
able to aggregate geographic data belonging to different data sets on a new map “. Also noteworthy, is that the
category Data Analysis and Reporting Tools, received a high percentage of generated needs across four pilot sites
(Dublin, Groningen, Issy Les Molineaux, and Prato). This category, includes a number of needs which are
considered by pilot sites to be important to the success of the platform. These include: “Modelling tools that I
can use with open data and citizens”, “Data mining tools”, and the need “To build in real time graphics and visual
report using published Open Data”. These needs emphasise a very high degree of specialized affordances that
naturally need to be matched with the availability of high quality data over which these types of flexible and
personalised data analyses and manipulations can be conducted.
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Table 37. Relative frequency of Information Needs (in percentages) in each pilot site
Category

Den Haag (%)

Dublin (%)

Groningen (%)

Issy Les Molineaux (%)

Prato (%)

Broadband Data

0

0

3

0

0

Business and Financial Data

0

9

17

48

25

Child and Education-related Data

0

3

5

0

25

Community Information Needs

0

17

12

0

0

Contact Information

0

0

0

0

0

Decision Facilitation

0

0

8

0

0

Demographic Data

0

0

11

5

0

Government Role/Transparency

0

0

9

0

25

Health Data

0

0

5

0

0

Jobseeker Information

95

0

0

0

0

Legal and Policy Data

5

0

9

24

25

Employment

0

0

5

0

0

Planning Data

0

18

0

5

0

Services, Amenities, and Issues

0

31

2

0

0

Social Issues and Information

0

12

0

0

0

Transport and Parking Data

0

10

8

19

0

User Preferences

0

0

8

0

0

Market Developments: Housing Data,
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Figure 44. Relative Information Needs Across Sites
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Table 38. Relative frequency of Social and Collaborative Needs (in percentages) in each pilot site
Category

Den Haag (%)

Dublin (%)

Groningen (%)

Issy Les Molineaux (%)

Prato (%)

Coaching and Support

33

1

0

58

0

Contact Information

0

0

39

0

0

Dialogue and Discussion Space

22

17

0

8

36

Feedback

0

13

9

8

0

Forms of Interaction

33

26

30

0

7

Moderation and Maintenance

0

4

0

0

14

Personalisation

0

3

0

0

0

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

11

23

0

25

43

Sharing and Requesting Data

0

10

22

0

0

Standarised Protocols

0

3

0

0

0
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Figure 45. Relative frequency of Social and Collaborative Needs across pilot sites
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Table 39. Relative frequency of Understandability, Usability, and Decision-making Needs (in percentages) in each pilot site

Category

Den Haag (%)

Dublin (%)

Groningen (%)

Issy Les Molineaux (%)

Prato (%)

Certification Tools

0

0

0

0

18

Data Analysis and Reporting Tools

0

28

21

47

27

Decision-making Support Tools

0

21

7

0

0

Guidance and Support Tools

0

12

26

0

0

Partner Websites

0

0

0

27

0

Profiling

0

0

0

27

0

100

39

45

0

55

The Ability to Visualise and Personalise Data
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Figure 46. Relative frequency of Understandability, Usability, and Decision-making Needs across pilot sites
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8

GENERAL CONCLUSION

This report has presented initial user stories, and detailed agile user stories which provide insights for two of the
primary ROUTE-TO-PA project objectives: 1) to enable the transition into the next generation of Open Data
portals by creating tools that will enable citizens to socially engage over Open Data resources (SPOD) and 2) to
provide tools that could be integrated into existing open data platforms to deliver greater data transparency,
quality, and understandability (TET). Using collective intelligence and scenario-based design approaches across
stakeholder workshops in Dublin (Ireland), Groningen (The Netherlands), Den Haag (The Netherlands), Prato
(Italy) and Issy Les Molineaux (France), each workshop sought to provide a greater understanding of both
the SPOD and TET components of the project.
The five workshops generated a range of barriers, options, and user needs linked to a range of pilot scenarios.
While participants generated a great number and variety of barriers across pilot sites, they can be broadly
categorised as follows: Government and Organisational Issues; Technical, Data, and Resource Issues;
and Training and Engagement Issues. Government and Organisational Issues can further be divided into:
Government and Organisational: Resistance; Government and Organisational: Fear of losing control of data;
Privacy and Security; and Conflict and Cooperation. Technical, Data, and Resource Issues can be broken down
into: Data Applications; Data Management/Policies; Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability; Technical,
Infrastructure and Resources; and Cost. Finally, Training and Engagement Issues, can be divided into: Citizen
Engagement; Skills and Training; and Motivation.
The second phase involved generation of options to overcome these barriers. Workshop participants generated
options that highlight potentially critical functions and capabilities of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform which provide
a means for overcoming barriers to accessing, understanding and using open data. In particular, the ROUTE-TOPA platform has the potential to increase engagement, trust, open data competencies, organisational
efficiencies, and sustained use of open data in citizen-public administrator interactions. This option generation
phase served as a creative catalyst for the user story development work. Again, cross-site analysis was conducted
to categorise these options and link them to the high-level barrier categories listed above. Notably, a large
proportion of options related to efforts to respond proactively and positively to government and organisational
resistance, which may be seen as central to enhancing overall open data infrastructures and practices.
Furthermore, a large portion of options across sites focused on the need for skills and training, citizen
engagement, and efforts to enhance data quality and usability.
Participants in each site worked with a variety of scenarios and used these scenarios to prompt their
development of agile user stories highlighting specific user needs. Notably, given the range of scenarios, the user
information needs generated across sites were numerous and diverse, allowing for interesting comparisons. For
example, while the focus of the Den Haag workshop was on employment and opportunity creation, resulting in
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a high proportion of information needs being developed under the category Jobseekers Information, the Dublin
workshop, which focused on community engagement and planning, generated information needs across a much
wider range, including: Community Information Needs; Planning Information Needs; Services, Amenities and
Event Information Needs; Business and Financial Information Needs; and Child and Education-related Needs. It
is likely that the information needs across sites will develop further as each pilot site works to realise their
scenarios by reference to the key open data that allows for effective collaboration between citizens and public
administrators for specific scenarios.
Participants also identified a range of social and collaborative needs, highlighting a number of forms
of interaction for use over Open Data, as well as various considerations and capabilities which would enhance
the impact and appeal of the platform. Participants across sites developed needs which can be categorised
as follows: Coaching and Support, Dialogue and Discussion Spaces; Feedback, Moderation and Maintenance
of these spaces; Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction; varied Forms of Interaction over the data;
and Sharing and Requesting data. Notably, and relevant for service design considerations, an analysis of the
relative frequency of social and collaborative needs revealed a high degree of similarity in relative frequency
of needs across sites. For example, the Forms of Interaction category accounted for a high percentage of the total
number of social and collaborative needs in three pilot sites: Den Haag, Dublin, and Groningen. Similarly,
Platform Tools and Capabilities for Interaction, which had the highest weighting in Prato, also received a high
relative weighting in Issy Les Molineaux and Dublin. Such knowledge of shared-needs across pilot sites can
be useful in guiding future design considerations.
Participants then used the scenarios to generate user stories around understandabilty, usability, and decisionmaking needs, which will inform the TET. Participants across sites highlighted the need for visualisation tools and
capabilities, which could make data more accessible and understandable. Categories of needs here include:
Certification Tools; Decision-making Support Tools; Guidance and Support Tools; The Ability to Visualise and
Personalise Data, and Data Analysis and Reporting Tools. The results of the relative frequency analysis shows the
last two categories listed here, The Ability to Visualise and Personalise Data, and Data Analysis and Reporting
Tools, each received high levels of generated needs by four out of five pilot sites, suggesting that users across
sites consider tools and affordances to be critical to the understandability and usability of open data, as well as
the potential for open data to be used in decision-making processes.
As well as analysing the types of needs, the report also provides an analysis of participants’ reasoning
in suggesting these needs. This additional information allows for a greater understanding of potential effects
of these user needs being realised. For example, “As a citizen, I want to share feedback received from public
administrators so that I can promote transparency”; “As a data portal owner, I want a community platform
to crowd-source data and crowd-maintain/curate data so that I can discover new data and step back from
managing the platform”; and “As a public administrator, I want modelling tools that I can use with open data and
citizens, so that we can collaborate on problem solving”. The reasons for specified needs provide a basis for
critical analysis by the ROUTE-TO-PA design team in relation to the impact of specific design decisions.
An analysis of data from these workshops has highlighted a set of key issues and recommendations
for consideration and incorporation into the development of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform. An understanding
of user stories, user needs and reasons for needs has provided a powerful and significant starting point
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for the development of the SPOD and TET and the integrated ROUTE-TO-PA Platform. Critical analysis of these
data is being used to inform the development of use case models and more detailed needs and requirements.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: FULL INT EGRATIVE CATEGORIES OF BARRIERS, OPTIONS AND NEEDS

Table 1 Categories of Barriers Across Sites

Barriers
Open data is used by a limited number of experts

Pilot Site
Issy

Category
Les

Molineuax

Difficulties to motivate citizens to join a social network. "Social networks are used by a small part of the

Issy

population, the same people."

Molineuax

Lack of communication/marketing on the benefits induced by the use of open data. Citizens do not know exactly

Issy

what is "open data" - so they will not use this media to solve societal issues

Molineuax

Failure by government departments to advertise that data is available to the public

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Minimal publicity about data available leading to lack of awareness of its existence

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Lack of belief that Governmental Open data is reliable data

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Nobody knows about these portals where you can get answers to your questions

Den Haag

Citizen Engagement

Conflict between open data logistics and administration's institutional obligations

Prato

Conflict and cooperation

Lack of development of wish list of potential open datasets that can be used to address societal challenges in
Ireland. What data do we need from Government?

Les

Citizen Engagement

Les

Citizen Engagement
Citizen Engagement
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Conflict between privacy and openness

Groningen

Conflict and cooperation

Our IT department will give us an astronomical bill

Groningen

Conflict and cooperation

Lack of cooperation with third parties

Groningen

Conflict and cooperation

Groningen

Conflict and cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Open Data versus Eircodes - Lack of open look-up file - Missed opportunity for open data generation

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Hostility towards data release as it is seen as a source of power

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Metadata problems

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Ignorance towards research/expert opinion

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Hostility toward monitoring and benchmarking via open data

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Lack of cooperation between government and public

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Conflict and lack of progress due to contrary interests.

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Perceived lack of government credibility

Dublin

Conflict and cooperation

Conflict between desires and possibilities for social policy

Den Haag

Conflict and cooperation

Parties are not open to each other, while openness and negotiation is the solution

Den Haag

Conflict and cooperation

Conflict between what employers want and privacy

Den Haag

Conflict and cooperation

It will cost too much money

Groningen

Cost

Inadequate finances to fund the sustained collection and sharing of open data

Dublin

Cost

Difficult to make money from open data (furthering resistance of government)

Dublin

Cost

Open data is low priority for government to implement, due to uncertain ability to generate revenue.

Dublin

Cost

Opposing or having difficulty with changing role government-society (deeply entrenched mind-set of citizens that
government will take care of them)
Conflict between wanting to share data and the data being used as criticism
Conflict between different government agencies regarding what should be transparent and accessible (relates to
different code of ethics and incoherent value systems in different organisations)

Conflict between DPER position on supporting Open Data and establishment of new Eircodes. No free look-up file
from eircode to statistical geography (SA or ED) as per NI and UK. Major opportunity for OpenData in Ireland lost.
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Lack of understanding of actual real cost of publishing open data within organisations. Open data does not mean

Dublin

Cost

Lack of understanding of real cost

Dublin

Cost

Inadequate finance

Dublin

Cost

The cost of accessing data may be prohibitive

Dublin

Cost

It is expensive, and only concerns a limited number of vacancies

Den Haag

Cost

Scarce intuitiveness of interfaces that are often not user friendly

Prato

Data applications

Inadequacy of visualization tools

Prato

Data applications

Prato

Data applications

Data representation not adequate for social network needs

Prato

Data applications

Scarce effectiveness of research tools: queries are not tailored on real user's needs

Prato

Data applications

The quantity of information provided by open data could be too important and too complex to be processed by

Issy

an ordinary citizen

Molineuax

Failure to classify problems (typology of problems) " all people have not the same problem. What kind of problem

Issy

PA have to solve ? "

Molineuax

Can our target group do something with this data?

Groningen

Data applications

Lack of data abstraction (infographics/ data stories)

Dublin

Data applications

Lack of examples available for smart use of open data

Dublin

Data applications

Lack of engaging activities/information for those users who arrive to a page without a clear goal

Dublin

Data applications

How to deal with all this information?

Den Haag

Data applications

Where do I find good examples to follow?

Den Haag

Data applications

How can Open Data ever be used for this domain?

Den Haag

Data applications

Too restrictive access rules

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Uncommon data coding

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Lack of a general model for data representation: the same data set is represented differently in different systems

Prato

Data Management/Policies

'free' and comes with significant cost

Too limited fruition techniques for application building: access to data is often available only through a graphic
interface and this makes the building of applications impossible or very limited

Les
Les

Data applications
Data applications
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Lack of standard approaches in data organisation and storage

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Data publishing not oriented to business needs

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Lack of data maintenance

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Lack of dataset identification and traceability

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Lack of clear policy for data access and use

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Freedom Of Information Act (F.O.I.A.) not implemented in Italy

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Failure to identify relevant data which can be used for promoting development of local companies and adress

Issy

societal issues.

Molineuax

Lack of interest regarding private companies' OD. The concept of open data is not specific to public services, it

Issy

also concerns data about private companies

Molineuax

We do not structurally collect data

Groningen

Data Management/Policies

Insufficient information about the data: how is the data collected? How reliable? Which definitions were used?

Groningen

Data Management/Policies

Lack of information about the circumstances of data production

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Level of openness and licences for use in commercial remit

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Reliability of data feeds and keeping them updated; old data is gone off

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Poor information management

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Guaranteeing/cleaning personal data from data sources (Historical/Legacy)

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Demand for cleaned data and data control prior to being released in an Open Data portal

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Lack of open data from HSE such as health facilities in Ireland

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

What happens to the information that I publish

Den Haag

Data Management/Policies

No technical expertise to produce useful data or to share them

Den Haag

Data Management/Policies

Freedom Of Information Act (F.O.I.A.) not implemented in Italy

Den Haag

Data Management/Policies

Lack of transparency about the data production process

Den Haag

Data Management/Policies

Scarce involvement of utilities in open data policies: these public companies manage a lot of data that is not
accessible in an open way

Les
Les

Data Management/Policies
Data Management/Policies
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Lack of multilingual approach that reduces open data use by immigrants

Prato

Lack of dynamic information

Prato

Difficulty in data integration

Prato

Insufficient data description

Prato

Lack of comparison on homogeneous basis: difficulty in using data for comparisons as they are not normalised
(e.g. with respect to number of inhabitants, surface, etc.)

Prato

Lack of georeferenced data that prevent data visualization on maps

Prato

Shortage of documentation

Prato

Lack of data completeness and correctness

Prato

responding to users' needs

Quality,

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Prato

Lack of granular information

Scarce meaning of data aggregations: data are often aggregated according to publishing criteria that are not

Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Prato

Quality,

Usability
Data

Little attention to user generated data

Prato

Data supplier's lack of credibility: there is a feeling that data is not reliable as nobody seems responsible for it

Prato

Difficulties in identifying which data are available, are already collected ("Where can i find information ? Where

Issy

can i collect it ?")

Molineuax

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Les

Data

Quality,

Usability
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Lack of accessibility. The "administrative layer cake" does not allow an easy access to public data
Lack of guarantee regarding the OD quality ( are they updated ?)

Issy

Les

Data

Quality,

Molineuax

Usability

Issy

Data

Les

Quality,

Molineuax

Usability

Lack of transparency about the data production process. Data opened are modified, transformed ; they are not

Issy

Data

completely raws

Molineuax

Usability

Issy

Data

Lack of guarantee regarding the reliability of open data.

Les
Les

Molineuax

Unclear how to use the open data

Groningen

Unclear how relevant the information is

Groningen

Reliability of the analysis

Groningen

Interpretation of data

Groningen

We only have it on paper

Groningen

We don't know where the data is

Groningen

Data is published but cannot be found and does not have a user-friendly format

Groningen

Data is incomplete

Groningen

Wrong information: not updating the information leads to wrong information

Groningen

Quality,
Quality,

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
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It is not a usable format

Groningen

Too technical

Groningen

Preference for complete datasets

Groningen

The quality is unknown

Groningen

Lack of usability

Groningen

Quality of the data

Groningen

Lack of user-friendly interface

Dublin

Data is in a dense form and requires design input to make it accessible

Dublin

Poor quality of data (e.g. getting the right format to the right person)

Dublin

Lack of user-friendly file-formats

Dublin

Limited usability of open data – preview, visualisation, data layering

Dublin

Data on screen may be displayed in a technical way or use unfamiliar technical language

Dublin

Difficulty finding data – potential data dump rather than good standards for cataloguing, describing, linking data

Dublin

Data

Quality,

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
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Data

There is a lack of useful data available

Dublin

There are no open data about job seekers

Den Haag

Information is not presented in a user friendly manner

Den Haag

Useful information is spread across different agencies

Den Haag

Reticent to publish data that might have a negative economic effect on the attractiveness of the city, or data that

Issy

would allow local pressure groups to criticise the PA

Molineuax

It will lead to unnecessary discussions

Groningen

One is afraid to lose control of themes

Groningen

People will get angry because of what they will find out

Groningen

Avoiding risks, fear of disclosing strategic or financial data

Groningen

One will save the data and then they will use old data

Groningen

Fear of misuse of data

Groningen

The government will lose its reputation

Groningen

Fear of loss of data ownership once data is released in open format

Dublin

Quality,

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Accessibility,

and

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Data

Quality,

Usability
Les

Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
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Fear of causing panic or data being misread

Dublin

Fear of how transparency via open data might affect organisation

Dublin

Lack of Return on Investment about the published data

Issy

Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear
of losing control of data
Les

Molineuax

Our management says no

Groningen

It is not our job

Groningen

It will take a lot of effort to convince people to use data

Groningen

It will take an effort to bring the platform under attention

Groningen

Refusal by politicians to transfer knowledge or power

Groningen

Use and importance of transparency is not recognized by everyone in the government

Groningen

Opposing or having difficulty with the changing role of government-society (from a directing role to a facilitating
role or even completely letting go)

Groningen

Failure to understand the organisational benefits of releasing open data

Dublin

Resistance to releasing / publishing data in open format

Dublin

(Perception of) Inadequate organisational legal frameworks to permits data to be released in open format

Dublin

Government

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
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Government

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

A perception that Open data is simply ‘something that Governments do’ and not private sector industry

Dublin

Unwillingness to change current data reporting practices

Dublin

Data publishing is not perceived as a "mission" in administration's point of view

Prato

Failure to give an OD official framework - open data are free = according to citizens, free access calls into question

Issy

the data value (free = depreciation)

Molineuax

Available open datasets are not “relevant” or “speaking to” peoples interests

Dublin

Motivation

Failure to understand the benefits that Open Data can offer

Dublin

Motivation

Failure to understand the benefits that Open Data can offer

Dublin

Motivation

Lack of promotion / marketing surrounding open data initiatives offering motivation to ‘get involved’

Dublin

Motivation

Lack of interest in using open data for any purpose (‘Sure why bother?’)

Dublin

Motivation

Unwillingness to equip oneself with the skills to utilise open data

Dublin

Motivation

Unwillingness to educate oneself as to the benefits of open data

Dublin

Motivation

Unwillingness to educate oneself as to the benefits of open data

Dublin

Motivation

Lack of public drive to get government to change

Dublin

Motivation

Difficulty in conciliating privacy and open data publishing and management

Prato

Privacy and security

Some data is commercially sensitive

Groningen

Privacy and security

We do not know whether it is legal

Groningen

Privacy and security

It is not ours and we do not know whom it belongs too

Groningen

Privacy and security

The data is not ours and we do not have permission of the owner

Groningen

Privacy and security

Coordination: one has to be clear about privacy and it should also be possible to share information in confidence

Groningen

Privacy and security

Some data you'd rather not disclose

Groningen

Privacy and security

Conflicting roles and interests between civil servants, politicians, management and public

Groningen

Privacy and security

Open data is a toy of politicians/board

Groningen

Privacy and security

We cannot confirm nor deny that we have it

Groningen

Privacy and security

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Motivation
Les

Motivation
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Personal information accessed by public can lead to data protection infringement

Dublin

Privacy and security

Highly selective groups allowed access to certain types of data

Dublin

Privacy and security

Culture of secrecy 1

Dublin

Privacy and security

Dilution of information available to the public

Dublin

Privacy and security

National security issues as a result of the release of sensitive information

Dublin

Privacy and security

Lack of public investments in citizens training course in the use of open data. Currently, developers and public

Issy

technical services are the only users (not local governments and citizens)

Molineuax

Users lack the skills to process data and translate it into information

Groningen

Skills and training

No idea what anyone should do with it

Groningen

Skills and training

Lack of experience

Groningen

Skills and training

Some citizens might use open data whereas others will continue to need the help of the city

Groningen

Skills and training

Lack of trust by government in competence of citizens to use open data

Groningen

Skills and training

Lack of in house knowledge and skills to publish data in open format

Dublin

Skills and training

Lack of training to go about finding data that is relevant for the purpose required (5)

Dublin

Skills and training

Dublin

Skills and training

No minimum skill-set is defined with which the archive is comfortable to use

Dublin

Skills and training

Lack of educational material to acquire minimum skill-set

Dublin

Skills and training

Lack of skills / education to utilise open data

Dublin

Skills and training

Inability to interpret data might be seen as a permanent problem

Dublin

Skills and training

Citizens may need to be computer literate to gain access to data

Dublin

Skills and training

Lack of understanding of technical requirements for publishing open data within organisation

Dublin

Skills and training

Lack of knowledge on freely available software that users can download i.e. Arc gis versus Q gis

Dublin

Skills and training

Lack of available accredited open data training courses

Dublin

Skills and training

Inadequate technical expertise to produce data in a usable format

Dublin

Skills and training

Inability to read, communicate, write, do math, seeing reality

Den Haag

Skills and training

Fears of criticism (by govt organisations) from the public and inadequate support and training to field and reply
to these concerns

Les

Skills and Training
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Lack of experience to conquer a place on the labour market

Den Haag

System heterogeneity

Prato

Scarce platform efficiency

Prato

Lack of data comparison: there are no specific tools on open data platforms to easily compare datasets

Prato

Difficulties to manage services which collect data - and - to centralize data

Issy

Skills and training
Technical,
Technical,

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Resources
Technical,
Resources
Les

Technical,
Resources

Difficulties to distinguish an OD platform (e.g. RTPA) among others OD systems. "There are too many tools (twitter,

Issy

Technical,

facebook…). RouteToPa could be one among many."

Molineuax

Resources

Issy

Technical,

Les
Les

Molineuax

Resources

Inadequate institutional organisation to propose platforms of accessible datasets, in a standard format = too many

Issy

Technical,

data (open data --> big data)

Molineuax

Resources

Issy

Technical,

Failure to gather all open data sources, services. Open data are scattered on different sites, sources

and

Resources

Molineuax

Lack of normalization = available data are only accessible by a limited number of systems

Infrastructure,

Les
Les

Molineuax

Data is spread over different organizations and departments

Groningen

We do not have enough bandwidth

Groningen

The files are too big

Groningen

Many people will download our data and the servers will go down

Groningen

Our website cannot handle big data files

Groningen

Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
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It requires a big adjustment in the IT infrastructure or extra management

Groningen

The project is based on volunteers who do not have time for open data

Groningen

Inadequate institutional capacity to provide open data services, to develop standards and to provide expertise

Dublin

Lack of access to necessary software / hardware to utilise Open data

Dublin

Lack of sufficient broadband / bandwidth to successfully interact with Open Data

Dublin

Citizens may not always have up to date browsers on their computers

Dublin

Shortage of technical resources to collect data

Dublin

Poor service design and management

Dublin

Information spread out over multiple organisations, lack of one portal

Dublin

There is no effective and fast platform for contacting each other

Den Haag

Now only personal contacts, no idea if there is suitable technology

Den Haag

Network infrastructures are often a bottle's neck

Prato

Technical,

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Infrastructure,

and

Instrastructure

and

Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
Technical,
Resources
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Table 2. Categories of Options Across Sites
Options

Site

Category

Reinforce/promote a strong publicity program

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Set up a schools outreach programme for transition year students

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Open a channel for the public to communicate with governments

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Promotion within the public

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Find the issues people really care about

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Create an easy to use visual interface that a secondary school child can access

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Promote awareness in different organisations, schools, explain benefits

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Promote products and services that employ open data via open data platforms, government websites etc

Dublin

Citizen Engagement

Communication strategy/campaign (based on appealing examples)

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Publish information/data through consumer-minded publications with a link to the website

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Manuals that make the use of data easier

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Make a conveniently arranged, accessible website

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Access through central location (www.mijnoverheid, Digid, Gemeenteloket, or anything alike)

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Back office/contact person

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Create open data courses/programmes involving various topics/areas of open data concepts in institutes of
learning starting from high schools to develop awareness about the concept of open data including uses and
benefits of open data, interest in open data and skill development in areas of open data
Carry out massive promotion programmes aimed at the public especially student groups and the working
class to create not just awareness of data availability but also uses and benefits of open data
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Classify on website

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Easy to find through Google (ads?)

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

(Online) workshops/publish how to's to show the possibilities

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

First teach citizens that it can be valuable

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Gain trust by being transparent and organize a helpdesk

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Ask citizens which information they find useful

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Ask more questions

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Better inform citizens

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Rate citizens at their true positive value

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Put good examples in the limelight (competent citizens)

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Learn citizens how they can use data in the right way

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Help-desk

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Communicate/explain

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Be clear about the purpose

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Involve users in the development of the platform

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Knowledge transfer in real life

Groningen

Citizen Engagement

Citizens make recommendations on the mode of data collection, the quantity of data and the presentation

Issy

format for example

Molineaux

Encourage citizens to create a community of users - with the aim of selecting and classifying data according

Issy

to their usefulness for citizens

Molineaux

Create an instance integrating citizens (and PAs) with the aim of controlling the data fabrication process.

Issy

Les

Citizen Engagement

Les
Citizen Engagement

Les

Molineaux

Communicate on open data and propose citizens’ integration in a community of users-collectors, for example

Issy

by basing on portals devoted to classical public services

Molineaux

Develop partnerships with private companies. Propose citizens ( developers or start-up) to integrate a project

Issy

or/and a community

Molineaux

Citizen Engagement

Les
Citizen Engagement

Les
Citizen Engagement
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High level leadership to encourage risk especially where there is a risk of negativity

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Proactive management of negative use – relationship management with users – bi-directional

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish an open data training officer or advisor within an organisation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Generate clear and high quality videos and case study examples of good practice and reward

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Encourage a code of conduct that allows fair discussion and not vindictive trolling

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish a team in each local authority dedicated to helping the public access information

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Introduce procedures to standardise/simplify data release

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish a data review board for an organisation – remove the onus and risk for the individual

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Managers and ministers need to accept the risk of negativity and not blame it on the data

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish processes to report metadata that are uniform and that establish credibility

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Conduct systematic reviews over time of data efficacy, cleanliness and relevance

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Organise data user workshops and platforms to conduct a progress review and establish future needs

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish an open data training officer or advisor within an organisation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Generate clear and high quality videos and case study examples of good practice and reward

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Encourage a code of conduct that allows fair discussion and not vindictive trolling

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish a team in each local authority dedicated to helping the public access information

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Introduce procedures to standardise/simplify data release

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish the practice of asking and having to justify “why not” around data release. With examples from the
top of the organisation.
Establish dedicated public officials to promote and engage with the public on open data uses/queries.
Clear distinct guidelines from the government department responsible for dissemination of information and
training on open data portal

Consider how to release information and analysis to frame raw data and avoid media misinterpretation
pitfalls

Establish the practice of asking and having to justify “why not” around data release. With examples from the
top of the organisation.
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Establish dedicated public officials to promote and engage with the public on open data uses/queries.

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Establish a data review board for an organisation – remove the onus and risk for the individual

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Managers and ministers need to accept the risk of negativity and not blame it on the data

Dublin

Conflict and Cooperation

Funding and resourses

Dublin

Cost

Funding is required from central government to promote and enable open data generation

Dublin

Cost

Data creation should be driven by user demand

Dublin

Cost

Centralize streamline formats/license/metadata for all datasets from all sources

Dublin

Cost

One open data officer per department and budget

Dublin

Cost

Organisational change management programme

Dublin

Cost

Cost network with CSOs – Civil society organisation

Dublin

Cost

Greater government and EU funding

Dublin

Cost

Make departments feed on other departments data streams

Dublin

Cost

Dublin

Cost

Specify fund for open data projects

Dublin

Cost

Distribute the fund to all organisations that are involved in open data initiatives

Dublin

Cost

Create a fund for all open data events (similar to Dublin Beta)

Dublin

Cost

Dublin

Cost

Set up a fund to commercialise open data projects

Dublin

Cost

Distribute the fund for all organisations that are involved in open data initiatives

Dublin

Cost

Set up a network of open data stakeholders

Dublin

Cost

Establish who exactly would like to use the different types of data

Dublin

Data Applications

More complete platform for better searchability of data

Dublin

Data Applications

Clear distinct guidelines from the government department responsible for dissemination of information and
training on open data portal

Create an adequate budget within each department: DPER promised 3 million EUR to INKEX to create closed
data instead of open

Engage with CSOs, that can offer expertise, new software, training resources to governments and
organisations
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Better integration of open data portals

Dublin

Data Applications

More open and collaborative process for data cleaning

Dublin

Data Applications

Be realistic, most data is of no interest to most people, but it is likely to be of big interest to some

Dublin

Data Applications

Spread best practices

Groningen

Data Applications

Make a connection with education

Groningen

Data Applications

To involve public utilities

Prato

Data Applications

Enact the data sharing and governance bill

Dublin

Data Management Policies

To create standards for traceability

Prato

Data Management Policies

Less and simpler regulations, maximize personal choice

Den Haag

Data Management/Policies

Regulate Transparency from all sides (policy making, showcase it, budgets): reward it

Den Haag

Data Management/Policies

Accreditation and protocol

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Business case

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Set up good information management practices across all public bodies – data co-ordinates

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Develop and implement a set of policies and standards for publishing open data formats that are user friendly

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Develop a process to maintain, update, refresh data over time

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Guarantee that things are up to date

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

Identify low hanging fruit: Easy options for high impact – Exemplars to inspire

Dublin

Data Management/Policies

To promote co-operation among different regions

Prato

Data Management/Policies

To promote co-operation among different authorities

Prato

Data Management/Policies

To adopt uniform and not restrictive data release license

Prato

Data Management/Policies

To adopt FOIA in Italy

Prato

Data Management/Policies

To publish data as much granular as possible

Prato

Data Management/Policies

To explain publishing methodologies

Prato

Data Management/Policies

Establish and enforce open data standards to be used by all stakeholders and help to eradicate unfamiliar
technical language on published data
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Issy
Create an indexing system which aggregates and classifies only reliable open data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Les

Design an aggregator system which gathers available OD

Molineaux

Design an aggregator that should integrate experts opinion and “problems classification/rate” as a guarantee

Issy

of reliability.

Molineaux

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Collaboration between data scientists and service design

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Technology and tools “How to” guides

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Storytelling and presentations

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Easy to use format/interface

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Guidance on how and what to use

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Develop an accredited course e.g. IPA Official stats

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Be cautious about what data should be made available. Not everything is useful and there is a danger of
creating an impenetrable data dump.

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Les

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Use more icons and infographics

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Develop lists of open software for interacting with open data – see visualisingdata.com for example

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Involve service design/user experience to work with data scientists

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Set up different levels of engagement that allows step by step discovery of how to access and use data

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Develop storytelling approach – find the story in the data

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Build a picture/profile of the type of user and respond to that.

Dublin

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Rubricate on website

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Define a clear source and date

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Be clear about what is what: when collected, by whom, how, and so on

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Provide the data with a usability label!

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Tell what the quality of the data is, even if the quality is not that good

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

"Zoover", so people themselves are reviewing. That label yes

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability
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Open data is usable for intermediaries, make sure that there is a connection between the societal question
and the intermediaries
Automatically translate technical into understandable language, combined job = more employment
As a government, do not think that citizens can or cannot use something. Leave citizens the choice whether
they use it

Groningen
Groningen
Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability
Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability
Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Provide clear clarifications of the data (meta data are not sufficient)

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

One cannot direct relevance, it will become clear by itself

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

"Translating" together with communication experts

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

The development of an info graphic on behalf of use

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Think from the perspective of the user, the usefulness of data

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Make several access portals to data

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Build in the possibility for users to ask questions about the available data (helpdesk?)

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Think about the quality assessment of the analysis/interpretation of the data

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Use communication instruments such as info graphics

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

That will probably develop over time

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To have one contact

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Develop a "quality mark" -> a way to assess the reliability (experts)

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

An internet messaging platform must take into account the whole web-based environment, and not only a

Issy

series of open data sheet

Molineaux

Provide data sheets which summarize, in simple terms, the origin and the content of released open data in

Issy

order to facilitate their use

Molineaux

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To manage the versioning of published data

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To use simple interfaces for data access

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To use open standards for data publishing

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To adopt publishing standards in a uniform way

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To publish more georeferenced data

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Les
Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Les
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To create interdisciplinary groups to increase data usability

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To publish dynamic and updated data

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To define effective metadata systems

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

To include an explicatory form for each dataset

Prato

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Be findable through Google

Groningen

Data Quality, Accessibility, and Usability

Learn from the experience of global cases

Dublin

Create communities of practice/networks among all stakeholders with relevant dates to share knowledge
and support with each other in creating open data
Promote the benefits of an open data portal and give good examples
Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open data
portal

Dublin
Dublin
Dublin

Accepting reality: make transparency a policy priority

Groningen

Explain what open data is

Groningen

Start providing information without risks

Groningen

Communicate more

Groningen

More trust: civil servant should cooperate with citizens, understanding

Groningen

Have more trust in citizens

Groningen

Willingness to take risks, overcome fear of cold water

Groningen

Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
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Put good examples in the limelight (citizens in control)

Groningen

Make a nice project with the use of open data

Groningen

Stimulate collaboration with users

Groningen

Let public servants take the lead who fit within the new relations

Groningen

Do not be afraid of innovation

Groningen

Provide enjoyable and intuitive interfaces for local government/organisation staff to publish data as open
data

Dublin

Provide tangible and intangible incentives

Dublin

Create a metadata policy

Dublin

UI and UX experts need to be involved in IT tender processes with veto rights

Dublin

Set up an open data institute in Ireland

Dublin

Develop a government strategy and government policy on open data

Dublin

Celebrate open data innovation leaders in organisations to highlight the importance and value they delivered.

Dublin

Support and drive organisational change programs; Organisational change management is essential.

Dublin

Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government and Organisational: Fear of
losing control of data
Government

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
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Establish one dedicated fulltime position per department to foster internal open data use

Dublin

Establish a national open data office

Dublin

Demonstrate the business case to local governments through case studies, feedback and further innovation
outcomes

Dublin

Consult experts (globally)

Dublin

Joined up thinking in designing public content management systems

Dublin

Conduct general meetings for employees in organisations to raise open data awareness

Dublin

Employ fresh thinking to infuse fresh ideas

Dublin

Pooling of public sector resources

Dublin

Highlight best practice (AIRO, Dashboard) accessible interfaces that communicate data stories

Dublin

Provide case studies on how some local authorities develop open data. Encourage shared learning. How can
the Dublin experience help other LAs?
Encourage cultural change in data generating offices/organisations to think about adopting better data
representation formats so as to promote quality of data right from the source
Build and develop independent data expert teams to train relevant public officials on open data practices –
help get government to change
Promote successful data user/entrepreneur stories via open data platforms - CEOs to help public see benefits

Dublin
Dublin
Dublin
Dublin

Government

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
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Anonymize data

Groningen

Permission needs to be given on a high level of the organization

Groningen

National legislation and coordination from national government

Groningen

Anonymize personal data

Groningen

Be clear which data are open and which are not

Groningen

Provide one point of contact for open data

Groningen

Provide executives with backing (judicial and/or political)

Groningen

Give citizens or organizations a say in what should be made public (give permission)

Groningen

Facilitate a culture change: it is ok to make mistakes, political backup for management

Groningen

Data not on individual level but make data available on meso /macro level

Groningen

Focus on organizations that are a natural assembly point for regional data

Groningen

Often we just mess around, according to me. That is a pity. Guidelines? Tips? Both about the collection and
provision
Work with pictograms and visual instruments that everyone can "understand"

Groningen
Groningen

Government

and

Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:

and

Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:
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Organisational:

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
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Exactly, make a readable simple clarification and also provide the original data, so that users can choose

Groningen

Data strategy: develop a vision and policy on data

Groningen

If we do not have this, how do we make sure that we have it tomorrow? Because, it is already existing in
Japan? America?

Groningen

Connect with the new world, wherein technology is pretty important

Groningen

Both need to get going, government as well as the citizen. Respectively: promote and be open

Groningen

Central government increasingly stimulates its public servants to be attentive to open data

Groningen

Be open for questions about data from society

Groningen

One open data file for one organization, that means that departments can fill and find it

Groningen

Also help civil servants themselves with open data

Groningen

Organize meetings between government and …. Policy issue is starting point

Groningen

Just employ a couple of very clever ICT workers and let them from now on hire all new ICT workers. That will
do

Groningen

Consider information as production and the openness thereof as added value of public administration

Groningen

If you do it right, you profit the most from correct information yourself

Groningen
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Organisational:

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
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User feedback is just quality improvement of the data

Groningen

Let users themselves know when data is incorrect

Groningen

Viral campaign to generate publicity, challenge hackers to use data

Groningen

Organize a group of ambassadors around a data platform -> co-creative process

Groningen

Make use of the feedback loop/wisdom of the crowd

Groningen

Have to make time

Groningen

Take time

Groningen

Anticipate before a task/project to provide data in an understandable manner

Groningen

Citizens are not individuals all the time, they can interpret collectively

Groningen

Government needs to give support with time + resources + available knowledge (an internal flywheel effect
is crucial)

Groningen

Training "the additional value of open data"

Groningen

Deploy students for processing data

Groningen

Think of something with good architects/Exposure

Groningen

Government

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
Government
Resistance
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Government

and

Organisational:

and

Organisational:

Data processing should be part of the regular work process

Groningen

Using open data as a basis for supporting important discussions -> prevents "unimportant discussions"

Groningen

Identify and publish data that is relevant and engaging

Dublin

Motivation

Promote exemplars to educate and inspire

Dublin

Motivation

Support to data releasers – review board, advisors experts, protective policies

Dublin

Motivation

Dublin

Motivation

Be realistic, most data is of no interest to most people, but it is likely to be of big interest to some

Dublin

Motivation

Identify user groups of sufficient size and passion to request/pull/use data

Dublin

Motivation

Promote products and services that employ open data via open data platforms, government websites etc

Dublin

Motivation

Dublin

Motivation

Develop a process to maintain, update, refresh data over time

Dublin

Motivation

Guarantee that things are up to date

Dublin

Motivation

Identify low hanging fruit: Easy options for high impact – Exemplars to inspire

Dublin

Motivation

Promote the benefits of an open data portal and give good examples

Dublin

Motivation

Promote successful data user/entrepreneur stories via open data platforms - CEOs to help public see benefits

Dublin

Motivation

Identify user groups of sufficient size and passion to request/pull/use data

Dublin

Motivation

Privacy: EU dictates that privacy sensitive information is only available after a match or during job interview

Den Haag

Privacy and Security

Very clear data protocol and guidance

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Policy and programmes

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Develop trust

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Listening

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Develop understanding of values

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open data
portal

Build and develop independent data expert teams to train relevant public officials on open data practices –
help get government to change

Resistance
Government
Resistance
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Highlight good practice

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Conduct research into how potentially sensitive data is used in an open environment in other countries

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Build trust between government and citizens by establishing data protocols

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Create a library of case studies in places where it is issued without too many problems

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Listen carefully to what the fears are, what the sensitive information is and find solutions for them.

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Establish trust so data protection is not an excuse not to open data

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Conduct consistent training and support to overcome the particular barriers

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Organise multi-level training on how to use data safely

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Encourage culture of openness

Dublin

Privacy and Security

Push citizens to provide data (from under the table)

Groningen

Privacy and Security

Make agreements with partners about the availability of data

Groningen

Privacy and Security

Profiling of platform members could support their research without violating personal information or

Issy

property rights

Molineaux

Set up good practice guidance

Dublin

Skills and Training

Involve training

Dublin

Skills and Training

Develop storytelling approach

Dublin

Skills and Training

Training and awareness

Dublin

Skills and Training

Develop case studies of benefits of open data to counteract concerns related to security, sensitive
information

Create and promote the adoption of open data publishing policies that encourage and give directives to
publish only non-personal/private data to avoid data protection infringement
Understand what the value system is, engage with it, and change it bit by bit.
Make recommendations to the government on programmes to be implemented in order to bring about
cultural change from traditional methods to open data support in a phase basis.

Develop protocol with CSO and data protection commissioner as to how personal data can be aggregated to
an acceptable level for public release e.g. point to small area aggregation

Les

Privacy and Security
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Create/develop data training and awareness to improve information management and data literacy

Dublin

Skills and Training

Develop DPER sponsored “Open Data” training and accreditation similar to IPA course on official statistics etc

Dublin

Skills and Training

Dublin

Skills and Training

Embrace criticism

Dublin

Skills and Training

Best practices guidebook

Dublin

Skills and Training

Targeted assessment of comp/data skills followed by relevant education strategy

Dublin

Skills and Training

Define minimum skillsets for confident use of the datasets

Dublin

Skills and Training

Promote early learning techniques – clear goals, short videos

Dublin

Skills and Training

Encourage potential data publishers to expose/publish their data with no fear of consequences

Dublin

Skills and Training

Provide open data FAQs for basic users

Dublin

Skills and Training

Provide user tutorial videos to explain what open data is and how it can be of use

Dublin

Skills and Training

Visualisations over data to make it easier to interpret/understand

Dublin

Skills and Training

Develop “open data for dummies” guidelines and publish it through mainstream media

Dublin

Skills and Training

Setup support mechanisms for open data entrepreneurs

Dublin

Skills and Training

Encourage criticism and use it as a tool for driving improvement

Dublin

Skills and Training

Teach open data at schools

Dublin

Skills and Training

Outreach initiatives to schools and community groups (TY module)

Dublin

Skills and Training

Organise open data hackathons at schools and universities

Dublin

Skills and Training

Organise workshops on finding data

Dublin

Skills and Training

Download links to open source tools that can be freely used

Dublin

Skills and Training

Set up a groups in publishing organisations to reply to criticisms of published data sets

Dublin

Skills and Training

Define ideal users to build training material

Dublin

Skills and Training

Set up and open data rights advisory

Dublin

Skills and Training

Organise public workshops on the use of public open data

Dublin

Skills and Training

Measurement of computer use in the city; Find relevant indicators for planning

Dublin

Skills and Training

Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open data
portal
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Conduct an assessment of computer skills for representative groups and set up an education strategy
Promotion of data informed decision-making practices should start with acquiring data about the citizens
e.g. computer literacy, preferences
Provide detailed characteristics on - the content of open data & on the most effective methods for analysis

Dublin

Skills and Training

Dublin

Skills and Training

Issy

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Skills and Training

Les

Create a platform dedicated to the training in the OD domain

Molineaux

Skills and Training

Platform: matching, facet-navigation, coached placement of candidate

Den Haag

Technical, Infrastructure and Resources

Data organisation

Dublin

Technical, Infrastructure and Resources

Better curation And maintenance of data quality

Dublin

Technical, Infrastructure and Resources

Campaign: open data, what do you do with them?

Groningen

Technical, Infrastructure and Resources

Optimizing werk.nl, or building a new platform which is supported by all

Den Haag

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

A very visual interface is required

Dublin

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Make a data inventory and explore what the use can be

Groningen

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Create a tool which automatically transforms and processes (scanned) documents in resources accessible

Issy

for all

Molineaux

Create a system of OD ranking not only based on search query but also on users’ profile (e.g. Professional

Issy

activity, professional sector, age, level of expertise in the open data domain)

Molineaux

Develop a tool - which compares users' issues with data available - and which indicates if data analysed are

Issy

relevants with their issue.

Molineaux

Create a normalized format, embeddable in most data analysis tools
Develop an interoperable format
To develop multiplatform and multidevice applications

Issy

Les
Les
Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Les
Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Les

Molineaux

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources

Prato

Technical, Infrastructure, and Resources
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Table 3. Categories of Information Needs Across Sites
Information Needs

Site

Category

Fast internet to know whether I can work from home

Groningen

Broadband Data

It is important to know where broadband internet is available if you want to start up your own business

Groningen

Broadband Data

Google map data on existing premises

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

Understand existing market and underlying demographics

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

Spending/finance data for community projects that worked

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

Access to economic data

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

Information on funding

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

To find out about local business rates in the area

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

Information on funding for SME’s

Dublin

Business and Financial Data

Insight in financial data

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Budget and monitor project plans

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Budget information, plan and overview of expenditures of project Ulrum

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Subsidies database

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Business information/Commerce

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Where do people go shopping?

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Knowing where the right places are and the right people

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Knowing where companies are located and what their core business is

Groningen

Business and Financial Data
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LISA (Rural Information System Workplaces)

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Knowing which opportunities there are in the village and surroundings

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Open commerce database

Groningen

Business and Financial Data

Issy
Data on public subsidies & tax advantages for start-up companies
Data on taxation according to workforce
Data on taxation according to profits
Be informed in real time about changes in taxation
Links between level of subsidies and level of taxes
State of the market
Data on workforce of companies that have succeeded and failed
Data on turnover of these companies
Data on operating life

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Business and Financial Data

Business and Financial Data

Les

Molineaux

Business and Financial Data

The most economic relevant data: data which should give entrepreneurs answers to typical initial difficulties

Issy

Les

associated with creating businesses

Molineaux

Business and Financial Data

Browse municipality balance data

Prato

Business and Financial Data

Schools, music classes data

Dublin

Child and Education-related Data

Education/course data

Dublin

Child and Education-related Data

What the available budget for education and related services are

Groningen

Child and Education-related Data
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Projection of the amount of students for the coming 10 years

Groningen

Child and Education-related Data

Population/ student projection

Groningen

Child and Education-related Data

To have normalized balance data concerning schools

Prato

Child and Education-related Data

To easily understand and enjoy learning about my community through data use

Dublin

Community Information Needs

Data to provide me with new insights on my community

Dublin

Community Information Needs

I want high level data on local communities (number, structures, location)

Dublin

Community Information Needs

I want social media mined data representing opinions of the target community groups

Dublin

Community Information Needs

Data on cross community successful initiatives

Dublin

Community Information Needs

A list of community groups and different types of communities in Dublin

Dublin

Community Information Needs

To find existing groups and their common communication platforms

Dublin

Community Information Needs

To find out what are the group-specific ways of communication

Dublin

Community Information Needs

To easily be able to view data combined across many councils and slice the data

Dublin

Community Information Needs

Information about citizen needs

Dublin

Community Information Needs

To get information gathered about my community across others in the community

Dublin

Community Information Needs

Information on what other groups there are in the city who I can network with

Dublin

Community Information Needs

A platform with data about community development group

Dublin

Community Information Needs

Where and with whom can I talk about education policy

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact with government

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact with citizens

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact with other schools

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact citizens and school board

Groningen

Contact Information

To contact other entrepreneurs

Groningen

Contact Information

Other commuters?

Groningen

Contact Information

Knowing who organizes what

Groningen

Contact Information

How can I improve the quality at my school

Groningen

Decision Facilitation

Know whether the school will remain to exist so that I can decide whether I want to stay or move

Groningen

Decision Facilitation

Knowing what the future of the school will be so that I can make plans for the future of the children

Groningen

Decision Facilitation
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Participation regarding decisions that involve youth services

Groningen

Decision Facilitation

Know if there is still a school at my village so that I can decide whether I should move to Groningen

Groningen

Decision Facilitation

Projection of the amount of students for the coming 10 years

Groningen

Demographic Data

Population/student projection for the whole region

Groningen

Demographic Data

Migration statistics/trends

Groningen

Demographic Data

Birth rates and migration rates

Groningen

Demographic Data

Demographical trends

Groningen

Demographic Data

Population statistics

Groningen

Demographic Data

Data regarding trends and population decline (demographic, economical)

Groningen

Demographic Data

Population flow – Mobility

Issy

Les

Molineaux

Demographic Data

To know what the government and city are doing about population decline in education

Groningen

Government Role/Transparency

That the NAM discloses all information and not impose silence on citizens

Groningen

Government Role/Transparency

That politicians force the NAM to disclose all information

Groningen

Government Role/Transparency

That the government provides a lot more openness regarding the housing market

Groningen

Government Role/Transparency

Who is involved in the installation of a broadband network and what is the role of the city?

Groningen

Government Role/Transparency

Openness in terms of population decline

Groningen

Government Role/Transparency

To get information about Open Data set traceability

Prato

Government Role/Transparency

Information regarding health services and support facilities

Groningen

Health Data

Available data about health services in my village

Groningen

Health Data

Where can I find data about health services in my village

Groningen

Health Data

Advantages of having a job compared to looking for a job

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

A Company databank

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Information about obligations, people in the same situation , references

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Explaining flex act, information channels about job seekers, history of the candidate

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Problems of the job seeker, job offer by the employer, after care

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Overview regulations

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information
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Chain overview

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Background Job seekers

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Standardised CV

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

All do’s and don’ts of Ria (physical and mental and psychological)

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

All relevant information about myself adapted to my level of understanding

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

All Ria’s who can also work for my Company

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

I would like a clear profile of Job seekers, what their strengths are and what they like to do

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

I want to be able to quickly match the right people to my vacancy

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To decide for myself what information I share with whom

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To be able to select what job seekers i receive

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To be able to read feedback from employers about candidates

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To be able to make a selection of desired info about a candidate, without first having to share a lot of info

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To have a file as complete as possible, including essential medical information

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To be able to showcase myself as completely as possible

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

To disclose clear content to match a vacancy

Den Haag

Jobseeker Information

Information about regulations

Den Haag

Legal and Policy Data

Information about laws and regulations, like zoning

Groningen

Legal and Policy Data

Population decline policy

Groningen

Legal and Policy Data

Know what the policy plans are and know how to submit my plan

Groningen

Legal and Policy Data

Knowing what the mobility plans are

Groningen

Legal and Policy Data

Mobility plans city

Groningen

Legal and Policy Data

Local policy/political needs regarding broadband

Groningen

Legal and Policy Data

Data on European community legislation
A list of people who vote the laws on trade

Issy

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Legal and Policy Data

Les

Molineaux

Legal and Policy Data
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Data on legislation change
A list of companies submitted to same legislation
Data on laws on trade in other countries

Issy

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Legal and Policy Data
Legal and Policy Data

Les

Molineaux

Legal and Policy Data

To access open data related to procurement contracts signed by the local authority

Prato

Legal and Policy Data

Information of the last 20 years to examine whether there is indeed a housing dip

Groningen

WOZ- housing value data

Groningen

Know what the value will be of my house

Groningen

Information about other people who live in my neighbourhood

Dublin

Planning Data

Data on planning decisions

Dublin

Planning Data

Planning data

Dublin

Planning Data

Information relating to developmental programmes

Dublin

Planning Data

Planning and infrastructure: Building, Transport, Water/energy, Road quality, Traffic congestion

Dublin

Planning Data

Local news, planning applications: Events in neighbourhood, Roadworks, Environmental projects

Dublin

Planning Data

Information on grants

Dublin

Planning Data

Existing schedules for P.A. workers or schedule for jobs to be done

Dublin

Planning Data

Coherent datasets about planning from all Ireland local authorities

Dublin

Planning Data

A list of activities or plans for Dublin

Dublin

Planning Data

To see how data has been used to inform decisions

Dublin

Planning Data

County council support list of websites

Dublin

Planning Data

Footfall, socio-economic data

Dublin

Planning Data

Information to stimulate more SME’s to create employment

Dublin

Planning Data

Market

Developments:

Housing

Data, Employment
Market

Developments:

Housing

Data, Employment
Market

Developments:

Housing

Data, Employment
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Maps with locations of these companies

Issy

Les

Molineaux

Planning Data

Data on disabled facilities

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

What local sporting groups/clubs are in my area – GAA, book clubs, events

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Real time information – when football pitches are closed due to flooding

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information on social and cultural activities – restaurants, shops, theatre

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

A platform to share the public activities that are going on with our pop-up festival in our neighbourhood

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

The events happening in the area: Entertainment, Sporting, Charity

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information about opening times for parks, libraries etc.

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

To support and use local business - electrical, clubs, where are they?

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information on local services all listed and visualised on one map – GP, school, crèches etc.

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

To know about street cleaning schedules

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information on local services

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Gain support to prevent the road widening in my neighbourhood

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information about grants and community supports

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Charity information/activities

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Datasets on ambulance call out times and emergency services

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Datasets on free facilities that I can use

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Schedules regarding local services

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Local food supplier dataset/directory

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

What is available in existence and what not in café/food business

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

I want to use local suppliers – where are my nearest?

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Identify market need – business directory

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

More café/food services in my community

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Concentration of demand area for specific business opportunities

Dublin

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information on other community resident committees/security issues – policing, street sweeping, fixing potholes,
road-works (how long will I be inconvenienced)
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Cultural heritage sites

Groningen

Services, Amenities, and Issues

Information on issues

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Early information on anti-social behaviour, littering, social tension

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Report local issues to my elected representatives – ASB, litter etc.

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

To see and ‘up to date’ list of volunteers in my community with skillset and reputation information

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Health statistics: Employment stats, Crime levels (all types), School quality/num/availability

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Economic information: Companies, Rates/taxes

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Information on contacts, activities and past projects of social innovation organisation in my area

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Datasets on citizen demographics

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Data on employment in my area

Dublin

Social Issues and Information

Journey planning info for disabled people

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

I need more parking data with more updates

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

Maps for disabled parking locations

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

A list of special transport companies with contact details

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

A list of free transport modes available

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

Maps with locations for disabled pick-up points (for vans)

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

Data on road/pedestrian accidents and crime

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

Journey time data for my local area and video data

Dublin

Transport and Parking Data

Bike lane data

Groningen

Transport and Parking Data

Location of electric charging station for electric cars

Groningen

Transport and Parking Data

Locations of gas stations and prices

Groningen

Transport and Parking Data

Public transport routes and travel times, roads and bike lanes

Groningen

Transport and Parking Data

Insight in peoples commute

Groningen

Transport and Parking Data

Data on public bikes
Data on public cars

Issy

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Transport and Parking Data

Les

Molineaux

Transport and Parking Data
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Issy

Data on public transport (Subway, bus)

Les

Molineaux
Issy

Transport and Parking Data

Les

Integrate OD of private companies (transport) in public OD platforms ( Invite private companies to share their data)

Molineaux

Transport and Parking Data

What does Marianne, the principal of a school, want and what does she need

Groningen

User Preferences

Knowing which parties are interested in broadband

Groningen

User Preferences

Knowing what the village thinks of broadband internet

Groningen

User Preferences

Data about care needs

Groningen

User Preferences

Knowing what the question is

Groningen

User Preferences

Table 4. Categories of Social and Collaborative Needs Across Site
Social and collaborative interaction needs

Site

Category

Coaching for uploading information (for sharing publication with coach )

Den Haag

Coaching and Support

Going with a guide through the web of rules and sanctions

Den Haag

Coaching and Support

Den Haag

Coaching and Support

Expert Facilitation

Dublin

Coaching and Support

Learn to use functionalities

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Guide collector to select the relevant data

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Help users to submit the correct request

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Help users to select the relevant data

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Provide a list of people who could help users to analyse data

Issy Les Molineuax

Coaching and Support

Refer to sources, personal contact

Groningen

Contact Information

Coach (Municipality) who will without any fuss provide me with the best candidate
possible

Provide a community manager dedicated to OD users support (e.g. help to navigate, to
find datasets)
Identify users’ areas of interest and try to find issues that could match with their
characteristics (exchanges between users and PAs is a means to guide users on specific
data, related to societal issue, regarding their characteristics).
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Personal contact regarding quality improvement

Groningen

Contact Information

Identify players in the field, personal contact

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact with employees

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact with employers

Groningen

Contact Information

CBS/NAM/city, province, social services

Groningen

Contact Information

Commerce, province, Department of Economic Affairs, CMO/STAMM

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact government, participate, disclose

Groningen

Contact Information

Contact commerce department

Groningen

Contact Information

To be able to talk as quickly as possible with employers about a new job seeker

Den Haag

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To be able to add some instruction or assignment to a vacancy

Den Haag

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Somewhere both PA and locals can see a shared conversation

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

A platform that supports interactive communication

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Tools to support continuous discussion

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To be able to express my opinion and share it with others

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Collaborate in defining and influencing events taking place in community

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

A means of organising, promoting and project managing a community group activity

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To let the Public Administrator know what I want

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

My input to be shared and add value to the interaction

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

The ability to share ideas and views

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Establish connections with groups, organize representatives and regular update sessions

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

A space/voice where citizens meet

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

An open flow of many diverse conversations on the data

Dublin

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Issy Les Molineuax

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To use wiki functionality associated to each discussion

Prato

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To start a discussion on SPOD with stakeholders

Prato

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To rank suggestions from participants to the discussion

Prato

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Develop collaboration between users and technical/communication services who collect
data (more than PAs and users)
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Attach/annotate a discussion with multi-media contents

Prato

Dialogue and Discussion Space

To have a chat with a facilitator associated to each data set

Prato

Dialogue and Discussion Space

Feedback from peers/government/business

Dublin

Feedback

A means of feedback on the discussions in the platform

Dublin

Feedback

To be able to comment on datasets

Dublin

Feedback

A forum rich with feedback from politicians

Dublin

Feedback

Share feedback received from Public administrators

Dublin

Feedback

To get feedback on my interactions with Public administrators

Dublin

Feedback

Dublin

Feedback

Real-time feedback

Dublin

Feedback

Fast feedback solutions – chat/forum/wall

Dublin

Feedback

Quarterly progress report and 1 x accountability

Groningen

Feedback

Feedback from companies

Groningen

Feedback

Feedback from similar start-up companies on tax management

Issy Les Molineuax

Feedback

Central platform communication

Den Haag

Forms of Interaction

Den Haag

Forms of Interaction

App on mobile phone

Den Haag

Forms of Interaction

The ability to organise face-to-face interactions with public administrators

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Social media interaction

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

On-line interaction

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Public administrator twitter page, Facebook page

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

There to be multiple modes – twitter/FB/desktop

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

A forum

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

A blog

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

A calendar

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

A platform which enables new knowledge to flow back based on data released so there is
new value generated from discussions; engagement brings new knowledge

Discuss with the Employers-service centre about a selected candidate, using various
communicative means
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Discussions on already familiar platforms

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Connect to customers and connect to suppliers

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Organise meet-ups

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

To tell the Public administrator that I am doing this project (contact tool)

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

To advertise my project/blog and forum

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Speak/connect with my CEO/Local enterprise officer

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Information to be freely available in multiple formats

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Share experiences, cooperate and focus on quality

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

Coordinating a schedule

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

Coordinating a process

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

Information evening, local newspaper, Facebook, twitter, whatsapp

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

Power between employers and unemployed

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

Looking for other commuters so that we can travel together

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

Stories of others, network, neighbourhood

Groningen

Forms of Interaction

To share graphics and visual reports obtained via SPOD/TET on Social Network

Prato

Forms of Interaction

Data about decisions and how they are made (via live webcasts)

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Request live screening

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

Dublin

Forms of Interaction

A well-maintained platform

Dublin

Moderation and Maintenance

Moderate comments

Dublin

Moderation and Maintenance

To ensure group-specific communication

Dublin

Moderation and Maintenance

Prato

Moderation and Maintenance

Prato

Moderation and Maintenance

Live webcasts of meetings where important decisions are made on community issues. I
want to leave a comment for the participants or decision-makers online, like a live TV
programme – feedback can be viewed via newsfeed (on screen) or verbally by decisionmakers

To be able to moderate the discussion around Open Data with the possibility to comment
the reason for possible deleting of a post
To have a moderator associated to a discussion
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The ability to share my profile

Dublin

Personalisation

To be able to moderate my portal

Dublin

Personalisation

To receive alerts when news about job seekers is published

Den Haag

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

To be able to organise events

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

A platform for networking equipped with web 2.0 tools

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Tools to support our local community user group when we voice concerns

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Enable local library interactions

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Enable community centre interactions

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Provide an image repository to with the ability to tag data – a picture is worth 1,000 words

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

A collaborative platform

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

A community platform to crowd-source data and to crowd-maintain/curate data, tagging

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

The ability to engage in personal discussions offline and updates online and off

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Make data searchable

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Provide more data formats

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

An ICT-enabled system to help in information gathering

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

A calendar of upcoming votes/decisions

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

A group-specific reward system

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

The provision of searchable transcripts of videos

Dublin

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Issy Les Molineuax

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Issy Les Molineuax

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Issy Les Molineuax

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Prato

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

View all services on a map on the portal – potential to connect with users through
link/email

Notifications on the evolution of specific societal issues (e.g. distribution of public
subsidies)
Associate "young entrepreneurs comments" to data - specifically on success and failure
rates of start-ups
Develop a space where users who have similar requests could interact synchronously with each other - or with experiments users (who guide them)
SPOD automatically suggest interesting Data sets based on semantic analysis of post text
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To be able to easily share graphs and reports obtained by TET on social network

Prato

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Annotate Open Data set on SPOD

Prato

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

To annotate a GIS layer associated to a Data Set

Prato

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Attach/annotate data sets with multi-media contents

Prato

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

To be able to visualize data set inside the discussion forum

Prato

Platform Tool and Capabilities for Interaction

Which vacancies are there at which companies

Groningen

Sharing and Requesting Data

Share an interesting dataset on Facebook or twitter

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

People to engage with the data by commenting

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

The ability to share data on social media

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

To be able to submit data

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

Connect with others using same dataset

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

To request new datasets

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

Share datasets

Dublin

Sharing and Requesting Data

Access to demographical, economical data

Groningen

Sharing and Requesting Data

Stay informed

Groningen

Sharing and Requesting Data

Know what the policy plans are and expenditures

Groningen

Sharing and Requesting Data

How to use? E.g. know where the vacancies are

Groningen

Sharing and Requesting Data

Requests to follow a set format (e.g. when reporting a flood – send a photo)

Dublin

Standarised Protocols

A set of standardised forms and feedback response e.g. forms and Disqus.

Dublin

Standarised Protocols
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Table 5 Categories of Understandability, Usability, and Decision-making Needs Across Sites
Understandability, Usabilty, and Decision-Making Needs

Site

Category

To be able to demonstrate that a Data set or a report in my possession has been

Prato

Certification tools

To certify a published data set or report

Prato

Certification tools

Provide information in small parcels for analysis

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Modelling tools that I can use with open data and citizens

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Model various outcomes based on my choices

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Tools for metadata analysis

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Pool of apps available for my local community

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Better labelling and contextual information on data

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Browse and exploration compatibility over datasets

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Data merge and wrangling tools

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Flag issues/ Pin suggestions

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Notifications when datasets I’ve used are updated

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Reporting tools

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Data mining tools

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

To be able to examine the rationale and data supporting a policy

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

To filter national and regional datasets

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

produced by the platform
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To search over documents and metadata

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Tools for data analysis and visualisation and transparency enhancing tools

Dublin

Data analysis and reporting tools

Graphs and trends on or offline

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Progress on budget on paper

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Metadata

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

To be able to combine data

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Metadata, context

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Know what is there and how I can analyze the data and how I can easily present the data

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Be able to preview maps and graphs

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Understandable regional maps with the option to zoom in at different levels -> lists,

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

Select/screen, previews forum

Grongingen

Data analysis and reporting tools

To build in real time graphics and visual report using published Open Data

Prato

Data analysis and reporting tools

To be able to aggregate via TET granular Open Data based on real time needs

Prato

Data analysis and reporting tools

To be able to compare similar Open Data set coming from different Authorities through

Prato

Data analysis and reporting tools

Metadata tools usable with all OD platforms

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

Propose a search engine devoted to open data

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

To see records of decisions made using particular data

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

A tool to discuss an issue and add data elements to complement discussion

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Express my preferences – vote, comment, like/dislike, engage

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

A feedback platform for input on decisions

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Mapping platform that gathers public opinion on local area plans

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Question answering interface

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

graphs with explanation, filter options

a normalization of compared data
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Separate page to enable Jane to communicate with her colleagues in area offices

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

To be able to ask nuanced and particular questions

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Tools that permit interlinking with other open data platforms

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Compare with other neighbourhoods/ cities

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Explore different scenarios and model consequences

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

To be able to see how one decision affects another outcome

Dublin

Decision-making support tools

Quality indication- star system (review)

Grongingen

Decision-making support tools

Know the quality of the data

Grongingen

Decision-making support tools

Be clear about quality data and whether data is up to date

Grongingen

Decision-making support tools

Sample case studies and contacts with those cases

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

Examples of data usage

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

Guidance and advice on data usage samples

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

Showcases to highlight data usage scenarios

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

Stories exemplifying decision-making practices

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

Suggestions e.g. “other users also viewed”

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

To see how data has been used to inform decisions

Dublin

Guidance and support tools

Portal with contact information policymakers

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Easy navigation through zoning documents

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Facebook/Whatsapp with followers from village Ulrum

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Website regarding project 2034

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Example of successful use app

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Knowing which people use app

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Relations with other users

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Contact person data owner

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Forum/contact/twitter or whatever

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Messaging/micro blog

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools
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Findable information (via Google?)

Grongingen

Guidance and support tools

Semantic Indexing system

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

Summary of each data sheet

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

Most popular comments about data sheet

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

Tag cloud (Proposition of terminology)

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

Aggregator of similar issues (on open data) on the web

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Data analysis and reporting tools

Complementary information on other websites

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Partner websites

Links with relevant information/similar request on the web

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Partner websites

Rates of similar request

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Partner websites

A support to optimize functionalities

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Partner websites

Find similar entrepreneur profile on the ROUTE-TO-PA platform

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Profiling

Find similar entrepreneur profile on other open data websites

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Profiling

Find comments which match with my own issues

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Profiling

Be informed about new registrations of similar profiles

Issy-Les-Mollineaux

Profiling

A complete data model of data

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Filter data to my neighbourhood/interests

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Modifiable maps and customisable dashboards

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Save my favourite views and datasets

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Searchability/filter/personalisation/ customisation tools

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

A simplified visualisation (Many Eyes and Disqus)

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data
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An ability to return all data about my local area and visualise

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Charts for trends for financial data

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Dashboard maps and visuals

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Great visualisations – 3D model, streetview, birds eye

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Infographics for multidimensional databases

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Interactive graphics as quick transparency enhancing toolsets

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Less figures and numbers, more visuals

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Map – for all GIS related data

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Maps of the data so I can query the data spatially

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Pictures and symbols

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Pictures in screen. Video images

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Real time visualisation for what if scenarios

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Statistics to be shown like bar charts

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data
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Timeline view for historical data (animation)

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Visualisations – maps, charts etc.

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

The ability to visualise – map, layer, merge, filter

Dublin

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Calendar with activities

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Completeness

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Up to date

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

User friendly

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

To be able to put something on a map

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Visualize/graphs

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Make personal/ own profile

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Feedback option/reminder by email/social media integration

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Graphs

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Maps

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data
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Table and route map

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Geo data

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Be sure about the openness of the data

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Pictograms, little text

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Information specific for me + that I understand + that I can trust

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Use several layers in the data

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Visual data, clearly classified

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Data on one central place

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Trends, graphs, map, visualization, selection option

Groningen

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

To be alerted on every update on Data set Publishing

Prato

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

To access SPOD and TET from mobile devices

Prato

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

To use vocal queries to search data sets

Prato

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

Obtain automatic visualization of raw data when clicking on a related graph/reports

Prato

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data
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To see all geo-referenced data on a maps

Prato

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data

To be able to aggregate geographic data belonging to different data sets on a new map

Prato

The ability to personalise platforms and/or
data
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APPENDIX B: DUBLIN
B.1 SELECTED SLIDES FROM OPENING PRESENTATION
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B.2 FULL SET OF BARRIERS, OPTIONS, AND N EEDS
Table 1. Barriers and options: Conflict and cooperation. Number in red = number of votes
Barriers: Conflict and Cooperation


Conflict between wanting to share data and the data being used as criticism (9)



Conflict between different government agencies regarding what should be transparent and
accessible (relates to different code of ethics and incoherent value systems in different
organisations) (2)



Open Data versus Eircodes - Lack of open look-up file - Missed opportunity for open data generation
(2)



Hostility towards data release as it is seen as a source of power (2)



Metadata problems (1)



Ignorance towards research/expert opinion (1)



Hostility toward monitoring and benchmarking via open data (1)



Lack of cooperation between government and public



Conflict and lack of progress due to contrary interests.



Conflict between DPER position on supporting Open Data and establishment of new Eircodes. No
free look-up file from eircode to statistical geography (SA or ED) as per NI and UK. Major opportunity
for OpenData in Ireland lost.



Perceived lack of government credibility

Options for overcoming barriers


High level leadership to encourage risk especially where there is a risk of negativity



Proactive management of negative use – relationship management with users – bi-directional



Establish an open data training officer or advisor within an organisation



Generate clear and high quality videos and case study examples of good practice and reward



Encourage a code of conduct that allows fair discussion and not vindictive trolling



Establish a team in each local authority dedicated to helping the public access information



Introduce procedures to standardise/simplify data release



Establish the practice of asking and having to justify “why not” around data release. With examples
from the top of the organisation.



Establish dedicated public officials to promote and engage with the public on open data
uses/queries.



Clear distinct guidelines from the government department responsible for dissemination of
information and training on open data portal



Establish a data review board for an organisation – remove the onus and risk for the individual



Managers and ministers need to accept the risk of negativity and not blame it on the data



Consider how to release information and analysis to frame raw data and avoid media
misinterpretation pitfalls



Establish processes to report metadata that are uniform and that establish credibility



Conduct systematic reviews over time of data efficacy, cleanliness and relevance
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Organise data user workshops and platforms to conduct a progress review and establish future
needs



Establish an open data training officer or advisor within an organisation



Generate clear and high quality videos and case study examples of good practice and reward



Encourage a code of conduct that allows fair discussion and not vindictive trolling



Establish a team in each local authority dedicated to helping the public access information



Introduce procedures to standardise/simplify data release



Establish the practice of asking and having to justify “why not” around data release. With examples
from the top of the organisation.



Establish dedicated public officials to promote and engage with the public on open data
uses/queries.



Clear distinct guidelines from the government department responsible for dissemination of
information and training on open data portal



Establish a data review board for an organisation – remove the onus and risk for the individual



Managers and ministers need to accept the risk of negativity and not blame it on the data

Table 2. Barriers and options: Government and Organisational
Barriers: Government and Organisational


Fear of how transparency via open data might affect organisation (8)



Lack of in house knowledge and skills to publish data in open format (4)



Failure to understand the organisational benefits of releasing open data (3)



Fear of loss of data ownership once data is released in open format (1)



Lack of belief that Governmental Open data is reliable data (1)



Fear of causing panic or data being misread (1)



Resistance to releasing / publishing data in open format



(Perception of) Inadequate organisational legal frameworks to permits data to be released in open
format



A perception that Open data is simply ‘something that Governments do’ and not private sector
industry



Unwillingness to change current data reporting practices



Lack of development of wish list of potential open datasets that can be used to address societal
challenges in Ireland. What data do we need from Government?



Lack of open data from HSE such as health facilities in Ireland



Failure by government departments to advertise that data is available to the public



Inadequate institutional capacity to provide open data services, to develop standards and to provide
expertise

Options to overcome barriers


Provide enjoyable and intuitive interfaces for local government/organisation staff to publish data as
open data



Provide tangible and intangible incentives



Enact the data sharing and governance bill
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Create a metadata policy



UI and UX experts need to be involved in IT tender processes with veto rights



Set up an open data institute in Ireland



Reinforce/promote a strong publicity program



Develop a government strategy and government policy on open data



Celebrate open data innovation leaders in organisations to highlight the importance and value they
delivered.



Support and drive organisational change programs; Organisational change management is essential.



Set up a schools outreach programme for transition year students



Establish one dedicated fulltime position per department to foster internal open data use



Establish a national open data office



Demonstrate the business case to local governments through case studies, feedback and further
innovation outcomes



Learn from the experience of global cases



Consult experts (globally)



Create communities of practice/networks among all stakeholders with relevant dates to share
knowledge and support with each other in creating open data



Joined up thinking in designing public content management systems



Conduct general meetings for employees in organisations to raise open data awareness



Employ fresh thinking to infuse fresh ideas



Pooling of public sector resources



Open a channel for the public to communicate with governments



Specify contact names and emails to facilitate feedback
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Table 3. Barriers and options: Accessibility and Communication
Barriers: Accessibility and Communication


Data is in a dense form and requires design input to make it accessible (4)



Poor quality of data (e.g. getting the right format to the right person) (4)



Lack of data abstraction (infographics/ data stories) (3)



Lack of user-friendly file-formats (2)



Lack of examples available for smart use of open data (2)



Minimal publicity about data available leading to lack of awareness of its existence (2)



Lack of access to necessary software / hardware to utilise Open data (1)



Lack of engaging activities/information for those users who arrive to a page without a clear goal



Lack of information about the circumstances of data production



Lack of user-friendly interface



Limited usability of open data – preview, visualisation, data layering



Lack of sufficient broadband / bandwidth to successfully interact with Open Data



Level of openness and licences for use in commercial remit



Citizens may not always have up to date browsers on their computers



Different methodologies



Data on screen may be displayed in a technical way or use unfamiliar technical language

Options for overcoming barriers


A very visual interface is required



Technology and tools “How to” guides



Storytelling and presentations



Easy to use format/interface



Guidance on how and what to use



Funding and resourses



Data organisation



Promotion within the public



Collaboration between data scientists and service design



Develop an accredited course e.g. IPA Official stats



Set up good practice guidance



Involve training



Develop storytelling approach



Training and awareness



Accreditation and protocol



Business case



Create/develop data training and awareness to improve information management and data literacy



Develop DPER sponsored “Open Data” training and accreditation similar to IPA course on official
statistics etc



Highlight best practice (AIRO, Dashboard) accessible interfaces that communicate data stories



Create open data courses/programmes involving various topics/areas of open data concepts in
institutes of learning starting from high schools to develop awareness about the concept of open
data including uses and benefits of open data, interest in open data and skill development in areas
of open data
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Establish and enforce open data standards to be used by all stakeholders and help to eradicate
unfamiliar technical language on published data



Set up good information management practices across all public bodies – data co-ordinates



Provide case studies on how some local authorities develop open data. Encourage shared learning.
How can the Dublin experience help other LAs?



Establish who exactly would like to use the different types of data



Be cautious about what data should be made available. Not everything is useful and there is a danger
of creating an impenetrable data dump.



Use more icons and infographics



Develop lists of open software for interacting with open data – see visualisingdata.com for example



Carry out massive promotion programmes aimed at the public especially student groups and the
working class to create not just awareness of data availability but also uses and benefits of open data



Involve service design/user experience to work with data scientists



Find the issues people really care about



Develop and implement a set of policies and standards for publishing open data formats that are user
friendly



Create an easy to use visual interface that a secondary school child can access



Identify and publish data that is relevant and engaging



Set up different levels of engagement that allows step by step discovery of how to access and use
data



Funding is required from central government to promote and enable open data generation



Encourage cultural change in data generating offices/organisations to think about adopting better
data representation formats so as to promote quality of data right from the source



Promote awareness in different organisations, schools, explain benefits



Develop storytelling approach – find the story in the data



Build a picture/profile of the type of user and respond to that.

Table 4. Barriers and options: Motivation
Barriers: Motivation


Available open datasets are not “relevant” or “speaking to” peoples interests (6)



Failure to understand the benefits that Open Data can offer (5)



Failure to understand the benefits that Open Data can offer (5)



Lack of promotion / marketing surrounding open data initiatives offering motivation to ‘get involved’
(3)



Lack of interest in using open data for any purpose (‘Sure why bother?’) (2)



Lack of interest in using open data for any purpose (‘Sure why bother?’) (2)



Unwillingness to equip oneself with the skills to utilise open data



Unwillingness to educate oneself as to the benefits of open data



There is a lack of useful data available



Unwillingness to educate oneself as to the benefits of open data



Lack of public drive to get government to change
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Options for overcoming barriers


Promote exemplars to educate and inspire



Support to data releasers – review board, advisors experts, protective policies



Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open
data portal



Be realistic, most data is of no interest to most people, but it is likely to be of big interest to some



Identify user groups of sufficient size and passion to request/pull/use data



Promote products and services that employ open data via open data platforms, government websites
etc



Build and develop independent data expert teams to train relevant public officials on open data
practices – help get government to change



Develop a process to maintain, update, refresh data over time



Guarantee that things are up to date



Identify low hanging fruit: Easy options for high impact – Exemplars to inspire



Promote the benefits of an open data portal and give good examples



Promote successful data user/entrepreneur stories via open data platforms - CEOs to help public see
benefits

Table 5. Barriers and options: Services and resources
Barriers: Services and resources


Shortage of technical resources to collect data (3)



Reliability of data feeds and keeping them updated; old data is gone off (3)



Difficulty finding data – potential data dump rather than good standards for cataloguing, describing,
linking data (2)



Poor service design and management (2)



Information spread out over multiple organisations, lack of one portal (2)



Poor information management (1)



Guaranteeing/cleaning personal data from data sources (Historical/Legacy) (1)



Demand for cleaned data and data control prior to being released in an Open Data portal

Options for overcoming barriers


More complete platform for better searchability of data



Better integration of open data portals



More open and collaborative process for data cleaning



Better curation And maintenance of data quality



Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open
data portal



Be realistic, most data is of no interest to most people, but it is likely to be of big interest to some



Identify user groups of sufficient size and passion to request/pull/use data



Promote products and services that employ open data via open data platforms, government websites
etc
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Build and develop independent data expert teams to train relevant public officials on open data
practices – help get government to change



Develop a process to maintain, update, refresh data over time



Guarantee that things are up to date



Identify low hanging fruit: Easy options for high impact – Exemplars to inspire



Promote the benefits of an open data portal and give good examples



Promote successful data user/entrepreneur stories via open data platforms - CEOs to help public see
benefits



Provide information, training and education, for all government agencies on the benefits of an open
data portal



Be realistic, most data is of no interest to most people, but it is likely to be of big interest to some



Identify user groups of sufficient size and passion to request/pull/use data



Promote products and services that employ open data via open data platforms, government websites
etc



Build and develop independent data expert teams to train relevant public officials on open data
practices – help get government to change



Develop a process to maintain, update, refresh data over time



Guarantee that things are up to date

Table 6. Barriers and options: Skills and training
Barriers: Skills and training


Lack of training to go about finding data that is relevant for the purpose required (5)



Fears of criticism (by govt organisations) from the public and inadequate support and training to
field and reply to these concerns (4)



No minimum skill-set is defined with which the archive is comfortable to use (1)



Lack of educational material to acquire minimum skill-set (1)



Lack of skills / education to utilise open data (1)



Inability to interpret data might be seen as a permanent problem



Citizens may need to be computer literate to gain access to data



Lack of understanding of technical requirements for publishing open data within organisation



Lack of knowledge on freely available software that users can download i.e. Arc gis versus Q gis



Lack of available accredited open data training courses



Inadequate technical expertise to produce data in a usable format

Options for overcoming barriers


Embrace criticism



Best practices guidebook



Targeted assessment of comp/data skills followed by relevant education strategy



Define minimum skillsets for confident use of the datasets



Promote early learning techniques – clear goals, short videos



Encourage potential data publishers to expose/publish their data with no fear of consequences



Provide open data FAQs for basic users
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Provide user tutorial videos to explain what open data is and how it can be of use



Visualisations over data to make it easier to interpret/understand



Develop “open data for dummies” guidelines and publish it through mainstream media



Setup support mechanisms for open data entrepreneurs



Encourage criticism and use it as a tool for driving improvement



Teach open data at schools



Outreach initiatives to schools and community groups (TY module)



Organise open data hackathons at schools and universities



Organise workshops on finding data



Download links to open source tools that can be freely used



Set up a groups in publishing organisations to reply to criticisms of published data sets



Define ideal users to build training material



Set up and open data rights advisory



Organise public workshops on the use of public open data



Measurement of computer use in the city; Find relevant indicators for planning



Conduct an assessment of computer skills for representative groups and set up an education strategy



Promotion of data informed decision-making practices should start with acquiring data about the
citizens e.g. computer literacy, preferences

Table 7. Barriers and options:Cost
Barriers: Cost


Inadequate finances to fund the sustained collection and sharing of open data (4)



Difficult to make money from open data (furthering resistance of government) (2)



Open data is low priority for government to implement, due to uncertain ability to generate revenue.



Lack of understanding of actual real cost of publishing open data within organisations. Open data
does not mean 'free' and comes with significant cost



Lack of understanding of real cost



Inadequate finance



The cost of accessing data may be prohibitive

Options for overcoming barriers


Data creation should be driven by user demand



Visualisation of data is important



Centralize streamline formats/license/metadata for all datasets from all sources



One open data officer per department and budget



Organisational change management programme



Cost network with CSOs – Civil society organisation



Greater government and EU funding



Make departments feed on other departments data streams



Create an adequate budget within each department: DPER promised 3 million EUR to INKEX to create
closed data instead of open
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Specify fund for open data projects



Distribute the fund to all organisations that are involved in open data initiatives



Create a fund for all open data events (similar to Dublin Beta)



Engage with CSOs, that can offer expertise, new software, training resources to governments and
organisations



Set up a fund to commercialise open data projects



Distribute the fund for all organisations that are involved in open data initiatives



Set up a network of open data stakeholders

Table 8. Barriers and options: Privacy and security
Barriers: Privacy and security


Personal information accessed by public can lead to data protection infringement (3)



Highly selective groups allowed access to certain types of data (1)



Culture of secrecy 1



Dilution of information available to the public



National security issues as a result of the release of sensitive information

Options for overcoming barriers


Very clear data protocol and guidance



Policy and programmes



Develop trust



Listening



Develop understanding of values



Highlight good practice



Develop case studies of benefits of open data to counteract concerns related to security, sensitive
information



Conduct research into how potentially sensitive data is used in an open environment in other
countries



Build trust between government and citizens by establishing data protocols



Create a library of case studies in places where it is issued without too many problems



Create and promote the adoption of open data publishing policies that encourage and give directives
to publish only non-personal/private data to avoid data protection infringement



Understand what the value system is, engage with it, and change it bit by bit.



Make recommendations to the government on programmes to be implemented in order to bring
about cultural change from traditional methods to open data support in a phase basis.



Listen carefully to what the fears are, what the sensitive information is and find solutions for them.



Establish trust so data protection is not an excuse not to open data



Conduct consistent training and support to overcome the particular barriers



Develop protocol with CSO and data protection commissioner as to how personal data can be
aggregated to an acceptable level for public release e.g. point to small area aggregation



Organise multi-level training on how to use data safely



Encourage culture of openness
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Table 9. Information needs – Kay Scenario
What types of information/data are needed, in what format, delivered in what way?
As (User Type X),

I want…

Citizen

Information

Kay
Citizen
Citizen

, so that I can…
about

what

is

planned

for

my

Support or object and galvanise popular support or

neighbourhood

opposition

To get information gathered about my community

Receive their opinions and suggestions about the

across others in the community

information

What local sporting groups/clubs are in my area – GAA,

Get more involved in my local community and

book clubs, events

neighbours

To support and use local business

Engage with my local community and support local
enterprise

Kay

Gain support to prevent the road widening in my

Allow other groups to inform our neighbourhood how

neighbourhood

to stop it and provide alternatives to the council or
authorities

Administrators

A space/voice where citizens meet

Hear their comments, grievances and criticism of public
administrators’ activities

Citizen
Citizen

Real time information – when football pitches are

Don’t waste any time setting up early for football

closed due to flooding

training if it’s cancelled

Information on local services all listed and visualised on

Better understand the availability of services in my area

one map – GP, school, crèches etc.
Citizen

Information on social and cultural activities –

Better understand what is happening in my local area

restaurants, shops, theatre
Kay
Citizen

A means of communication that is efficient and cost-

Reach everyone in the community and get their

effective, wide-spread

feedback in a fast, cost-effective and efficient way

Report local issues to my elected representatives – ASB,

Highlight local problems and encourage elected

litter etc.

members/public groups to respond to issues
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Kay

A platform to share the public activities that are going

Have a wider audience, visitors to our pop-up festival

on with our pop-up festival in our neighbourhood
Kay/citizen/administrators

A platform (for the network) that is user-friendly, takes

Be encouraged to use frequently, interesting to

little time to learn and use

participate, be able to make my impact/influence
within the group

Kay/citizen

Information on what other groups there are in the city

Learn from them and share any difficulties I have –

who I can network with

visual, audio, digital

Kay

Information on issues

So I can sign up/start a new campaign

Citizen

Collaborate in defining and influencing events taking

We can contribute our suggestions and comments

place in community

about what we want

Kay

Information about grants and community supports

Start a local community movement

Kay

To introduce public administrators’ tools on the

Make feedback and comments on the issues in the

platform of network of community people

community available to the administrators for inclusion
in policy-making

Kay

Alerts when a new plan or programme of interest to me

Have input to bring about change in my community

is established
Kay/citizens

System of data contribution that uphold protection of

We can be free to voice our grievances, give opinions,

personal information

criticise public administrators activities without
problems

Kay

ICT-enabled infrastructure

Create a network of people in my community through
the ICT-infrastructure to enhance collaboration and
discussion of the platform

Kay

Feedback from my local authority on how my concerns

Feel that I have been listened to

have been activated
Kay

Information relating to developmental programmes

Share with others in the community for support and
awareness
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Kay

To know about street cleaning schedules

Report littering and get it actioned

Kay

More connection with my council/or someone

Find out information on all the vacant spaces in my
neighbourhood

Kay/citizen

Information about other people who live in my

Connect with those who have similar issues/ideas

neighbourhood
Kay

To do more locally and be connected more globally

Have a fruitful, vibrant community and learn to
contribute to other contexts

Kay

A one-stop space

Allows me to get information locally, nationally and
globally

Citizen Kay

To see and ‘up to date’ list of volunteers in my

Rapidly pull together projects in my community and

community with skillset and reputation information

access skills and people,

and involve vulnerable

communities
Public administrator/police

Early information on anti-social behaviour, littering,

Prepare early intervention

social tension
Kay

Information and resources for using social media and

Promoting a skillshare exchange, promote sharing of

digital marketing

local news

Names of people in public administration who I can

So I can enquire about activities (e.g. roads, social

phone

housing etc.)

Kay

Spending plans (in advance)

So I can lobby for changes, understand spending

Citizen Kay

Social indicators:

Kay



Health statistics



Employment stats



Crime levels (and types)



School quality, num, availability



What activities the social group should focus
on other than guessing



Build a group of infirmed citizens
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Citizen Kay

Citizen Kay

The events happening in the area:


Entertainment



Sporting



Charity

Planning and infrastructure:


Building



Transport



Water/energy



Road quality



Traffic congestion

Build a group of infirmed citizens

Build a group of infirmed citizens

Citizen Kay

Charity information/activities

Build a group of informed citizens

Citizen Kay

News feeds

Build a group of informed citizens

Citizen Kay

Economic information:

Build a group of informed citizens

Citizen Kay
Citizen Kay
Citizen Kay

Citizen Kay



Companies



Rates/taxes

Information on contacts, activities and past projects of

Learn from past mistakes and leverage learnings and

social innovation organisation in my area

build social networks with relevant social organizations

Local news, planning applications

Be an engaged citizen/civic



Events in neighbourhood



Roadworks



Environmental projects

Information on grants

Participation, civic consultation

Volunteer my services or knowledge to benefit my
neighbours
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Citizen Kay

A local Facebook/ Twitter page administered by local

I can have a sense of ownership of my community

authority and business community for opening and
closing times of shops/pharmacies etc.
Citizen Kay

Information

on

other

community

resident

So I don’t always have to depend on statutory agencies

committees/security issues – policing, street sweeping,
fixing potholes, road-works (how long will I be
inconvenienced)
Citizen Kay

Information on local services

Identify gaps in service provision and highlight areas of
improvement

Citizen Kay
Kay
Kay
Citizen Kay

Information about opening times for parks, libraries

To encourage community engagement

etc.

Organise community events/initiatives

A means of organising, promoting and project

Easily follow the protocols of handling money and

managing a community group activity

resources and objectives

Existing schedules or public administration workers or

Understand constraints to get access and then when

schedule for jobs to be done

things are to be done

Information on my local representatives, councillors,

Report back to local government on evolving needs of

public officials

the community


i.e. access to internet for elderly community



i.e. local volunteering
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Table 10. Information needs – Jane scenario
Information needs – what types of information/data are needed, in what format, delivered in what way?
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Public administrator

To be able to embed intuitive representations of data in

Make it easier for citizens to fully engage with planning

my consultation material

the Local Economic and Community Plan

To feel that the council speaks to me by making relevant

Feel included

Disabled user or young person

information available
Public administrator

A virtual space for citizen engagement

Provide citizens with an environment that fosters
participation

Any users

A HVP platform

See and add ideas that help enhance open data

Public administrator

An easy to use interface to social networks

Provide feedback on channels [which] citizens find
comfortable

Public administrator

To know who is in charge of what data

Easily find data if I need it

Researcher

Free access data to engineering data (about energy

So I can test it and compare it with the estimated energy

consumption)

consumptions and check it that data match the
consumption standards

Developer

I need more parking data with more updates

So I can build an application for parking

Government employee

I need funding to employ a full-time open-data

To get more to updates and check the quality of data

employee
Public citizen

Schools, music classes data

Choose for my kids the school and extra activities

Start-up small business

Coherent datasets about planning from all Irish Local

Build a website that consists of all local authority

Authorities

planning data

Blind user

Sound in the website data portal

Hear and get an image about the available data

Public administrator

People to engage with the data by commenting

Understand views on the issue relevant to how we plan
and obtain new insights
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Public administrator

To easily be able to view data combined across many

Co-operate on planning proposals with other councils

councils and slice the data
Public administrator

Software that opens up the silos of departments

Get an overview of what data is out there

Young person

To have a mobile interface

Engage on discussions on the data wherever I am

Young person

To get data related to my life

Interact with society and learn

Young person

To get feedback to my interactions with PA

Feel valuable, listened to and able to change things

Public administrator

Information about citizen needs

Provide a service to citizens that is valuable

Young person

To easily understand and enjoy learning about my

Be more motivated to get engaged

community through data use
Young person

Data to provide me with new insights on my community

Understand how I can make a difference

Member of a minority group

To be able to critically evaluate decisions by drawing

Ensure fairness and honesty in political/social processes

relevant data

and decisions, and have my voice heard

Disabled person

To get information easily using a touch screen

Hear it in audio form

Citizen

To find out what happened about my issue at last night’s

Hear what the councillors actually said

council meeting
Jane

Information to be freely available in multiple formats

Give feedback to citizens

Young person

To get the information I need quickly and easily

Avoid all the boring stuff

Small business person

To get consistent and reliable information

Use it for business purposes

Public administrator

I want high level data on local communities (number,

So that relevant cross community collaborations can be

structures, location)

facilitated hence supporting economic dev

I want social media mined data representing opinions of

So that young peoples’ opinions can be considered in

the target groups

the agenda

Young person

Data about activities relevant to me

I can get involved in shaping the city and how it develops

Disabled person

Journey planning information for disabled people

Get around the city on public transport

Public administrator

Spending/finance data for community projects that

Target resources to projects that will make a difference

Public administrator

worked
Public administrator

Data on cross community successful initiatives

Therefore I can align my development strategy
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Public administrator

A list of community groups and different types of

I can contact groups and obtain feedback and engage

communities in Dublin
Public administrator

A platform with data about community development

I can contact and engage other public admins

group
Citizen

A list of activities or plans for Dublin

I can be involved and provide feedback

Citizen (disabled)

Maps for disabled parking locations

Therefore I can park easily whenever doing business in
the city

Citizen (disabled)

Maps with locations for disabled pick-up points (for

Therefore I can plan my city trip more effectively

vans)
Citizen (disabled)

A list of special transport companies with contact details

So I could organise a trip independently

Citizen (young)

A list of free transport modes available

So I could move around cheaply

Public administrator

To

Public administrator
Public administrator

find

existing

groups

and

their

common

Start discussions about their needs and possible

communication platforms

engagement

To find out what are the group-specific ways of

Communicate with

communication

engage in formal conversation

Establish

connections

with

groups,

organize

groups that might not want to

Enable efficient feedback loops

representatives and regular update sessions
As member of the community

Efficient, quick feedback

See that the provided inform. has been implemented

As member of the community

Understandable information on the issues/projects

Increase my motivation to participate

under negotiation
As member of the community

Easily accessible information and regular updates

Stay interested

Public administrator and citizen

A collaborative platform

Converse

Young person

Education/course data

Start to think about my future education

Young person

Data on employment in my area

Jobs

Citizen

Datasets on ambulance call out times and emergency

Decide whether or not I need to push for better

services

emergency services in my area

Datasets on free facilities that I can use

Socialise with my friends for free

Young person
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Jane

Datasets on citizen demographics

Better understand the types of citizens I need to interact
with

Public administrator

Economic data

To evaluate business potential in a particular area

Citizen

Data on planning decisions

Understand why planning decisions are made

Disabled user

Data on disabled facilities

Have better quality of life

Disabled user

Planning data

Ensure that my needs as a disabled user are being
considered

Jane

An accessible platform

Engage with people with a disability

Jane

Apps

Engage with young people

Jane

A feedback mechanism in the platform

Give feedback to citizens

Jane

Discussion forums

Facilitate

conversations

between

citizens

and

administrators
Public administrator

Map and visualise data

Make informed decisions on my particular region

Citizen

To be able to let my opinion be known and provide

My needs are considered in the decision-making process

feedback
Citizen

To be able to easily view data specific to where I live

‘Monitor’ the current status of my area
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Table 11. Social and Collaborative Interaction needs – Jane scenario


What types of citizen-to-citizen interactions are needed? What types of citizen-public administrator interactions are needed?



Nature of interaction, form of interaction, focus of interaction?

As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen

Share an interesting dataset on Facebook or Twitter

Share datasets with my friends

Public administrator

The ability to share data on social media

To raise awareness and get more feedback

Citizen (linked )

Be able to comment on datasets

Give specific feedback on a dataset

Public administrator (linked)

Moderate comments

Remove offensive comments

Citizen

To be able to submit data

Enhance data available

Citizen

Tag datasets

Make them easier to find in future (and for other users)

Citizen and public administrator

Visualise data

Better consume and understand it

Citizen

Be able to organise events

Meet other citizens in relation to local community
issues

Data portal owner

A community platform to crowd-source data and to

Discover new data and step back from managing

crowd-maintain/curate data, tagging

platform

Forum

Get feedback and talk directly to users of the portal

Citizen to public administrator

Blog

Get/give updates about data and projects

Citizen to public administrator

Calendar

Release schedule, events

Public administrator to citizen- Citizen to public
administrator
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Citizen to citizen

Connect with others using same dataset

Share ideas and combine forces

Citizen to public administrator to owner

To request new dataset

So I can build new tools

Citizen

Real-time feedback

Ask questions when meeting a problem

Young person

Real-time visualisation

See the results of my engagement

Public administrator

Continuous discussion

Ensure feedback both ways

Public administrator

To ensure group-specific communication

Facilitate communication

Public administrator

Personal discussions offline and updates online and off

Track progress

Public administrator

Group-specific reward system

Maintain interest

Young person

Anonymity or limited liability

Feel safe when expressing my opinion

Public administrator

Verified accounts

So I know who I’m talking to (I can reach the person)

All

Fast feedback solutions – chat/forum/wall

So I get answers quickly

Disabled

Multi-channel platform/support

So I can participate

All

Explicit communication

So I know who I’m talking to

All

Expert facilitation

For more quality discussions

All

Rich with feedback from politicians

So I can see the impact
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Public administrators and citizens

Open flow of many diverse conversations on the data

So that new knowledge value and insights are
generated

Young person

Interact on social media

Stick to my known tools

Citizen

Transcripts of videos

Find information via search engines hidden in videos

Citizen-to-citizen

To express my opinion and share it with others

Come to conclusions

Citizen to Public administrator

To let the PA know what I want

Get action

Public administrator to citizen

To inform all citizens

Get my job done

Citizen

Open and participatory platform

Make requests, discuss data, follow up

Public administrator

Data to be searchable

Encourage data re-use

Public administrator to citizen

Face to face meeting

Express my ideas in detail

Citizen

Online help

Easily at any time express my idea

Citizen

Video demo

To understand what I can do as a starting point

Developer

More data formats

Use it based on my need

Public administrator, citizen

My input to be shared

Get the added value to the data from the interaction

Public administrator

New knowledge needs to flow back based on data

So data needs to be presented to many different

released so there is new value generated from

audiences

discussions, engagement brings new knowledge,
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Table 12. Social and Collaborative Interaction needs – Kay scenario


What types of citizen-to-citizen interactions are needed? What types of citizen-public administrator interactions are needed?



Nature of interaction, form of interaction, focus of interaction?

As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen K

To find ways to reach out to socially isolated older

Set up a companionship scheme

citizens
Citizen K

Something that is common to every area so I don’t need

Easily access my users

to hunt it down. A known place.
Citizen K

Somewhere both PA and locals can see a shared

Engage and learn

conversation
PA

Request screening procedure

To avoid being overloaded with requests

PA

Requests to follow a set format (e.g. flood – send a

More effectively evaluate and prioritise needs

photo)
Kay/citizens

Platform that support tools, interactive communication

Upload pictures of subject of discussions, graphic and
at the same time support comment and sharing

Administrators

A means of feedback on the discussions in platform -

Administrators

can

harvest

citizens’

Feedback

comments/feedback as open source data for policymaking and programme design

Kay/citizens/ administrators

A platform for networking equipped with web 2.0 tools

Use the real-time interactive tools

Citizen/PA

View all services on a map on the portal – potential to

Connect directly to professional services available

connect with users through link/email

locally

To know what’s going parallel to our neighbourhood

Make connections

Citizen/PA
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Kay
Kay

Tools to support our local community user group when

Connect to local representatives and connect a public

we voice concerns

administrator

To map all the facilities in my neighbourhood

To find out if other neighbourhoods can complement
our assets

User

Local library interactions

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

User

Community centre interactions

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

User

Face-to-face interactions with public administrators

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

(photos)
User

The above, along with Facebook, Twitter and a

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

webpage
User

Social media interaction

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

User

On-line interaction

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

User

Focus on local issues/roads, traffic, housing/planning,

Be informed, engaged and love my neighbourhood

environment/arts, health
Citizen Kay

To be able to moderate my portal

Prevent abusive behaviour

Citizen Kay

An image repository to tag with data – a picture is



Pollution best described by image

worth 1,000 words



Words don’t always describe best

Citizen Kay

To stop reinventing the wheel

Expedite my objectives

Citizen Kay

Face-to-face interaction

Discuss local issues with PA

Citizen Kay

Online interaction via social media

To efficiently report local problems
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Citizen Kay

PA twitter page, Facebook page

Keep up-to-date with local services and necessary
improvements

Citizen Kay

Needs

to

be

multiple

modes

–

So I can access everyone easily

Twitter/Facebook/desktop
Citizen Kay

A set of standardised forms and feedback response e.g.

Make a request so people can chime in and get

forms and Disqus.

feedback from public administrators
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Table 13. Social and Collaborative Interaction needs – Annie scenario


What types of citizen-to-citizen interactions are needed? What types of citizen-public administrator interactions are needed?



Nature of interaction, form of interaction, focus of interaction?

As (User Type X),
Annie

I want…

, so that I can…



Demographic data (CSO)



Pobal – deprivation data

Define my customer profile

Annie

Speak/connect with me CEO/Local Enterprise Officer

To identify supports, permissions, legal requirements

Annie

Local food supplier dataset/directory

Decide on my suppliers

Annie

Google map data on existing premises

Identify niche market/cuisine

Annie

County council support list of websites

Annie

Set up social media accounts

Build customer network

Annie

Surveys/polls on street

Connect with potential customers

Annie

What is available in existence and what not in café/food

Tell more about need for café/food services – demand

business

for services

Annie

Concentration of demand area

To decide about premises/location of business

Annie

To find out about local business rates in the area

See what similar companies are saying

Annie

I want to use local suppliers – where are my nearest?

Promote my business as using local produce only. I’m
very hipster!

Annie

ICT-enabled system to help in information gathering

Gather data related to market profile (demand
availability); availability of funding and pricing model
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Entrepreneur setting up business

Identify market need – business directory

Explore:


Opening up data from companies registration
office


Entrepreneur setting up business

Supports from my Local Enterprise Office

Entrepreneur setting up business

Connect to customers and connect to suppliers

Entrepreneur setting up business

Footfall, socio-economic data

Entrepreneur/Annie

Understand

existing

market

and

Vacant spaces in street maps

Find out about rates, licences

underlying

Profile best location

demographics
Citizen

More café/food services in my community

Access the nearest outlet instead of having to go far [to
other] areas to have food/coffee

Public administrator

To stimulate more SME’s to create employment

Reduce unemployment and increase tax revenue

Public administrator

Provide funding for SME’s

More SME’s can spring up to create employment and
tax revenue

Annie

Funding

To support my café/food business
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Table 14. Social and Collaborative Interaction needs – Joe scenario


What types of citizen-to-citizen interactions are needed? What types of citizen-public administrator interactions are needed?



Nature of interaction, form of interaction, focus of interaction?

As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen Joe

Give views to public administrators

Receive feedback

Citizen Joe

Share ideas and views

Engage other groups

Citizen Joe

Organise meet-ups

Discuss potential collaboration

Citizen Joe

Share datasets

Get opinions and ideas

Citizen Joe

Share feedback received from public administrators

Promote transparencies

Citizen Joe

Share my profile

Connect with like-minded individuals

Hackers

To be part of a skilled community

Enhance my professional network

Hackers

My

products/solutions

to

be

received

by

Have a say in public matters

government/business
Hackers

A well-maintained place/ equipment

Work on a high level

Hackers

Feedback from peers/government/business

To enhance my knowledge

Public administrator

Provide places/equipment for hacker groups

Enable skilled communities to work together

Hackers

Communication channel for groups

Enable project updates and communication
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Citizen Joe to Public Administrator

To tell the public administrator that I am doing this

Get buy in and assistance

project (contact tool)
Citizen Joe – Citizens

To advertise my project/blog and forum

Get help from other similar-minded people

Citizen Joe – Citizens

To advertise my product/blog and forum

Get people to use it

Citizen Joe – Public Administrator

Data about decisions and how they are made (live

Get data for my app

webcasts)
Citizens - Citizens

A forum

Get feedback from citizens about decisions

Citizen Joe –Citizens

Calendar of upcoming votes/decisions

Get people involved

Citizen Joe

Live webcasts of meetings where important decisions

Be an engaged, responsible, informed citizen

are made on community issues. I want to leave a
comment for the participants or decision-makers
online, like a live TV programme – feedback can be
viewed via newsfeed (on screen) or verbally by
decision-makers
Citizen Joe

Set up and administer his own local page (page, forum,
Public Participation Network, Facebook, Twitter) to
disseminate information to his neighbours and other
citizen groups for their feedback
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Table 15. Data Understandability, Usability Needs and Decision-making needs, tools and services – Kay and Jane
-- what is needed to enhance the understandability and usability of open data?
-- what types of decision-making tools and services are needed?
As (User Type X),

I want ……

, so that I can …..

User

Pictures in screen. Video images.

User

Separate page to enable Jane to communicate with her

Work to the best of my ability with no sites blocked by

colleagues in area offices

my computer administrators.

User

Statistics to be shown like bar charts

So I can communicate with the public.

User

Less figures and numbers

User

Dashboard maps and visuals

Understand data better

User

Visuals and questions it might cluster

Put data in context and understand why it is important

User

Modifiable maps and customisable dashboards

Create customised solutions

User

Stories exemplifying decision-making practices

To see examples of how data is used

User

Visualised word clouds for most used

To understand topical preferences

User

Real time visualisation for what if scenarios

To try out specific variations

Citizen

Know what the open data portal is for

Use it

Citizen

Maps of the data so I can query the data spatially

Find data relevant to my area and make decisions
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Citizen

Predictive analytics and trend visualisations

I can make plans and see the future possibilities

Citizen

Notifications when datasets I’ve used are updated

Update my outputs

Public administrator

Visibly engaged communities

Monitor/showcase the predictability of communities

Public administrator

The ability to post surveys

Get citizen opinions on specific topics

Citizen

Save my favourite views and datasets

Resume my data browsing and work at a later date

Citizen

Visualisations – maps, charts etc

Easily understand and consume data

City manager/official

Executable dashboard

See datasets statistics such as categories, numbers,
downloads

App developer

APIs

Write apps based on the data

Citizen

Question answering interface

Interact intuitively with data

Citizen

To search over documents and metadata

Easily find interesting data

App developer

Data merge and wrangling tools

Build personalised datasets to feed my app

Citizen

Browse and exploration compatibility over datasets

Explore the available data

Map – for all GIS related data
All

Zoomable maps for finance/funds distribution data

See what the funding looks like at different levels (U.S.
recovery money map)

All

Provenance data attached to dataset

So I could understand how the dataset was created and
what is the granularity
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User

Charts for trends for financial data

User

Infographics for multidimensional databases (complex)

User

Timeline view for historical data (animation)

Citizen

API on smart phone

See the data in a nice interface

Citizen

Visualisation

Picture better than 1000 words

Citizen and developers

Metadata

Understand and make it searchable

Citizen

Show cases

Inspire

Students

Examples

Inspire

Students and citizens

Video demos

Use these as a starting point

councillor

Statistics for my local area

Make informed decisions

City manager

A complete data model

Understand the bigger picture

Citizen

To see a video of my issue being discussed

Hear all the views expressed and not just see the
decision

Public administrator

Journey time data for my local area and video data

Identify key trends and traffic hotspots that require
improved management

Public administrator

Data on road/pedestrian accidents and crime

Better allocate budgets for lighting schemes and
policing resources

Citizen

Case studies and contacts with those cases

Learn how I can use the data for impact
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Connect with case study owners for support and advice
Citizen and Public administrator

Model various outcomes based on my choices

Make an informed choice or decision and better
understand how my community systems works

Citizen

To be able to examine the rationale and data

Challenge the data

supporting a policy
User

Add other policy/plan options (all open to comment
and dialogue)

Citizen

To visualise where local council and central government

Understand how my tax is improving my local area

budget is spent on a map
Kay

Explore different scenarios and model consequences

Play sim city with my city

Kay/Citizen/ Public administrator

Tools for data analysis and visualisation and

Enable further processing of the data into easily

transparency enhancing tools

understandable information and visualise data for
quick reading

User

Filter data to my neighbourhood/interests

Block unnecessary distractions

Kay/Citizen

Interactive graphics as quick transparency enhancing

To easily represent data in simple summaries that

toolsets

support transparency

Kay

Pictures and symbols

Engage with the usability

Kay

Express my preferences – vote, comment, like/dislike,

Interact with data and with other people

engage
Kay

To be able to see how one decision affects another

I can make informed decisions on proposals

outcome
Kay

Great visualisations – 3D model, Streetview, birds eye

Interact with public space
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Public administrator

Reporting tools/data mining tools

Be able to mine comments/see communication data on
the platform for processing into decision-making inputs
from citizens

Kay

Data format that is aligned with open data standards

Have data that follows the 5 – star open data formats
to allow open data linking (Linked Data)

Kay

To be able to ask nuanced and particular questions

Find the answers exquisitely to suit my particular
question

Kay

Upload information about local services via a map icon:

Directly engage with specific local services. Voice my

e.g. showers in this pool need repair

opinion on public facilities

Kay

My search to be private, not public

Have a sense of safety

User

Compare with other neighbourhoods/ cities

To see how my neighbourhood/city is by comparison

User

Flag issues/ Pin suggestions

Have input

Kay/Citizen

Tools that permit interlinking with other platforms

Have access to other portals of similar interest for use
with data in my portal

Kay

Pull in my social media profile versus remain
anonymous

Kay

Guidance and advice examples

Understand and use data in an efficient manner

Kay

Suggestions e.g. “other users also viewed”

Learn from others

Citizen

Visualise – map, layer, merge, filter

Find and present information relevant to me

Kay

Information in small parcels

Explain it to others

Kay/Citizen/ Public administrator

Searchability/filter/personalisation/
tools

customisation

Enable further accessibility ease to the data on the
platform both as an individual and organisation
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Public administrator

Mapping platform that gathers public opinion on local

Promote public consultation and deliver a better plan

area plans
Citizen/ Public administrator

A tool to discuss an issue and add data elements to

Engage in data driven decision-making

complement discussion
User

A simplified visualisation (Many Eyes and Disqus)

User

An ability to return all data about my local area and

Spot relationships

visualise
User

Schedules regarding local services

See what is being actioned, logged, closed etc

User

Feedback platform

Engage with public officials and other local citizens

User

Pool of apps available for my local community

Efficiently access information on real time and static
local information and services

Citizen

To filter national and regional datasets

Examine my local areas performance and identify key
differences in spending and provision of services

Public official

A cost breakdown

Allocate the correct resources within budget

Public official

Layered maps

Make decisions based on all available data for the local
area

Citizen

Better labelling and contextual information on data

Understand it better

Public administrator

Modelling tools that I can use with open data and

We can collaborate on problem solving

citizens
Citizen

To see records of decisions made using particular data

Critique, ensure quality of decision-making and point
out any “learning/lessons learned” for future decisionmaking

Citizen

To see how data has been used to inform decisions

Know decisions are made including (but not limited to)
use of data
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APPENDIX C: GRONINGE N
C.1 FULL SET OF BARRIERS, OPTIONS, AND N EEDS
Table 1. Barriers and options: Government: Ownership/privacy
Barriers - Government: Ownership/privacy


Privacy (3)



Conflict between privacy and openness (2)



Commercially sensitive (1)



We do not know whether it is legal



Secrecy



It is not ours and we do not know whom it belongs too



The data is not ours and we do not have permission of the owner (1)



Coordination: one has to be clear about privacy and it should also be possible to share
information in confidence



Some data you'd rather not disclose (3)



Conflicting roles and interests between civil servants, politicians, management and
public (3)



Open data is a toy of politicians/board

Total 13 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Anonymize data 



Permission needs to be given on a high level of the organization



Push citizens to provide data (from under the table)



National legislation and coordination from national government



Anonymize personal data



Be clear which data are open and which are not



Provide one point of contact for open data



Provide executives with backing (judicial and/or political)



Give citizens or organizations a say in what should be made public (give permission)




Make agreements with partners about the availability of data
Facilitate a culture change: it is ok to make mistakes, political backup for management




Data not on individual level but make data available on meso /macro level



Focus on organizations that are a natural assembly point for regional data

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
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Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the
barriers

Table 2. Barriers and options: Government: Resources/management
Barriers - Government: Resources/management


Data is spread over different organizations and departments (8)



Our IT department will give us an astronomical bill



Lack of cooperation with third parties (1)



We only have it on paper



Data are instrumental and are meant for another purpose



We do not have enough bandwidth



The files are too big



Many people will download our data and the servers will go down



Our website cannot handle big data files



It will cost too much money



We do not structurally collect data (4)



Our management says no (1)



We cannot confirm nor deny that we have it



It requires a big adjustment in the IT infrastructure or extra management

Total 14 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Often we just mess around, according to me. That is a pity. Guidelines? Tips? Both
about the collection and provision



Make a data inventory and explore what the use can be



Work with pictograms and visual instruments that everyone can "understand"



Exactly, make a readable simple clarification and also provide the original data, so
that users can choose



Data strategy: develop a vision and policy on data



If we do not have this, how do we make sure that we have it tomorrow? Because, it
is already existing in Japan? America?



Connect with the new world, wherein technology is pretty important



Both need to get going, government as well as the citizen. Respectively: promote and
be open



Central government increasingly stimulates its public servants to be attentive to open
data



Be open for questions about data from society



One open data file for one organization, that means that departments can fill and find
it
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Also help civil servants themselves with open data 



Organize meetings between government and …. Policy issue is starting point 



Promoting cooperation by …



Just employ a couple of very clever ICT workers and let them from now on hire all
new ICT workers. That will do

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the barrier
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Table 3. Barriers and options: Government: Extra work
Barriers - Government: Extra work


We know that there are mistakes in the dataset, people will send us improvements
that we have to process (2)*



It is not our job (2)



It will lead to unnecessary discussions (1)



It will take a lot of effort to convince people to use data (3)



It will take an effort to bring the platform under attention (1)



It is our first step

Total 9 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Consider information as production and the openness thereof as added value of
public administration



If you do it right, you profit the most from correct information yourself



User feedback is just quality improvement of the data



Let users themselves know when data is incorrect



Viral campaign to generate publicity, challenge hackers to use data



Organize a group of ambassadors around a data platform -> co-creative process



Make use of the feedback loop/wisdom of the crowd



Have to make time



Take time



Anticipate before a task/project to provide data in an understandable manner



Citizens are not individuals all the time, they can interpret collectively



Government needs to give support with time + resources + available knowledge (an
internal flywheel effect is crucial)



Training "the additional value of open data"



Deploy students for processing data



Think of something with good architects/Exposure



Data processing should be part of the regular work process 



Using open data as a basis for supporting important discussions -> prevents
"unimportant discussions"

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the
barriers

Barriers - Government: fear, losing control


One is afraid to lose control of themes (5)*



People will get angry because of what they will find out



Avoiding risks, fear of disclosing strategic or financial data (2)



One will save the data and then they will use old data



Misuse



The government will lose its reputation



Reputation loss (1)



Refusal by politicians to transfer knowledge or power (1)



Use and importance of transparency is not recognized by everyone in the government



Opposing or having difficulty with the changing role of government-society (from a
directing role to a facilitating role or even completely letting go) (5)

Total 14 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Accepting reality: make transparency a policy priority



Explain what open data is



Start providing information without risks



Communicate more



More trust: civil servant should cooperate with citizens, understanding 



Have more trust in citizens



Willingness to take risks, overcome fear of cold water



Put good examples in the limelight (citizens in control) 



Make a nice project with the use of open data



Stimulate collaboration with users



Just do it!



Let public servants take the lead who fit within the new relations



Do not be afraid of innovation

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
 Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the
barriers
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Table 5. Barriers and options: Citizens: Access
Barriers - Citizens: Access


We can find it but do not have access (2)



We don't know where the data is (1)



Lack of visibility



Data is published but cannot be found and does not have a user-friendly format(4)



The project is based on volunteers who do not have time for open data(1)



No time



How do you know the data is there? (7)



Users miss the skills to process data and translate it into information (2)

Total 17 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Communication strategy/campaign (based on appealing examples) 



Publish information/data through consumer-minded publications with a link to the
website



Be findable through Google 



Rubricate on website 



Define a clear source and date



Manuals that make the use of data easier



Make a conveniently arranged, accessible website



Access through central location (www.mijnoverheid, Digid, Gemeenteloket, or
anything alike)



Back office/contact person 



Classify on website



Easy to find through Google (ads?)



(Online) workshops/publish how to's to show the possibilities

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the
barriers
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Table 6. Barriers and options: Citizen: Technical issues
Barriers - Citizen: Technical issues


It is incomplete (2)*



Wrong information: not updating the information leads to wrong information(4)



It is not a usable format (4)



Too technical (4)



Preference for complete datasets



Insufficient information about the data: how is the data collected? How reliable?
Which definitions were used? (5)



Can our target group do something with this data?(1)

Total 20 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Be clear about what is what: when collected, by whom, how, and so on 



Provide the data with a usability label! 



Tell what the quality of the data is, even if the quality is not that good 



"Zoover", so people themselves are reviewing. That label yes



Campaign: open data, what do you do with them?



Spread best practices



Open data is usable for intermediaries, make sure that there is a connection between
the societal question and the intermediaries 



Make a connection with education



Automatically translate technical into understandable language, combined job =
more employment



As a government, do not think that citizens can or cannot use something. Leave
citizens the choice whether they use it



First learn citizens that it can be valuable



Learn people to long for the sea…

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the barriers
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Table 7. Barriers and options: Citizen: Use and value
Barriers - Citizen: Use and value


The quality is unknown (3)*



There is no value to it



Unclear how to use the open data (2)



Unclear how relevant the information is (4)



Lack of usability (6)



Reliability of the analysis



Quality of the data



Interpretation of data

Total 15 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Provide clear clarifications of the data (meta data are not sufficient)



One cannot direct relevance, it will become clear by itself



"Translating" together with communication experts



Involve users in the development of the platform



The development of an info graphic on behalf of use



Knowledge transfer in real life



Think from the perspective of the user, the usefulness of data



Make several access portals to data



Build in the possibility for users to ask questions about the available data (helpdesk?)



Think about the quality assessment of the analysis/interpretation of the data



Use communication instruments such as info graphics



That will probably develop over time



To have one contact 



Develop a "quality mark" -> a way to assess the reliability (experts)

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the
barriers
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Table 8. Barriers and options: Citizens: Knowledge and interest
Barriers - Citizens: Knowledge and interest


No idea what anyone should do with it (2)*



Lack of experience



Some citizens might use open data whereas others will continue to need the help of
the city



Lack of trust by government in competence of citizens to use open data (5)



Opposing or having difficulty with changing role government-society (deeply
entrenched mind-set of citizens that government will take care of them)

Total 7 votes
Options to overcome barriers


Gain trust by being transparent and organize a helpdesk



Ask citizens which information they find useful



Ask more questions



Better inform citizens



Rate citizens at their true positive value



Put good examples in the limelight (competent citizens) 



Learn citizens how they can use data in the right way



Help-desk 



Communicate/explain 



Be clear about the purpose

* Participants were asked to indicate which barriers were most important. Each participant had seven votes. The
total amount of votes for each barrier and the total amount of votes within each theme are indicated in red.
 Participants agreed after group discussion that these were the most important options to overcome the
barriers

Table 9. Information needs - Scenario Marianne
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Marianne
Marianne

I want…

, so that I can…

projection of the amount of students

insight in the possibilities of keeping

for the coming 10 years

my elementary school

to know what the government and city

know how and if I can use that

are doing about population decline in
education
Marianne

what

the

available

budget

for

know how much I can spend

education and related services are
Marianne

Marianne

Where and with whom can I talk about

So that I can influence the future

education policy

quality and position of my school

Who is involved in the installation of a

Know whether I or my school can use

broadband network and what is the

that information to increase the quality

role of the city?
Marianne
City

How can I improve the quality at my

Influence the future and keep the

school

school open

What does Marianne want and what
does she need

Marianne

Contact with government

To see whether the installation of
broadband internet is an option

Marianne

City

a platform to contact other stakeholder

To identify the needs and possibility of

in the village

broadband internet and other services.

contact citizens

make sure that budget is spent in a way
that meets the needs of citizens

Marianne

Population/ student projection

to examine what the future of the
school might look like

Marianne
Province and City

Population/student projection for the

to investigate if a merger with other

whole region

schools would be an option

Openness in terms of population

citizens know what is happening, what

decline

is not yet happening and how they can
contribute

Marianne

contact with other schools

cooperate instead of compete

Marianne

Migration statistics/trends

to be able to estimate to amount of
students

Marianne
Parents

know which parties are interested in

examine together whether a network

broadband

can be formed

know whether the local school will

decide whether I stay or move

remain to exist
Mayor (s)

insight in migration trends
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Marianne

birth rates and migration rates

decide how many students will come to
my school

Marianne

population decline policy and budget

see what is possible now and in which

information

ways

action

can

be

taken

(via

politicians)
Marianne

know what the village things of

to rise against city/province

broadband internet
Marianne

Local policy/political needs regarding

see what is possible now and in which

broad band

ways

action

can

be

taken

(via

politicians)
Marianne

access to platform/contact person

communicate, dialogue

Marianne

central website where population

tailor

decline is made visible

contact

contact citizens and school board

making plans for the future of the

Marianne. School director

made

information,

making

school
parents

knowing what the future of the school

making plans for the future of children

will be
Parents

demographical trends, policy, budgets
of

government

and

related

organizations

Table 10. Information needs - Scenario Sanne

Sanne

I want…

, so that I can…

information of the last 20 years

to examine whether there is
indeed a housing dip

Health service institute

Data about care needs

to be able to buy good care
and offer good care

Adolescent

know if there is still a school in my village

decide whether I should
move to Groningen

Adolescent

know if there is still a school in my village

make sure that there is good
public transport

Sanne

more than a digital database

so that I can look people in
the eye and talk to them

Sanne

that the NAM discloses all information and not

can

obtain

information

impose silence on citizens

regarding the amount of
money the NAM pays for a
house

Sanne

that politicians force the NAM to disclose all

can

obtain

information

information

regarding the amount of
money the NAM pays for a
house
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Sanne

that the government provides a lot more openness

publish

regarding the housing market
Entrepreneur

Population statistics

to make plans where I can
open a shop

Tourist

Cultural heritage site

visit

the

pearls

of

the

countryside
B&B owner

Bike path data

more

people

will

stay

overnight
Citizen 65+

available data about health services in my village

know where I should move to

Citizen 65+

where can I find data about health services in my

participate

village
Citizen 40-60

Migration statistics

go with the flow

Sanne

Platform

discuss, form an opinion and

Interested citizen

WOZ- housing value data

where will there be issues/
prevention

Sanne

Help to design policies

take own responsibility for
old age

Neighbors

know what the value will be of my house

be able to sleep (or not)

NAM/Gasunie

statistics regarding the value of houses

indicate that there is an
economic crisis anyway
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Table 11. Information need - Scenario Ben
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Ben

information about vacancies

to decide what the question is (quantitative or

in the region

qualitative)

Business

to know where business related activities are

information/Commerce

taking place

Civil Servant Province

to be able find plans

answer Ben's questions

Ben

location of electric charging

to determine whether one can go to work in an

station for electric cars

environmentally friendly way

demographic data

to determine what the future is of business

Ben

Ben

related activities
Ben

what open data is

re-use of data without constraints

Business

profile of

Unemployed

Other commuters?

travel together

Unemployed

locations of gas stations and

cheapest route

prices
Business

Where

do

people

go

shopping?
Business

be within easy reach

Business

Where

is

broadband

available?
unemployed

demographic

important to know when you are want to start a
business

data,

all

companies and travel time,
and road construction
Ben

mobility plans city/province,

to know where the right people live for my

demographic data, education

company

and services
Civil servant

knowing what the question is

deliver the right information

entrepreneur

knowing where the right

determine where to start up my new business

places are and the right
people
Unemployed

knowing where companies are

to find out where I would like to apply

located and what their core
business is
Supplier

knowing where companies are

so that I can offer my products

located
Ben

public transport routes and

to calculate whether a city can be reached

travel times, roads and bike
lanes
Unemployed
Public Transport company

can contact them
insight in peoples commute

arrange transport
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Road construction worker

knowing what the mobility

help with mobility issues

plans are
Commerce

LISA

to calculate where other companies are located

City

vacancies

UWV

vacancies

employee

fast internet

to know if I can also work from home

Ben

Open vacancy database

base for other applications

Ben

open commerce database

base for other applications

Ben

demographic data,

base for other applications

Ben

subsidies database

Table 12. Information needs - Scenario Henk
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Henk

Information of other municipalities

reach

people

and

other

initiators of similar projects
Policy maker

provide useful information

making sure that the project
will work out and will proceed
smoothly

Henk

to contact other entrepreneurs

cooperate and make the project
stronger

Henk

up-to-date information about services

make a plan

and development
Adolescent

know what the policy plans are and

to see what is in there for me

know how to submit my plan
Henk

data regarding trends and population

make a plan

decline (demographic, economical)
Policy maker

Budget information, plan and overview

continue

of expenditures of project Ulrum

(political)

to

be

involved,

accountability

regarding subsidies
Henk

information and statistics regarding

respond in time, involve others

health and projection
Policy maker

knowing what one will do with the data

Henk

information

about

laws

and

fit into policy plan for the village

information about Henk's ideas and

enable participation, so that I

plans

can influence policy concerning

regulations, like zoning
Entrepreneur

issues that are important to me
Involved citizen

Knowing who organizes what

participate if I would like to

Policy maker

statistical data regarding the village

Determine what the effects are

Ulrum

for the project

participation regarding decisions that

help making decisions

Adolescent

involve youth services
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Senior

Information regarding health services

livable village, good health care

and support facilities
Policy maker

budget and monitor project plans

Council accountability, facilitate
process

Entrepreneur

knowing which opportunities there are
in the village and surroundings

Henk

what is possible in the village

make plans

Henk

insight in demographical data

make plans

Policy maker

Insight in financial data

accountability

Table 13. Social and Collaborative Interaction Needs - Scenario Marianne
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Marianne - education

personal contact

board
Marianne- city
Marianne-

refer to sources, personal contact
other

personal

contact

regarding

quality

schools

improvement

Marianne - broadband

identify players in the field, personal

initiators

contact

Marianne- other school

share experiences, cooperate and focus

directors

on quality

Table 14. Social and Collaborative Interaction Needs - Scenario Sanne
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Sanne

CBS/NAM/city, province, social services

extent the platform

Entrepreneurs

Commerce, province, Department of

business -> livability

Economic Affairs, CMO/STAMM
Citizens

Government

less rules

13%

Stories of others, network, neighborhood

Stay but with quality

Table 15. Social and Collaborative Interaction Needs - Scenario Ben
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Company

Contact with...

Ben

Power

between

employers

and

unemployed
Unemployed

which vacancies are there at which

mobility/accessibility

companies
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Citizen-citizen

looking for other commutes so that we
can travel together

Company-citizen

looking for the right location for highly
qualified personnel

Ben

Contact commerce department

How do I get relevant data?

Unemployed

contact Ben, openness

How will you help me? What
will you do with data?

Ben

insight in mobility

Ben

Contact

Unemployed

mobility/accessibility

government,

participate,

to know which issues are

disclose

important to me

How to use? E.g. know where the

looking for a job

vacancies are
Unemployed - transport

Know how I can commute

so that I can look for a job at
several locations

Ben - companies

Feedback

so that I can adjust app

Employer

contact with employees

Unemployed

contact with employers

to get a job

Table 16. Social and Collaborative Interaction Needs - Scenario Henk
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen - Henk

stay informed

participate

policymaker - Henk

know what the policy plans are

be accountable

and expenditures
Henk and other citizens

coordinate the schedule

know what

Henk and policy maker

coordinate the process

Henk and his members

information

evening,

local

newspaper,

Facebook,

twitter,

communicate/support

WhatsApp
Henk and policy maker

quarterly progress report and 1x

accountability

accountability
Henk and city

access

to

demographical,

making plans

economical data
Table 17. Understandability/Usability and Decision-making needs - Scenario Marianne
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Marianne

visual data, clearly classified

do a targeted search and end up
with a personal overview

Marianne

data on one central place
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Marianne

understandable regional maps with the
option to zoom in at different levels ->
lists, graphs with explanation, filter
options

Marianne

Findable information (via Google?)

Marianne

trends, graphs, map, visualization,
selection option

other directors

messaging/micro blog

Table 18. Understandability/Usability and Decision-making needs - Scenario Sanne
As (User Type

I want…

, so that I can…

Pictograms, little text

in all languages or not be able to read, still be

X),
Sanne

able to understand
Sanne

be able to combine data

Sanne

use several layers in the data

filter smart combinations e.g. Wehkamp

Sanne

previews

to see what the data looks like

User

metadata, context

meaning/quality has to be clear

User

relations with other users

be able to make smart combination

User

contact person data owner

be able to call if I don't understand

User

easy to download

download

Sanne

know what is there and how I can analyze

inform

the data and how I can easily present the
data
Entrepreneurs
Entrepreneurs

Information specific for me + that I

better able to make decision that concern my

understand + that I can trust

company

forum/contact/twitter or whatever

together we will know more + control + doing
smart things => innovation

citizens

know what is there and how I can analyze
the data and how I can easily present the
data

Sanne

be able to preview maps and graphs

convince and conclude

Sanne

select/screen, previews forum

Inform, convince, share, connect/ be able to
call if I don't understand

Entrepreneurs

select/screen, previews forum

Inform, convince, share, connect/ be able to
call if I don't understand

Sanne

select/screen, previews forum

inform, convince, share, connect/ be able to
call if I don't understand

13%

select/screen, previews forum

inform, convince, share, connect/ be able to
call if I don't understand

Table 19. Understandability/Usability and Decision-making needs - Scenario Ben
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As (User Type

I want…

, so that I can…

X),
Ben

quality indication- star system (review)

Ben

completeness

Ben

up to date

Ben

user friendly

Ben

to be able to put something on a map

Ben

visualize/graphs

Ben

make personal/ own profile

Ben

feedback

option/reminder

by

email/social

media

integration
Ben

interactive

Ben

second layer, user layer

Unemployed

example of successful use app

see how it works

Company

know which people use app

judge whether I would like to
use data and how

Employer

meta data

see what year and which
definitions used

Company

graphs

Company

maps

clients

Commuter

table and route map

app

Client Ben

know the quality of the data

be able to communicate with
owner of data

Provider

Be clear about quality data and whether data is up to date

Provider

geo data

determine location or region

Provider/Client

be sure about the openness of the data

no unexpected claims

Provider/Client

make personal

contact

Provider/Client

interactive

update

Table 20. Understandability/Usability and Decision-making needs - Scenario Ben
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Henk

graphs and trends on or offline

understand and see where this
is going

Policymaker

progress on budget on paper

accountability

citizens

website with information about new

stay in tune, give opinion

initiatives, progress and feedback
Henk

at lot of understandable information

make better use of

Henk

website regarding project 2034

disclose

information,

show

progress
Policymaker

excel data, financial data

accountability

Adolescent

calendar with activities

participate
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Henk

portal

with

contact

information

policymakers
Henk
Henk

easy

know whom to contact for
specific questions

navigation

through

zoning

estimate which options there

documents

are

Facebook/WhatsApp with followers

interaction, support

from village Ulrum
Table 21. Personal Needs of Participants - Information needs
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen

Insight in government policy plans

make plans for my own village

Citizen

more data

Input for research

Citizen

Demographic

data,

financial

data

(budget vs. spending), overview of
facilities

and

services

of

each

municipality in the region
Citizen

Health data at a personal level

make projections for the city

Citizen

LISA and Provincial Employment data

Monitor

employment

developments
Citizen

WMO budgets

Know how much money there is
left so that I can make a good
bid

Citizen

Open

information

about

financial

Compare with others and know

settlements regarding the earthquakes

what their financial settlement
was in terms of earth quake
damage

Citizen

Contact policymakers and politicians

To be sure that I have all the
information

Citizen

transparency regarding settlements
NAM/EZ

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

insight

in

subsidies

regarding

Insights in trends and citizen

population decline

initiatives

an overview of citizens initiatives that

Insights in trends and citizen

are active at this very moment

initiatives

knowing which data is out there

To be able to decide what is
interesting

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

knowing what the quality of the data is

To be able to estimate what the

and being able to ask questions

value is of the data

government should not make such a

Be able to write article about

fuss about providing data

how the government functions

local demographic data on one portal

Insights in trends and citizen
initiatives

Government

an overview of government spending

Knowing

what

other

municipalities pay for e.g. ICT
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solutions so that I can compare
and negotiate
Government

Performance

indicators

regarding

service delivery

Knowing which services other
municipalities deliver, numbers
and quality for benchmarking

Government

overview of open data of cities,

To see which other data can be

provinces and central government

disclosed

Government

insight in relevant policy issues

To be able to propose solutions

Government

central contact for questions regarding

Be able to ask questions and

open data

someone who can translate the
data in understandable maps
and info graphics

Government

Share information

Listen to the citizens in my city

Government

Collect ideas

Listen to the citizens in my city

Government

Hear opinions

Listen to the citizens in my city

Government

That people will realize what the true

Data can be used for decision-

value of open data can be

making

and

enhancing

government legitimacy
Table 22. Personal Needs of Participants - Social and Collaborative Interaction needs
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen

Digital access to demographic data

Policy design

Citizen

Share data via social media

Citizen

Contact persons at municipalities in

Inform/exchange data

region
Citizen

contact other social services

Inform/exchange data

Citizen

number of organized citizens groups,

support where there is a need

achieve

broad digital connection

among them, polls
Citizen
Citizen

One contact for each municipality,

extend network and other

province

portals for data

I can talk to policy makers and

receive better information

researchers

can

not

only

spokespersons
Citizen

dialogue about data

Citizen

see what others do in the form of
graphs/maps or a "gallery"

Government
Government

knowing who and how data was

determine how useful the data

collected

is

A space where both policy issues

REAl issue will arise

problem solvers and data will come
together
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Citizen

be able to contact data owner and
other users

Government

Use

Twitter, Facebook, Whatsapp,

Interaction

YouTube for relations with citizens
Government

Use

Twitter, Facebook, Whatsapp,

Ideas

YouTube for relations with citizens
Government

Use

Twitter, Facebook, Whatsapp,

Polling opinions

YouTube for relations with citizens
Government

Use

Twitter, Facebook, Whatsapp,

Support

YouTube for relations with citizens
Government

that our open data portal will enhance

we can have a better insight in

more interaction

questions and can prioritize

Table 23. Personal Needs of Participants - Understandably, Usability and Decision-making tools
As (User Type X),

I want…

, so that I can…

Citizen

User friendly

data also understandable for
volunteers

Citizen

explain how reliable the data are

write a reliable report based on
data

Citizen

interpretation data

write a reliable report based on
data

Citizen

helpdesk that won't cost any money

Citizen

easy access

facilitate a quick analysis

Citizen

graphs

facilitate a quick analysis

Citizen

schedules

facilitate a quick analysis

Citizen

maps and colors

facilitate a quick analysis

Citizen

overview of data, easy to find

that it won't take a lot of time
to look for data, no extensive
explanations

Citizen

tools, option of making your own graph

Citizen

Being able to export raw data

Citizen

clear explanation

Will help with the analysis of
data

Citizen

accessible and sharable data

Citizen

reliability of data and source should be
clear

Government

Info graphics

Inform

Government

Tools for polling

Polling

Government

Being able to compare financial data

a

comparable

standard

financial model
Government

Overview of data

Knowing which data is there

Government

(internal) agreement about use of same

Being able to offer consistency

meta data
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APPENDIX D: PRATO
D.1 SELECTED SLIDES FROM OPENING PRESENTATION
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D.2 FULL SET OF BARRIERS, OPTIONS, AND N EEDS
Table 1: Barriers and options: Data/System structure
Barriers: Data/System structure


Uncommon data coding (1)



Lack of a general model for data representation: the same data set is represented differently in
different systems (1)



Scarce intuitiveness of interfaces that are often not user friendly (3)



Accessibility and usability problems (2)



System heterogeneity (0)



Scarce platform efficiency (1)



Lack of data comparison: there are no specific tools on open data platforms to easily compare
datasets (0)



Network infrastructures are often a bottle's neck (1)



Lack of standard approaches in data organisation and storage (5)



Inadequacy of visualization tools (1)



Lack of multilingual approach that reduces open data use by immigrants (1)



To develop multiplatform and multidevice applications (3)



To use simple interfaces for data access (6)



To use open standards for data publishing (5)

Options
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To adopt publishing standards in a uniform way (0)

Barriers: Use of data


Too limited fruition techniques for application building: access to data is often available only through
a graphic interface and this makes the building of applications impossible or very limited (0)



Lack of dynamic information (1)



Data publishing not oriented to business needs (1)



Difficulty in data integration (0)



Insufficient data description (3)



Lack of comparison on homogeneous basis: difficulty in using data for comparisons as they are not
normalised (e.g. with respect to number of inhabitants, surface, etc.) (4)



Data representation not adequate for social network needs (2)



Lack of granular information (1)



Scarce effectiveness of research tools: queries are not tailored on real user's needs (2)



Lack of georeferenced data that prevent data visualization on maps (3)

Options


To publish more georeferenced data (9)



To create interdisciplinary groups to increase data usability (3)



To explain publishing methodologies (4)

Barriers: Data quality


Shortage of documentation (4)



Lack of data maintenance (5)



Lack of data completeness and correctness (1)



Lack of dataset identification and traceability (3)



Scarce meaning of data aggregations: data are often aggregated according to publishing criteria that
are not responding to users' needs (1)



Little attention to user generated data (2)

Options


To publish dynamic and updated data (4)



To define effective metadating systems (4)



To create standards for traceability (2)



To include an explicatory form for each dataset (4)



To manage the versioning of published data (1)

Barriers: Access/Management policy


Too restrictive access rules (1)



Lack of clear policy for data access and use (2)



Data supplier's lack of credibility: there is a feeling that data is not reliable as nobody seems
responsible for it (1)



Scarce involvement of utilities in open data policies: these public companies manage a lot of data that
is not accessible in an open way (1)



Freedom Of Information Act (F.O.I.A.) not implemented in Italy (4)



Difficulty in conciliating privacy and open data publishing and management (1)



Data publishing is not perceived as a "mission" in administration's point of view (4)
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Conflict between open data logics and administration's institutional obligations (4)

Options


To involve public utilities



To adopt uniform and not restrictive data release licence



To promote co-operation among different regions



To promote co-operation among different authorities



To adopt FOIA in Italy



To publish data as much granular as possible

Table 2. Information needs
Please Complete the Following Table by generating as many specific user needs as possible
As (User Type X),

I want ……

, so that I can …..

Citizen

To search Open data using tags as

Look for data even if I don’t know

keywords

specific keywords that describe
them

Citizen

Citizen

To get information about Open

Understand from where the Data

Data set traceability

Set is coming

To demand new data sets to the

Access interesting data and be

administration via public request

able to see how long it takes to
obtain the new data set

Stakeholder

Suggest new Open Data set data

Better understand and interpret

formats

data

To have normalized balance data

Understand which school invests

Citizen

concerning schools

more in technical equipment

Stakeholder

Browse

municipality

balance

data

Launch

a

flame

on

social

networks by sharing a target data
set

Stakeholder

Easily access single balance items

Better understand expenditures

Stakeholder

Be

Better understand who approved

able

to

visualize

all

deliberation/decisions
documents

concerning

any expenditure and why
every

balance data item
Stakeholder/SW Developer

Access Open Data in machine

Develop sw applications

readable format
Stakeholder

To be able to access Open Data

Use data for wider purposes

sets as granular as possible
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Citizen

Every Data Set to be associated

Increase

with

data and help discussion

multimedia

explanatory

understandability

of

contents
Citizen

To have all Open Data sets

See data aggregated by sector of

organized and aggregated by

interest

themes
Stakeholder/Entrepreneur

To access open data related to

Evaluate business opportunities

procurement contracts signed by

or identify market distortions

the local authority

Table 3. Interaction needs
Please Complete the Following Table by generating as many specific user needs as possible
As (User Type X),

I want ……

, so that I can …..

Citizen

To share graphics and visual

Enrich the discussion on Open data

reports obtained via SPOD/TET on

set

Social Network
User

Annotate Open Data set on SPOD

Leave track of my comment on the
published Open Data

Civil servant

To be able to moderate the

Control not constructive posts

discussion around Open Data with
the possibility to comment the
reason for possible deleting of a
post
Citizen

To have a moderator associated to

Avoid trolls

a discussion
Citizen

Citizen
Citizen

To

use

wiki

functionality

Easily produce a summary of each

associated to each discussion

discussion

Each Data Set be associated to a

Have

“facilitator”

explanations

To have a chat with a facilitator

Dialog for info and data requests

a

stable

reference

for

associated to each data set

Policy maker

User

User

To start a discussion on SPOD with

Collect suggestions and priorities

stakeholders

about possible policies

To be able to visualize data set

Quickly

inside the discussion forum

discussion and comments

SPOD

Have a richer and more interesting

automatically

suggest

interesting Data sets based on

indicate

data

during

discussion

semantic analysis of post text
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Policy maker

To

rank

suggestions

from

Elaborate more effective policies

participants to the discussion
User
User
Citizen

To annotate a GIS layer associated

Facilitate analysis of Geographic data

to a Data Set

sets

Attach/annotate data sets with

Provide feedback and comments on

multi-media contents

implemented policies

To be able to easily share graphs

Make accessible and discuss about

and reports obtained by TET on

data also outside the platform

social network
User

Attach/annotate a discussion with

Enrich the discussion

multi-media contents
Table 4. Understandability, Usability Needs and Decision-making needs, tools and services
-- Please Complete the Following Table by generating as many specific user needs as possible
As (User Type X),

I want ……

, so that I can …..

Stakeholder

To be alerted on every update

Avoid continuous data set monitoring

on Data set Publishing
Citizen

To built in real time graphics and

Share the obtained graphics and

visual report using published

reports in further discussions

Open Data
Stakeholder

To be able to aggregate via TET

Build indicators, reports, comparisons

granular Open Data based on

on topics of interest

real time needs
Citizen

To be able to compare similar

Give a correct meaning to the

Open Data set coming from

compared data

different Authorities through a
normalization of compared data
Citizen

Obtain automatic visualization

Always have info on source data

of raw data when clicking on a
related graph/reports
Citizen

To be able to demonstrate that

Certify that the report come from the

a Data set or a report in my

specific authority at a given date/time

possession has been produced
by the platform
Policy maker

Citizen

To certify a published data set or

Certify that nobody has modified my

report

published data

To see all geo-referenced data

Have a better comprehension of data

on a maps
To
Stakeholder

be

able

to

aggregate

Better compare/aggregate different

geographic data belonging to

data source on a specific geographical

different data sets on a new

area

map
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Citizen

To access SPOD and TET from

Use the Open Data more easily

mobile devices
Citizen

To use vocal queries to search

Use the Open Data more easily

data sets
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APPENDIX E: DEN HAAG
E.1 FULL SET OF BARRIERS, OPTIONS, AND N EEDS
Table 1. Information needs
Please Complete the Following Table by generating as many specific user needs as possible
As (user type x)

I would like to….

, so I ……

category

citizen

Information about regulations

Know where my rights are

1

citizen

Advantages of having a job compared to looking for a

Know that money is not everything

3

job
citizen

a Company databank

Know where to look for a job

4

Citizen

Information about obligations, people in the same

Knowing my range of options to operate within the pressure from

5, 6

situation , references

Municipality

Explaining flex act, information channels about job

Know the range within which the Company can operate, CV’s to

seekers, history of the candidate

inspect, not looking at the same candidates every time

Problems of the job seeker, job offer by the employer,

Do not keep on searching with an impossible problem, will be able to

after care

check f the candidate accepts this, is the candidate resigning only

Company
Municipality

1, 6, 2
2, 8, 5

when he returns to welfare
Citizen

What the ROUTE-TO-PA platform exactly looks like

To be able in a very simple and transparent manner to obtain

and what its possibilities are

information on local job market, separated for: opportunity sectors,

4, 3, 7, 8, 2

educational options, support for finding other work, clear and u to
date overview of available vacancies, which of my competencies fit
with what employer
Civil Servant

Stakeholder data

Actively communicate, statistics, chain overview

4, 8

Civil Servant

Overview regulations

Can quickly inform stakeholders

1

Civil Servant

Chain overview

See statistics

4, 8

Ambtenaren

Overview regulations

Use to inform stakeholders

1

Civil Servant

Background Job seekers

Trouble shooting

2

Civil Servant

Being a partner of Companies/stakeholder

Actively communicate

4

Lokale Employer

Standardised CV

Match on solid criteria

7

Civil Servant

All do’s and don’ts of Ria (physical and mental and

To be able to find an eventual employer sooner

2

Be able to get a job faster

2

psychological)
Job seeker Ria

All relevant information about myself adapted to my
level of understanding

Employer

All Ria’s who can also work for my Company

To be able to sort the good from the poor, gaining time

2

Civil Servant

I would like a clear profile of Job seekers, what their

To make the right match

2

strengths are and what they like to do
Employer

I want to be able to quickly match the right people to

2, 4, 8

my vacancy
Job seeker

To decide for myself what information I share with

Feel good

2

whom
Employer

To be able to select what job seekers i receive

Not to be bothered with useless contacts

8

Coach

To be able to read feedback from employers about

For future activities

9

To be able to search quickly and easily without consequences

2

To have a suitable and effective picture of the candidate

2

Not having to do useless job interviews

2

To spend little time for making a match

2, 4, 8

candidates
Employer

To be able to make a selection of desired info about a
candidate, without first having to share a lot of info

Civil Servant

To have a file as complete as possible, including
essential medical information

Job seeker

To be able to showcase myself as completely as
possible

Employer

To disclose clear content to match a vacancy
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Table 2. Interaction needs
Please Complete the Following Table by generating as many specific user needs as possible
As (user type x)

I want to….

, so I can…

category

Coach

To receive alerts when news about job seekers

Act immediately

1

To profile myself well

2

To be abe to add some instruction or

So I can make a pre-selection based on the results of an

3

assignment to a vacancy

assignment

To be able to overview all subsidies that come

To be able to quickly view how attractive somebody is

Information: 1

Before I contact the company I want to make sure transport is

Information: 4

is published
Job seeker

Coaching for uploading information (for
sharing publication with coach )

Employer
Employer

with some job seeker
Job seeker

Location details of a company

technically feasible
All

Job seeker

Assessments

Information: 2

Central platform communication

4

Oversight of history and successes

Information: 2

App on mobile phone

9

Going with a guide through the web of rules

Make faster an effective match with an employer

2

To find a good Employer as quickly as possible

1

To exploit my time as efficiently as possible

2

To be able to make a quick match

4

Good collaboration

4

and sanctions
Civil Servant

To be able to talk as quickly as possible with
employers about a new job seeker

Employer

Coach (Municipality) who will without any fuss
provide me with the best candidate possible

Local Employer

Discuss with the Employers-service centre
about a selected candidate, using various
communicative means

Civil Servant

Companies
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Civil Servant

Who are the stakeholders

Active communication

4

Civil Servant

Trace

See results, problems

Information: 11

Civil Servant

Share Information

Link, signal

5

Civil Servant

Clients

Knowing how thing are going, possibilities, coahing and case

5

formation, question answering
Citizen

Municipality

To be able to better orientation on further options on the job

4

market
Citizen

Municipality

To understand the instruments Municipality can use

Information: 1

Citizen

Municipality

To have knowledge to inform employers about additional

5

possibilities/funds etc.
Citizen

Other handicapped job seekers

To share my negative and positive experiences

5

Company

To be able to realise our possibilities for

To be able to meet social return with tendering

?

To link the candidate to the Company that offers the most fitting

Information: 2, 4

handicapped job seekers
Municipality

Company and candidate

opportunities
Citizen

Discuss with Municipality where the options

For orientation

Information: 1, 5

are
Municipality

About issues I walk into

Concerning rules, others who can help to solve the problems

2

Employment Agency

By matching find an appropriate company

Make a well founded choice and minimise the chance of

Information: 2, 4

disappointment
Civil Servant

Employers, doctors, coaches and companies

To get a correct picture of the candidate

Information: 2

Job seeker

My personal network

To be able to contact possible employers in a correct manner

Information: 6, 4

Employer

Coach, candidate and possibly social partners

Understand the possibilities of the candidate

Information: 2

Table 3. Understandability, Usability Needs and Decision-making needs, tools and services
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As (user type x)

I want…

So I can…

Civil Servant

Have a total overview of the candidate, as a

To be able to focus on an appropriate match, with growing

trusted person

insight

To be able to present myself as good as possible

Being optimally traceable for employers

8

To spend less time on a possible match

Information: 2

A clear understanding of vacancies and if they are suitable for

Information: 2

Job seeker

Information: 2

as a human being and job seeker
Employer

That candidates are to be found fairly and
functionally

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Company

To

understand

the

circumstances

and

necessary adaptations for handicapped people

me

Employment experience of others with a

To be able to orient on the part of the job market relevant for

similar status.

me

To be able to evaluate my integration through

To be able to evaluate at the appropriate moment if I can be an

a questionnaire

suitable candidate

Profile of the Company

Candidates can estimate a fit before they explicitly apply for a

Information: 6
Information: 11
Information: 4

job
Municipality

Track & trace of the candidate

To be able to see if the candidate actually applies for the job, and

Information: 11

to see the results
Citizen

Share information

To inform others how I found a job

5

Citizen

To contact Employers

To make a specific contribution to stimulate employment so

6

people with handicaps can be appointed
Citizen

Communicate with other job seekers

Support with finding jobs

4

Civil Servant

Trace cases

Assess results, notice problems, successes, and appoint areas for

Information: 11

work
Civil Servant

Trace

See results and problems

Information: 11

Civil Servant

Share information

Link and signal

5

Local Employer

Search engine

To be able to make a first match

10
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Employer

Database

Record good and poor experiences

Information: 2, 9

Employer

See available candidates

To make a quick match

Information: 2

Job seeker

Reach the employer through coaching

Quickly arrange for a meeting

2

Municipality

All info about seeker and rules for finance

Reduce the number of unemployed as soon as possible

Information: 1

visible
All

A chat functionality

To be able to directly propose my question until 21.00 hours

7

All

See only 1 action button on a page

To understand how the platform operates

9

-- Please Complete the Following Table by generating as many specific user needs as possible
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APPENDIX F: SCENARIOS USED ACROSS WORKSHOPS
F.1 SCENARIOS USED IN THE DUBLIN WORKSHOP
Citizen Kay is interested in putting down more roots and getting involved in her local community. She initially got
involved in community issues when a group of her neighbours got together to object to a big new development
that would have caused a lot of disturbance in her quiet street. As a concerned citizen she wants an easy way to
put her issues on a public platform, to share and find out about local news, to discuss with other local
residents and have an input into what is happening in her community. She would like a meaningful exchange with
public administrators and to build local social networks to highlight the good things that are happening in her
community and perhaps to start up a skillshare/ local volunteering exchange. Kay wants to be able to access
information on other similar local groups, so that she can get advice on starting her own.
Jane is a public administrator in a Dublin Local Authority. Jane is helping to prepare a new plan to promote local
community and economic development in Dublin and wants to explore how technology might be used to engage
a wider demographic and to facilitate bottom up community building. Jane is particularly interested in consulting
with young people and people with a disability or other citizens who may not engage in more formal
consultations. Jane wants an easy to use platform to gather and give feedback to citizens on issues that matter
to them to inform policy and to build public trust. Jane also wants to be able to negotiate and plan activities with
other public administrators in her community development group in her local authority public administration
offices. She wants both citizens and her colleagues in the local community development group to have some
flexibility in the way they draw upon data and information when working together to develop community
projects. Jane is very passionate about promoting local community and economic development in Dublin and she
wants a platform and set of services that will help her do good work.
Civic Joe is part of the civic hacker community and a member of an active citizen group. He is a keen advocate
for social equality and feels that citizens need a more participatory democracy to create a better society for all.
He is interested in open data as a means of opening access to public information and promoting transparency.
He wants to be able to interact with public data to understand how public decisions are made, to give his views
in an easy and transparent way and receive feedback on them from public administrators who area leading local
projects, so that he feels he has been part of the decision and policy making process. Joe also wants to be able
to share ideas and data with other citizen groups, with a view to collaborating on projects and common goals.
Entrepreneur Annie is interested in starting a locally based café/food business and would like to connect with
public administrators and potential customers to find out if there is a demand for this new business, what kind
of premises or permissions she might need, what supports are available and to connect with other people who
might partner/work with her in starting this business. She would like to use technology to build local social
networks to connect with her business peer network and build a local customer base.

F.2 SCENARIOS USED IN THE GRONINGEN WORKSHOP

Marianne is the principal of a primary school in Leens. Within education population decline is noticeable.
Marianne is worried about the quality of education and the possibility that her school might be closed down.
Due to a decrease in pupils, the school budget has been lowered. The costs per student increase and the
competition between schools is becoming more severe. The region does not yet have a broadband network,
making it difficult to work with new online teaching methods. Marianne searches for information that can help
her solve the problems at her school. She would like to know, for instance, what the pupil prognosis is for the
next ten years. She furthermore questions what the province and municipality are doing in relation to population
decline and education and she would like to get insight in the budget for education and related facilities. From
colleagues she has heard that in particular regions of the province a start has been made with the construction
of a broadband network. Marianne would like to know whether others in her village have an interest
in the construction of such a network. The more entrepreneurs, schools and households participate, the higher
the chances of success. Marianne wonders whether and how local government is facilitating a broadband
network. She wants to get in contact with the municipality through a platform. Marianne wants to raise her voice
and take part in the conversation about education policy. This on behalf of the quality at her school.
Sanne is a member of the Groninger Bodem Beweging. She would like to have an insight in the problem
of population decline and the housing market in the province of Groningen; in addition she would like to know
how the government anticipates this matter. Eastern-Groningen deals with a surplus on the housing market.
Citizens are worried about the low prices of houses as a result of the earthquakes. However, also other factors
play a role. Due to the rise of the elderly, there is a changing demand for houses with healthcare facilities.
In addition, the decline in youth across the ‘ommeland’ may have consequences after 2020 for the amount
of young people who move from the countryside to the city of Groningen. The quality of the housing market
for this group is subject to great pressure, but this may change. Sanne needs information about, for example, the
forecast of households, the house prices, unoccupied houses and zoning plans, but also other information
regarding the housing market in the province of Groningen. If the data is not available, she considers filing an
information request. Sanne would like to lay out the information in such a way that citizens can find information
about their own neighborhood. Sanne would like to get in touch (through a platform) with citizens, but also with
the government in order to know how the new provincial government, the countryside municipalities and the
municipality of Groningen cope with this development. Sanne would like to share her thoughts regarding housing
policies. On top of that, she wants to be able to share data and her experiences with the data, with the members
of the Groninger Bodem Beweging and other interested persons.
Ben has recently graduated and started his own consultancy firm in Groningen. Ben would like to build an app
for entrepreneurs in areas where population decline takes places, so that they can start using his services.
For companies in the region it is hard to find the right employees. High educated people want to work for
big companies and move to the Randstad. The city of Groningen provides the region with important economical
assets. Nevertheless, in order for the region to profit from these assets, good infrastructure is crucial in terms of
both roads, and public transport. When the commute is long, people will look for jobs closer to their home.
Therefore, Ben is for example looking for information about what the municipality and province are doing
regarding the accessibility of the city. Furthermore, he would like to point out favorable locations
for entrepreneurs to locate their shops based on facilities and demographic information. But other information
might be useful as well for these employment issues. Ben would like to link the various data. Ben would like to
get in contact with the municipality and the provincial government, but also with companies and applicants to
explore the further possibilities of his app and collaborations.
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Henk is entrepreneur and lives in Ulrum. Ulrum is also dealing with the consequences of population decline. Henk
is one of the initiators of the project Ulrum 2034. The purpose of the project is to make sure that Ulrum remains
to be a pleasant place to live and work. Henk is planning to write a livability plan in cooperation with other
citizens. This plan will concern various policy topics, from culture, tourism and economic matters, to health and
youth facilities. In order to write his plan, he is searching for information that can help him map the problems in
the region and find solutions. Henk would like to get in touch with local actors, such as entrepreneurs, but also
governments and universities of applied sciences that are willing to help with writing and implementing the plan.
Besides that, he wants to get in touch with groups that are not very easy to address, such as youth and elderly.
Henk would like to share information with other project participants through a platform and would like to
exchange data. The platform needs to facilitate the process of interchanging ideas and information, but also
provide the possibility to vote on the most promising initiatives. The municipality provides financial support for
the project Ulrum 2034. The public servants is a bit nervous, because in the end there needs to be accounted for
the money that citizens have spent in line with their own preferences. In that respect, clear insight in the budget,
the progress and results of the project are essential. The municipality would like to facilitate and collaborate with
the initiators

F.3 SCENARIOS USED IN THE PRATO WORKSHOP
Four scenarios had been prepared in advance, in order to facilitate the discussion for the definition of user stories.
The scenarios were focused on the context of the municipality balance as the main topic for the pilot activity
in Prato.
Irene is the head of the Public Green Office in the City and must prepare the annual plan of work, taking into
account the fact that the figures at her disposal are lower than the previous year. She decides to ask
for the contribution of citizens to identify areas with higher priority, using data on the work carried out
in previous years, the related costs, the new estimates and all other information, such as data on the
management of green areas in other cities. Therefore she requires a platform that enables her to easily organize
threads through the use, the comment and the custom view of the data, in order to encourage feedback from
citizens. Through the platform, Irene is also able to organize ideas provided by citizens according to a shared
priority criterion and then include them in her annual plan, which is then made available on the platform.
Antonio is a student selected by his school to attend a meeting with the Mayor on the subject of educational
policies of the City and its spending. To prepare for the event, he needs to deepen his knowledge about the size
and terms of expenditure in this sector. For this he needs a tool that allows him to quickly gather all available
data, even in previous years and in other cities, and to begin discussions with people who are able to clear his
doubts on the various issues and to answer his questions. It would also be very useful if he could produce a small
report on the information obtained, to use as a reference during the meeting with the Mayor. Finally, he wants
to share his report on the platform with the other students and teachers, in order to gather comments and
additional contributions.
Anna is the president of the Friends of the Bicycle and intends to promote a city campaign for the creation of new
bike lanes and related services. To do this she needs to know the situation on costs sustained by the City for bike
lanes, also referring to the past years, and to connect these costs with the actual construction and maintenance
of the infrastructures and related services. Therefore she needs to use a platform that will allow to create a citizen
group in support of her campaign and that can connect her with data available on public expenditure for the
different types of mobility, both for the town of Prato and for other cities, so as to structure a proposal to be
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presented to the administration. Finally she wants to share her proposal with citizens and with the administration
using the platform to get feedback and comments.
Giulio is a journalist of a city online magazine and wants to make a jargon-free article to explain to the citizenship
as the administration is proceeding in the drafting of the new budget. He also wants to include in his article
a series of explanatory definitions that clarify in a simple way which are the various items and how they
are calculated. Therefore he needs to recover the balance sheet data of recent years and to organize them
in a clear way with simple graphics and he also needs to discuss with experts that can provide the necessary
clarifications on the various items. He also wants to be able to make comparisons with other comparable cities
on various categories of expenditure. After having analysed the collected data and the various information he also
wants to use the platform to discuss the setting of his article with his colleagues.

F.4 SCENARIOS USED IN THE DEN HAAG WORKS HOP
Martin is an experienced public administrator on the department of Social Affairs and Employment.
He is responsible for implementing the Participation Act which aims on helping and promoting job opportunities
for people who are unemployed for a longer period. Within the Participation Act, there are various instruments
available in order to stimulate employment of people with some distant to the labour market. Martin wants
to prepare a plan in consultation and collaboration with local business leaders as to stimulate and improve
the organization and implementation. Martin is also interested in consulting with (representatives of) disabled
and jobless people in relation to their possibilities, needs and preferences. In order to communicate both
with business leaders and jobless people, Martin wants an easy to use platform to access and understand data
and information and to gather and give feedback and information on policies and projects to citizens and business
leaders. Furthermore Martin wants to be able to plan and negotiate activities, involving his own staff, business
leaders and (representatives of) jobless people. Martin wants both citizens and his colleagues in the local
community development group to have some flexibility in the way they draw upon data and information when
working together to develop job creation projects. Martin is very passionate about promoting local community
and economic development in the Hague and he wants access to the ROUTE-TO-PA platform and its associated
services to help him do good work.
Citizen Hans (32) has a mild intellectual disability that makes some types of work difficult for him. He was waiting
for a job in a special social employment facility, but with the Participation Act Hans is supposed to find a regular
job. With help from his employment coach, he has found a nice job. During the first months he is coached
intensively, to see if there is need for any adjustments to his workplace as a result of his mild disability. His coach
shows Hans the ROUTE-TO-PA platform, where municipality, employers, job seekers and other citizens can
interact and work together regarding employment issues. Hans sees several discussions among job seekers about
finding suitable jobs. He is asked to share his success story, to inspire other job seekers. Besides that, Hans shares
information on adjustments that were done in order to make his job suitable for him. Hans’ coach uses this
information in his contacts with other employers, to show it is not very hard to create a suitable work place
for people with disabilities.
Citizen Ria (54) has lost her job and after two years of unemployment, she now depends on the welfare system.
She always worked as a receptionist at a small car company. Ria wants to get back to work, but she feels some
distance to the labour market. Het municipality coach suggest visiting the ROUTE-TO-PA platform, where
municipality, employers, job seekers and other citizens can interact and work together regarding employment
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issues. She can come in contact with other job seekers, but also read stories of former jobseekers. Besides that,
she can find several courses that can help in the search process. There is also room on the platform for Ria
to present herself, which means adding information about herself such as experience, competences and
preferences for new work. Employers can see this and come in contact with Ria through the platform.
Entrepreneur Annie is owner and director of a medium sized catering service in The Hague. She is always looking
for good employees, for various positions. Annie is aware of the new Participation Act and is willing to provide
opportunities for jobless and disabled individuals in her company, but she still wants to find the best match
for her company. Annie hears of the ROUTE-TO-PA platform, where municipality, employers, job seekers and
other citizens can interact and work together regarding employment issues. On the platform she can find
information about the Participation Act. Annie would like access to this information but also to other useful data
to be able to answer the following questions; how can I come in contact with jobseekers, what kind
of instruments are available and what are success stories of other employers (best practices) from which I can
learn? She wants to connect with other people and she would like to use technology to build local social networks
to connect with her business peer network.

F.5 SCENARIOS USED IN THE ISSY LES MOLINEAUX WORKSHOP
Annie: The scenario describes typical issues of a new entrepreneur who creates his/her company. This (fictitious)
entrepreneur is called Annie. She is interested in starting a technology company focused on enhancing ecological
solutions for mobility service delivery in Issy-les-Moulineaux and Paris. Annie would like to use the ROUTE-TO-PA
platform to connect with business partners and public administrators to find what kind of data would be useful,
what kind of permissions she might need, what kind of commercial strategy she has to adopt and what types
of financial orientation might be appropriate. She wants to connect with other people and she would like to use
technology to build local social networks to connect with her business peer network and build a local customer
base.

APPENDIX

G:

COLLECTIVE

INTELLIGENCE

AND

COLLABORATIVE

SYSTEM

BUILDING
Perhaps the greatest challenge we face in the modern world is the challenge of effective collaboration.
In business and educational settings, working groups often fail to solve complex problems because their method
of collaborative problem solving is ineffective. Decades of research in social psychology and cognitive science
highlight the many limitations of group problem solving, including the tendency to focus on a limited set of ideas,
select ideas based on biased ‘rules of thumb’, and failure to build trust, consensus and collective vision. We have
developed a new software tool that helps groups to structure the many and varied ideas that are often generated
when a group comes together to ‘brainstorm’ solutions to problems. Our software tool (Hogan, Harney,
and Broome, 2014) allows groups to first identify important ideas and next, using algorithms derived from
principles of logic and mathematics, develop a model describing how ideas are related in a system. The software
and associated methodology is very useful in situations where a group wants to understand a complex situation
and design a roadmap for action built upon consensus, trust, and a collective vision.
Full Technical Description
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Our software builds upon the work of John Warfield, past president of the International Society for the Systems
Sciences. Specifically, we are further developing Warfield’s Interactive Management (IM) methodology. Based
on Warfield’s (1994) science of generic design, the IM process is a system of facilitation and problem solving that
helps groups to develop outcomes that integrate contributions from individuals with diverse views, backgrounds,
and perspectives. Established as a formal system of facilitation in 1980 after a developmental phase that started
in 1974, IM was designed to assist groups in dealing with complex issues (see Ackoff, 1981; Argyris, 1982;
Cleveland, 1973; Deal & Kennedy, 1982; Kemeny, 1980; Rittel & Webber, 1974; Simon, 1960). The theoretical
constructs that inform IM, developed over the course of more than 2 decades of practice, draw from both
behavioral and cognitive sciences, with a strong basis in general systems thinking.
The IM approach carefully delineates content and process roles, assigning to participants responsibility
for contributing ideas and to the facilitator responsibility for choosing and implementing selected methodologies
for generating, clarifying, structuring, interpreting, and amending ideas. Emphasis is given to balancing behavioral
and technical demands of group work (Broome & Chen, 1992) while honoring design laws concerning variety,
parsimony, and saliency (Ashby, 1958; Boulding, 1966; Miller, 1956). IM has been applied in a variety of situations
to accomplish many different goals, including assisting city councils in making budget cuts (Coke & Moore, 1981),
developing instructional units (Sato, 1979), designing a national agenda for pediatric nursing (Feeg, 1988),
creating computer-based information systems for organizations (Keever, 1989), improving the U.S. Department
of Defense’s acquisition process (Alberts, 1992), promoting world peace (Christakis, 1987), improving Tribal
governance process in Native American communities (Broome, 1995a, 1995b; Broome & Christakis, 1988;
Broome & Cromer, 1991), and training facilitators (Broome & Fulbright, 1995).
In a typical IM session, a group of participants who are knowledgeable about a particular situation engage in (a)
developing an understanding of the situation they face, (b) establishing a collective basis for thinking about their
future, and (c) producing a framework for effective action. In the process of moving through these phases, group
members can develop a greater sense of teamwork and gain new communication and information-processing
skills.
IM utilizes a carefully selected set of methodologies, matched to the phase of group interaction and
the requirements of the situation. The most common methodologies are the nominal group technique,
ideawriting, interpretive structural modeling, and field and profile representations. The first two methodologies
are primarily employed for the purpose of generating ideas that are then structured using one or more of
the latter three methodologies.
The nominal group technique (NGT; Delbeq, Van De Ven, & Gustafson, 1975) is a method that allows individual
ideas to be pooled, and is best used in situations in which uncertainty and disagreements exist about the nature
of possible ideas. NGT involves five steps: (a) presentation of a stimulus question to participants; (b) silent
generation of ideas in writing by each participant working alone; (c) “round-robin” presentation of ideas
by participants, with recording on flipchart by the facilitator of these ideas and posting of the flipchart paper
on walls surrounding the group; (d) serial discussion of the listed ideas by participants for sole purpose of
clarifying their meaning (i.e., no evaluation of ideas is allowed at this point); and (e) implementation of a closed
voting process in which each participant is asked to select and rank five ideas from the list, with the results
compiled and displayed for review by the group.
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Ideawriting (Warfield, 1994) is a method that utilizes relatively small groups of 4-6 persons each, formed
by dividing a larger group into several working teams, for the purpose of developing ideas and exploring
the meaning of those ideas through open discussion. Ideawriting involves five steps: (a) presentation of a stimulus
question to participants; (b) silent generation of ideas in writing by each participant working alone; (c) exchange
of written sheets of ideas among all group members, with opportunity for individuals to add ideas as they read
others’ papers; (e) discussion and clarification of unique ideas; and (f) an oral report of the ideas generated
by each working group in a plenary session. In this plenary session, duplicate ideas across the working groups are
eliminated from the set and new ideas (if any) are added; the resulting set of ideas is then ready for use in the
next stage of the group’s work, which might involve one or more of the following methodologies.
Interpretive structural modeling (ISM; Warfield, 1994) is a computer-assisted methodology that helps a group to
identify relationships among ideas and to impose structure on those ideas to help manage the complexity of
the issue. Specifically, the ISM software utilizes mathematical algorithms that minimize the number of queries
necessary for exploring relationships among a set of ideas (see Warfield, 1976). ISM can be used to develop
several types of structures depicting the relationships among a set of ideas, including influence structures (e.g.,
“supports” or “aggravates”), priority structures (e.g., “is more important than” or “should be learned before”)
and categorizations of ideas (e.g., “belongs in the same category with”). The five steps of ISM are: (a)
identification and clarification of a list of ideas (using a method such as NGT or ideawriting); (b) identification and
clarification of a “relational question” for exploring relationships among ideas (e.g., “Does idea A support idea
B?,” “Is idea A of higher priority than B?,” or “Does idea A belong in the same category with idea B?”); (c)
development of a structural map by using the relational question to explore connections between pairs of ideas
(see below); (d) display and discussion of the map by the group; and (e) amendment to the map by the group, if
needed.
In the third step of developing a structural map, questions are generated by the ISM software and are projected
onto a screen located in front of the group. The questions take the following form:
“Does idea A relate in X manner to idea B?”
“A” and “B” are pairs of ideas from the list developed by participants in the first step of ISM and the question of
whether they “relate in X manner” is the statement identified in the second step.
For example, if a group is developing an influence structure with problem statements, the question might read:
“Does problem A significantly aggravate problem B?”
Using the ISM methodology, the group engages in discussion about this relational question and a vote is taken
to determine the group’s judgment about the relationship. A “yes” vote is entered in the ISM software by
the computer operator if a majority of the participants see a significant relationship between the pair of ideas;
otherwise, a “no” vote is entered. Another pair of ideas is then projected on the screen in front of participants,
another discussion is held, and a vote is taken. This process is continued until the relationships between all
necessary pairs of ideas have been explored. The ISM software then provides to the facilitator the information
from which a structural map can be constructed, showing the result of the group’s series of judgments about
pairs of ideas. The length of time required to complete discussion of all necessary pairs of ideas depends on the
total number of ideas in the set, but, generally, the process requires between 3-5 hours of group deliberation.
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The number of necessary queries also depends on the total number of ideas in the set, but the ISM software
is able to infer during the structuring process an average of approximately 70-80% of the judgments involved
in relating the complete set of ideas.
The influence structuring work conducted with ISM can be considered an activity in “mapping perceptions”
of the group members. Participants are given the opportunity to explore connections and links between ideas in
ways that probably would have gone undetected without such structuring work. ISM can, thus, provide
participants with useful insights into the relationships between ideas and it generates a product, a structural map
of those relationships, which can guide their thinking as they design potential solutions.
Field representation (Warfield & Cardenas, 1995) organizes ideas in a way that allows a large amount
of information to be worked with effectively. There are different types of field representations that are useful
for different types of applications, but, typically, a field representation portrays a significant amount
of information organized in a form that (a) is appropriate for use in making decisions and (b) maintains
an ongoing, visible record of intermediate decision making en route to a final portrayal of the total set of choices
that has been made. A field representation shows a set of categories and the members of each of those
categories. When appropriate, the group might engage in a structuring process (using ISM) to sequence the
categories according to agreed-on criteria.
The portrayal of choices in the field representation technique constitutes a profile representation. In constructing
a profile, a group examines the first category of the field and chooses elements from that category. Each choice
is represented graphically by drawing a line from the bullet in front of a selected element down to a “tie line,”
a continuous line drawn at the base of the graphic, beneath the full category set. After all choices are made,
the selected elements are connected to the tie line; all elements that have not been selected remain
unconnected. In this way, the viewer is presented with a graphical portrayal of both selected items and the full
set of items considered for inclusion in the final product.
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